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Part I
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I know how stupid is to write about my crimes on these pages. My problem is that 

I'm too sensitive for my own good, or perhaps it is just a sliver of conscience and a meek 

attempt at self incrimination and redemption.

In due time strangers' eyes will look at these pages and will wonder at the monster 

who wrote these things. They will cringe in disgust and their eyebrows will arch in 

surprise. They may laugh at my pitiful attempts at becoming normal. Perhaps they will 

not finish reading my writings, tired of well articulated words that bring no new evidence 



to a de facto conclusion: here is a looser who veered astray from the righteous path 

demarcated by society. That same society will be a better place once I’m gone, and the 

taxpayers can save themselves the expense of a trial and keeping me alive in their 

overcrowded jails because neither state sponsored punishment nor rehabilitation catches 

my fancy. Being a coward and fleeing suits me better because I accept responsibility for 

my crimes but I don’t want to deal with the consequences. 

Stranger, whoever you may be, here are Mr_X’s memoirs for you to read. You 

will read these pages and the passage of events will unfold like a flower under the sun. 

Expect sour nectar from this black rose. 

Your mercy neither I want nor I ask for. The forgiveness of my victims I don’t 

need because such currency is not taken in hell, and I like to travel light. They can use 

their forgiveness on themselves, or trade it for a better commodity, such as hatefulness for 

my memory. Let them trade their hard-earned forgiveness for my own damnation, easier 

to use on their part and more deserved on mine.

You came here looking for cogent proof of my crimes. If you don’t want to dally 

in my dairies, I invite you to see my execrable pictures hidden in my computer. This vast 

collection of filth, cataloged as any great library would be, is ineluctable evidence of 

what I became, of what I’m now. Look no more because you have found me, Mr_X the 

Multifarious Monster. Catchy phrase indeed, perhaps you may quote it to the press, if the 

news of my crimes can find a place in the tight schedule of nightly news already devoted 

to professional sports. I am sure that the broken little finger of a multimillionaire 

quarterback will take more time to report than my horrible deeds, if they make it past the 

cutting room at all.

I understand though. Who wants to hear about an insignificant nobody like 

myself?  Bring on the sports! Let America rejoice in those men who have it all, the 



bimbos, the money, and the fame!

All I have left is a loaded .38.

Say goodbye to nobody. Hope I don’t see too many of you in hell. 

Mr_X 
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Dear friends and Family,

There are so many things to write about in this Christmas letter that I’m afraid we 

will run out of space before we can finish them all. First thing you will notice is that this 

year the letter is typed, and that is because we now have a home computer.  Computers 

are the future the pundits say, so we decided that it would be good for Ashley to start 

using one, and of course, Pam and I also get to do neat stuff with it, like writing our 

annual letter. You will no longer have to squint to decipher our hieroglyphics on smudged 

photocopies.

Ashley is doing great in school. Now we have one of those bumper stickers that 

say “My kid is an honor student.” We are so proud of her. Atta girl Ashley! 

Ashley is on her way to becoming an Olympic swimmer. Well, at least she can 

now thread water and move forward with her head out of the water. By next year she 

should be able to cross the pool’s short side without splashing half the pool’s water onto 

the sides and bystanders. Seriously, she is making great progress, so encourage her efforts 

when you talk to her.

For those of you who want to give her something for Christmas, any Barbie 



accessory will be perfect because she never has enough of them. As far as Pam and I go, 

don’t get us anything, really. Keep your hard-earned money to buy gifts for your own 

kids or yourselves.

It is hard to write letters that strike that perilous balance between informing the 

uninformed and not boring the informed. This year we are using a real tree instead of the 

old tired plastic one. I know real trees are a fire hazard, but we like the pine smell, and for 

once this smell doesn’t come out of a can (we are saving the ozone layer, if anybody 

asks). May Santa approve of this year’s choice, and may he fill our stockings with 

precious gifts (behold that greedy Christmas spirit).

The old station wagon died so now we have a snazzy new Mustang, apple red. 

After running the old wagon to the ground we thought that Pam deserved something 

better. It has a V6, not a big block V8, so don’t fret about Pam running on the highway 

like Mad Max. Just the same, if you see a red Mustang coming fast behind you with a 

little red head behind the wheel, make way. Pam promised she won’t speed, but I know 

her better.

The house is getting a back-lift. The stucco's gray color will be gone and in its 

place we will have a more cheerful terra-cotta finish that matches the roof shingles. We 

feel sorry for those painters who have to work with that cold wind blowing all the way 

from Oklahoma. This spring we plan in putting new grass plugs of what I call science 

fiction weeds, genetically engineered to survive the Texas droughts. We will see how true 

that claim is this summer.

Now that I mentioned the weather, let’s be grateful of this mild winter. No ice 

storms this year, so far. Of course, when one hits Dallas, everything shuts down so we get 

a free day home. Ah, that silver lining, never loose sight of it.

Grandpa and Grandma won’t be able to spend this Christmas with us; neither are 



we going to anybody else’s house (some of you are probably smiling in relief). Just 

kidding! It was a matter of timing more than anything else. Perhaps next Christmas we 

can get better organized, and we hope we will have some unspent vacation days left so 

we can travel and bug some of you. Hey, I promise the phone will be on this holiday, so 

don’t be shy and call whenever you feel like it. Collect calls are O.K. (just kidding again).

We wish you a very Merry Christmas and an exceedingly Happy New Year, that 

all your wishes become reality is our desire. As Rem and Stinpy say, “happy happy joy 

joy”

Joe, Pam and Ashley
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Since I was a kid I wanted to have a diary. I never did because a paper notebook 

can be misplaced, and can be read by anybody. For a while I was writing one a la Da 

Vinci, my sinusoidal calligraphy flowing from right to left in a reversed alphabet which at 

the time I thought it was very smart until I found my mother reading my secrets by 

placing the pages in front of a mirror. As a youngster, you haven’t lived long enough to 

have a full skeleton in your closet even though the small bones you have already gathered 

looked like the dinosaur fossils you see in museums.  Learning a foreign language well 

enough to write in tongues didn't appeal to me either; besides, a country full of those 

foreign speaking people could read it. Picking a language from a very small country may 

help, but again, sooner than later somebody would translate it into the Queen's English 

(or is it the King’s?).

Embarrassing moments, humiliating memories, these things will inhabit any diary, 



and mine would be no exception. That the letters of my written confessions would fill the 

pages like black ants over the bare corpse of a naked virgin doesn't bother me; it is the 

possibility of prying eyes looking at my bare soul that does.

Today is different though. In this electronic age, my failures and successes are 

safe inside the innards of made-in-Korea microchips, like an undetected cancer inside its 

unsuspecting victim. They only exist as a magnetic aberration on the surface of a hard 

drive, and only I have the key to unlock those secrets. My password to get into my 

computer is not written anywhere but in my mind. It has upper and lower case letters 

mixed with symbols and numbers. No hacker would ever crack such crazy string of 

characters. My secrets rest safe inside a silicon fortress. No mirror or foreign speaking 

devil will give them away.

I had been using Ashley's computer for the last few weeks for longer and longer 

periods. After Pam and Ashley's complained about me hogging the machine and thus 

barring its rightful owner from enjoying it, I got my own. 

TV has its good points, like deadening ones imagination and glazing it with an 

opaque film of complacency. The only time TV forces one to think is when a numbed 

hand grabs the remote or during commercials, deciding if relieving oneself is that 

important or may as well wait for the next break. Life is something that happens between 

commercials and continues on while the TV is off. For those times when one doesn't want 

to live your life as it is, commercials will take us to those places one will never have the 

time or money to visit.

TV was a good friend until the day I discovered the Internet, or the web, or the 

World Wide Web, or just the net. Even its name is not static or official, but a field of 

catchy choices to fit your fancy.  I have now entered a universe of anarchy where 

anything and everything is possible. TV Guides are worthless in this medium as you can 



bounce from site to site like the noisy steel ball in a dazzling pinball machine. I see 

myself as the little ball, moving across a flashy cyberspace field, hitting sites that explode 

in color and applets, the counters clicking upwards. I bounce to unpredictable new places. 

Ding. Dong. Here I go.

This is my first entry in my diary. I don't know for how long I will keep this 

because writing takes time away from surfing the 'net where there is so much to see and 

do.
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The greatest benefit of having a safe repository for your secrets is being able to 

put down thoughts that, if uttered in public, would mean an end to life as you know it. 

Ending such life is not altogether a bad thing, as destroying the old and starting anew can 

be a rejuvenating experience. Chairman Mao Zedong said something to that effect right 

before his Red Guards almost destroyed China. Of course, it takes guts, and money, and 

wears you out emotionally to start from scratch. I'm too cheap and lazy for such 

enterprise; instead, I write my thoughts in here, knowing that once I turn the computer off 

and walk back into my life, not observable change has occurred other than a smirk of 

satisfaction hanging from my lips.

Without looking in any etiquette book I can bet there is a rule, somewhere, that 

says that diaries may contain only daily occurrences. If you ask Dear Abby, I’m sure she 

will quote such a rule. Well, this is my computer, so I proclaim a new rule: there are no 

rules. The past will come to these pages, a bastardized past because my weak 

rationalizations and prejudices will manipulate the already fuzzy memories; but who 

cares, it is only done for my personal sadistic pleasure.



Pam is getting fat. Her buttocks hang low on her like worn out saddles in a 

miner's mule. Her breasts are amorphous sacks of cellulite with pale colored, dried up 

nipples, and the varicose veins spreading over her short and chubby legs do not appeal to 

me. There. 

"Am I getting fat hon?” She asks me all the time.

"Of course no sweetie," I lie for the sake of conjugal tranquility.

"My butt is getting too big."

"It’s not. It's fine."

I don't know why she asks the question when she knows the answer beforehand. 

Here, I don't have to lie. 

"Hon, your butt is as big as a house and sags like a bulldog’s cheeks." I feel better 

for writing it down, and I feel much better for knowing she cannot read it.

Here I follow no rules. Check this out, I walk into the office early in the morning, 

and there she is, Mrs. Natalie Rutherford, so blond and prudish and proud, sitting at her 

desk. My penis and my testicles hang outside my breeches and I walk right to her and rub 

them on her face. Sweet. By now you gather I don't like the woman. The strangest thing 

is that despite my dislike of her, I would like to have sex with her. Our feelings are 

mutual, I mean, the part about disliking each other. The sex part is my idea, done for my 

entertainment and for her well-deserved punishment. 

Talking big when you cannot be held to your words is easy.  Tomorrow, when I 

see Mrs. Rutherford as I walk into the office, I will greet her with a polite good morning, 

and she will reciprocate. This predictability eases our fear of living but ends up wearing 

out our desire to live. The best medicine is to do the unexpected. Walking in with my 

genitalia dangling outside my trousers may be too much medicine though.

"Who are you going to please with that?" She asks, the Queen of Snot, to 



paraphrase Jimmy Buffet.

"Myself."
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The sexiest cartoon character has to be Blondie Bumstead. Have you seen her in 

the bathtub, the water just right over her nipples? No wonder Dagwood can eat like a pig 

and never put on weight; that woman must be a sex fiend. My dream is to see Blondie 

doing a spread for Playboy. Beetle Bailey's Ms. Huxley is also hot (ask General Halftrack 

who walks around with a perennial woody), but she is not as well drawn as Blondie. 

Betty Boop has a nice body and those sluttish moves, but I never could get over her face; 

after all, it used to be a dog’s face. Imagine Blondie doing it with her neighbor, Harriet 

Woodley. The publishers could make it a special edition, a "Coming out of the closet" 

thing. Throw Herb into a ménage à trois and then it can be a neighborly thing.

Sad is this day when I realize that a cartoon excites more than my fleshy wife. 

Life's routine destroys one’s desires with the same determination harmless water droplets 

scour the face of a rocky mountain. Year after year the face of the mountain looks the 

same until one day you notice the detritus lying at the mountain's foot. Things have 

eroded; things have changed indeed. The mountain is still there, but is not the same 

mountain; look, the crevasses have multiplied and the old ones are deeper.

My perception is requited. Her tired eyes escape to the ceiling or crawl away over 

the carpet when she finds me naked as if I were a leper looking for a missing body part, 

dressed on open sores.

Once upon a time hormones raged inside taut muscles. Back then life without sex 

was not an option. Today it is a fact. Yes, we exercise our biological obligations in 



monthly installments, more or less, but look forward towards that moment as if we were 

going to the dentist to have our teeth look at. It has to be done, this thing, to keep the 

facade of a happy marriage lustrous and in good repair. She spreads her legs and I move 

between them to do this thing we know is necessary to keep a healthy relationship, as it 

has been well documented by Cosmopolitan magazine, with expert opinions, charts and 

statistics.

Excessive maturity, decay, degradation, whatever you want to call it, love seems 

to cut its strength in half each year, always losing half of its previous self, diminishing, 

but just like radioactive plutonium, never weakening enough in a lifetime to be harmless. 

Even escaping from degraded love is hard to do, its sickening influence eroding the will 

to break loose.

Thanks to human creativity now I have access to the net. I cannot escape reality, 

but I can hide in cyberspace. Howard Stern once said that the best sex he ever had was in 

the Web. I agree. I cannot tell you how easy it is to find sex on the 'net. Call it porno, 

pornography, smut, exercising your First Amendment rights, whatever, but when you type 

the word "pussy" in the text box of a search engine, you know you are in for a treat. You 

can pay for it, or you can get free stuff. Either way you can have it delivered to your 

screen in seconds. This is America; instant gratification; we want it all and we want it 

now. Right on! Ding dong.
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Cyberspace is electrons in motion. Packets of information move across telephone 

lines and fiber optics cables and a dupe somewhere gets excited when they end up on his 

screen as an array of color and text. A system designed to save us from nuclear holocaust, 



or at least keep connected among themselves the survivors buried deep inside their 

radiation-free bunkers, is now the largest repository of pornography in the world, a use 

never thought of by the scientists who were just trying to save our way of life.

Perhaps they have indeed preserved our way of life for future generations. The 

brave new world will be able to see their grandmothers and grandfathers doing it, so they 

will know that sex as pleasure is nothing new despite what young people may think, and 

those old, dried up people wasting away in Assisted Living Facilities (ALF in 

architectural parlance) probably had more sex than they cared for. Looking at your elders 

as sexual perverts make your own perversions much more palatable.

I have started building my erotica library with files that I have been downloading 

from sites asunder. Images of slovenly nakedness have come to my monitor where they 

have been preserved next to my diary, buried in silicon caves. Every night I dig deeper 

into humanity’s sexual perversions. Playboy's centerfolds are as lame as the pictures of 

pretty faces on a hair dye package when compared to what I can fish out. 

Who are these people whose faces come into my monitor every night? They are 

the loved daughters of well to do families, I think. Many look like the girl who would 

work as a cashier at Albertson's. Some look like junkies, and I have no problem of 

thinking of them as such. But many others are so ordinary looking that I cannot stop 

thinking about the day Ashley will grow up and her picture smiling at me with semen on 

her face will greet me.

I walk in the mall and sit on a bench. I see mothers with their little kids behind, 

and I see these women in my monitor with semen on their faces too, smiling at me. I see 

young girls smirking at the rest of humanity, and I see them on their fours, getting it from 

behind (now is my turn to smirk). That pale redhead cashier, I see the black mall cop, a 

stud, putting her legs over her head and burying his dark bone into her red bush. I know 



this is possible because I have such picture. 

Who are these people who come to me in the darkness of my room? They smile; 

they seem happy; at the least they fake enjoyment rather well so that poor saps like 

myself can go crazy with our unfulfilled fantasies.

Who are these people, these women whose semen covered faces and genitalia 

show up on my screen every night? They cannot all be porno stars, or highly paid models. 

Do they work at the mall? Downtown? How do you meet these women? They look like 

anybody else. They wear wedding rings on their fingers, and gold chains around their 

necks, and nice watches. Their hair is clean and shiny and well kept, and so are their 

manicures. These women don't leave in alleys digging a living from dumpsters, or show 

the scars from needle abuse. They are sisters, and daughters, and mothers, they go to PTA 

meetings, and they smile with a penis in their mouths, mocking me, mocking my 

inadequacy at not having the sexual pleasures of life that others enjoy.
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For about twenty dollars at month I have unlimited access to humankind's sexual 

perversion in all its shapes, in full color, still or video format. The video has audio, but I 

turn it off to avoid Pam and Ashley's from prying into my pleasure. 

I have rearranged the furniture in my office so that now I sit facing the door. A 

few times Pam walked unannounced into my office. My good luck was that no 

compromising images were on the screen.  A mere picture of a naked woman on her back 

would have been easily explained away, after all, any convenience store has those same 

pics, albeit wrapped in a plastic bag behind the counter. But they are like cigarettes; 

anybody can get a hold of them. A picture of a woman with a dog on her back, having 



intercourse, that would have been hard to explain. 

Bestiality. I will never see a woman walking her dog in the same light again. What 

intrigues me is that these women also smile, their everyday faces looking at you like if 

they were at an office party around a birthday cake, not masturbating a horse or worse. 

Have I ever met such a woman? I go to the park and sit on a bench. Sitting on benches is 

like going to the zoo, only that the zoo walks in front of you, not the other way around. 

Pretty women walk by with their leashed dogs, and I imagine them on their fours with 

their canine on their backs, smiling at me. Does she do it? The question comes to my 

mind when presented with a woman and her dog. It drives me insane not knowing, not 

having a way of knowing. The Reader's Digest will never give me such statistics. 

Cosmopolitan or Good Housekeeping magazines will never have an article on such 

sexual modality.
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How to have safe sex with your pet

by Cindy E. Burris

How to keep your pet happy, and yourself safe

What the vets say

Bonding with your pet

Article or not, I already have the pictures to go with it, so it doesn't bother me too 

much. Still, I would like to meet such a woman. What would I do? Nothing, I would just 

be polite.

“How you do? Nice to meet you.” I would shake her hand gently, and smile back. 

We would have small talk and then part our separate ways but I could imagine her on her 



fours with big Fido standing on his hind legs behind her, in and out, in and out, and that 

would be enough to get me arouse because my imagination is more lurid than reality 

itself. More than a sexual personality, I have a visual one, and regardless of my glasses, 

I'm not visually impaired, just visually perverted.

But where are such women? They live in the Web as dots of light that gather on 

my screen to torture me because I cannot discern the real ones from the respectable ones 

when I go on with my sorry life. I try to fool myself with the idea they are computer-

generated images, like the pictures of Hillary Clinton having sex with a troop of studs, 

but I know better.  Somewhere in America a woman is doing it with an animal, and I'm 

left to wonder who, where, all by myself.  Oh God, I’m missing so much …
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Whiners make up a great part of my professional life. The project I finished today 

was a reject. The owner had fired the original architect, and I can see why. The plans 

looked like they had been drawn freehand by a high schooler. The thickness of the walls 

changed every time a wall turned a corner. The sections were worthless because instead 

of details showed blank spaces, or if something was shown, it didn't match the exterior 

elevations. This was another typical mess, dropped on my desk. I can fix anything, and 

cheap motel projects are a breeze because they are nothing but giant mousetraps with 

holes for the mice to go in and out, and holes in the walls called windows to let the light 

in. Of course, the customer needed his prints in a hurry because his contractor was 

scheduled to break ground in a week. I spent a full week on these prints and gave the man 

a decent set, decent enough that he pulled the construction permits without a problem in 

one afternoon.



Bring in the half witted job super. Every half-hour he calls. "I don't have a 

plumbing diagram."

"The owner was supposed to contract those out. You need to talk to him."

"What kind of crappy plans are these? I got these plumbers standing here with 

their thumbs up their asses. Blah blah blah"

"You moron, I told you to call the owner." Of course, I didn't say it that way, but 

those would have been the adequate words.

"I don't have fire stop details between the rooms and the hallway," he calls again.

"We didn't have time to draw those. Just use solid blocking over the partition 

walls," I said to this super, who is supposed to be a hotshot experienced builder.

"What the hell do you mean you didn't have time," and on and on he goes 

moaning. Moron. Anybody with half a brain and some experience can do fire blocking to 

the satisfaction of a building inspector, and more in South Dallas where inspectors don't 

pay too much attention to cheap hotels, if any at all.

The prerequisite for being a whiner is being a moron. If you plan ahead, there is 

nothing to whine about, but leave everything for the last minute, then try to rush things, 

instant whiner. Everything that lands on my desk is already late, so the whining starts 

before I draw the first line on the CADD system. 

I come home to be greeted by more whining. Pam whines about me hogging the 

telephone line. It burns me up when I'm in the middle of a good download, a particularly 

nasty picture, and she picks up the phone to babble with a girlfriend and shoots my 

connection down. Ashley also complains about not being able to use her computer 

because I'm on line. Not being a moron, I planned ahead. I called the Cable Company to 

install a cable modem in both our computers. With such a big connecting pipe I will be 

able to deluge myself so fast with images that my eyes will go on overload. Cool.



The reason I keep on writing these ramblings is to kill time, waiting for Pam and 

Ashley to go to bed so I can go on line, unfettered. My loins throb at the idea of the new 

images awaiting for me to retrieve them. I got search engines, I got passwords, I got 

credit cards for instant access, and I got to masturbate before going to bed late at night, 

my testicular sacks bloated with the semen of my fantasies. 
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I never bought into the concept of multiple lives; instead, I support the concept of 

parallel lives. Multiple lives mean that each live is dissociated from the others. My work 

life would float like a bubble in the waters of my existence, and next to it, but not 

touching, would be my home life, and there is the life I spend inside my truck, one hour 

in the morning and one in the afternoon. 

This concept doesn't hold under my scrutiny. We lead parallel lives that develop 

and run side by side like lanes in a highway bound in the same direction. We switch 

lanes, but we are still heading for the same place. Do you want a new life? Then take an 

exit ramp and get into a different highway going somewhere else. Once on that new 

highway, family, work, secret lives, whatever you may consider a life, will still run side 

by side. 

My work life is a lane without potholes. I complain about work like anybody else, 

but work problems are predictable and my experience lets me deal with them without 

breaking too much of a sweat. I don't own the company so I don't need to expend 

sleepless nights thinking about the bottom line. I do my job, forty hours at week, and 

collect my paycheck. At work, I'm in cruise control.

Sitting in my Suburban is a way of life. I derive great enjoyment in watching 



dresses' hemlines creeping up on women driving cars. Once, riding with my daddy on 

one of those never ending west Texas roads that go to desolate places, I hear a trucker on 

CB referring to women in cars as seat covers. Peeping at seat covers behind tinted 

windows is a great life. She was a redhead, with a wild hair that caught fire under the 

sunlight, every strand of her frizzed hair an optic fiber carrying solar power. Her old 

Nova had no air so she drove with the windows down. Her summer dress, one of those 

flimsy affairs that let pantie lines show through their flowered texture, was short to start 

with. She drove with her knees high and legs spread, the dress almost up to her hip and 

her white, freckled legs flared under the hot sun. She had to know that people in trucks 

and SUV's had to have a good view of her smooth legs, like I did, but she didn't care.

I came home to my other life but the memory of the redhead followed me inside 

the house like Ariadne's thread.  Retracing that thread takes me back to her legs, her hair, 

and her hard curves under the thin dress. Parallel lives are bonded together by the tarmac 

of life over which with roll everyday. Her image lives with me regardless of where I may 

be. Only people with multiple personalities can live multiple lives where one doesn't 

connect to the other; those people are called psychos. 

After I'm done writing this tirade, I will switch lanes and drive into a new parallel 

life, the cyber life where my body doesn't move but my imagination takes off. Books are 

supposed to do the same, but they are not match against the interactive media of our time. 

Ashley is already in bed and Pam will soon turn in. The night is mine and my loins throb 

knowing that graphical gratification is ready to come in line. With them in bed, I can lock 

the door to my room and masturbate right in front of my computer. I say it without shame 

because this is my secret embedded in silicon, safe from outsiders.
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"Good morning," said Natalie to me when I walked into the office.

"Good morning ma’am," I said. It was a Dragnet type of "good morning." She had 

pushed away from her desk to look into a file cabinet. Her dress had move up, and the 

pressure from sitting  showed me her generous thighs, round and inviting under her white 

hose. She should be in the Internet, having anal sex with a coworker, perched on her fours 

in the boss' chair. I have a pic like that. I went straight to my desk and started working, 

knowing that father time is catching up with me, with my pants down and my gut against 

the keyboard. There is a draftsman in John Dos Passos’ Manhattan Transfer who is also 

getting old with a drafting board stuck to his guts. Great progress have we made since 

then. My picture in the Internet wouldn't be a pretty one. I have seen some very ugly ones 

that I have kept just because they were so ugly they were different. There is a web site up 

there devoted to ugly women.

Last night Pam wanted to get frisky. I got my penis to pass the point of flaccid to 

somewhat not so flaccid. I huffed and puffed, but it was like blowing on a brick house. 

Pam didn’t say a word of reproach, just mumbled something about me not having to 

worry. Right, and size doesn’t matter either, and as Penthouse’s letters say, cum tastes like 

honey. Right.

My head sank into the pillow and my body reeked of a hot sweat as if a miasma 

were sipping from my greasy pores. I can close my eyes and masturbate in five minutes. I 

can do it in the morning, in the evening, and then at night in front of my computer. 

Closing my eyes, Natalie or the landlady at the office building, or the Fedex lady, or 

today’s unknown face who caught my fancy, any of them can take the place of the sluts in 

my pics, and I’m off and running with fantasies as improbable as winning the lotto. 

Einstein was right, imagination is more powerful than intellect. 



Still, I failed in my conjugal duties, failed in an embarrassing and miserable way. 

What is the good of a computer filled with the most outlandish sexual pictures when his 

owner cannot even satisfy his wife? My head sinks deeper into the pillow, swallowed by 

walls of fabric stuffed with Styrofoam pellets. Thoughts swirl with traces of guilt and 

shame spinning about an epicenter of excuses that nobody would believe. I don’t. My 

breathing is difficult and the sticky film on my face feels like fast setting concrete, 

trapping my failures inside me. I pray for sleep, for oblivion.

Tomorrow, I will masturbate in the shower to the tune of the latest pics I 

downloaded before going to bed, still pulsating in my memory. Last night’s miseries will 

be pushed under the carpet of my rationalization. You don’t want to look under that 

carpet. Neither do I.

12

My computer came with a CD-ROM and speakers. Wouldn’t you know that those 

little speakers could put a lot of noise out? I never cared for music too much, other than 

being a background noise filling up empty silence. This young punk at work, Steve, lent 

me this CD for me to take home. I know he did it to aggravate me, knowing that the 

music would drive an old guy like myself nuts. He was wrong. I put the Offspring CD 

into the tray and let it rip. Disco sucks. R & B bores me. Big hair bands looked phony and 

head-banging music sounds the same record after record. The so-called Oldies remind me 

how old I'm getting. The Offspring rules, like Steve says. I went to the mall and I got my 

own CD. The teen girl at the counter looked at me with contempt, an old guy trying to be 

hip, or trying to buy the admiration and respect of his teen brood. She was wrong on both 

counts. The foul language in Bad Habit puts a smile on my grumpy face. Now I have 



another addiction, bad music for punks. I have become a grumpy old man (middle age to 

be politically correct, or youth impaired to truly be PC), pornographer and closet punk 

rocker. 

Dog eats dog, everyday, what a cool song it is. I visualize Natalie on her fours, me 

behind, banging her to the music, fast and furious, my member this creature of throbbing 

hardness and painful girth. The music blares from my tiny speakers while I'm dazzled by 

the images coming from my monitor, but unlike A Clockwork Orange, this is a case of 

reverse aversion therapy. My head bobs and my face strains with the hard chords. Pam 

thinks I’m losing it, but frankly, I don’t think I ever had it.

I believe that reality’s gone
Disillusion’s real
I believe that morality’s gone
And there is nothing to feel

Something to Believe, the Offspring

I do believe that went archaeologists dig through the debris of our late century, 

they will find the best expression of our poetry not in some parched book with the picture 

of a sensitive type scholar on the back cover. No my friends. They will dig for the 

booklets stuck in the jewel cases of CD's and read the lyrics written by tattooed punks 

and will marvel at the depth of their social commentaries and at their take on life as a 

ruthless endeavor.

13

Failed expectations fell by the wayside and now make me stumble. Some 

expectations were too big to start with. The smaller failures grew out of neglect or 

complacency (which sin is worse, I don't know). I meander through these lifeless 

expectations carrying a new load of them on my back, hoping they won't end up as litter 



around me. The load gets lighter with age as the expectations get smaller. Some days I 

don't feel the burden because I have no expectations other than making it through another 

day.

Yesterday was a day the unexpected ruined my expectations. I had just sat in front 

of my computer after having spent what I consider mandatory, after-dinner "quality" time 

with my family. One tepid TV sitcom is about all I can watch without going brain dead. I 

made small talk, fulfilling my fatherly and husbandly duties while the TV rambled inane 

lines and tried to sell me what I don't need. After the sitcom was over, I went to my office 

and turned the computer on.

Pam showed up at my door, her wide figure blocking any escape, her fiery eyes 

obliterating my desk, all things on it, and myself, with a hard look of contempt.

"I knew it. You wasted no time on turning that damned thing on." I said nothing, 

my blank face deflected her inquisitorial eyes.

"How much time can you spend in front of that thing?

"I got stuff to do." I pointed to a set of blueprints that I had brought from work. 

There is no CADD installed in this machine, and the prints are a sham, part of my 

deceiving routine.

"Yeah, right. You haven't unrolled them since you brought them home."

“I have,” I said meekly. Her hard look got more intense.

“This is getting old, you know, you spending every night in front of that machine. 

Ashley is wondering if you are mad at her.”

"She knows I'm not."

"She doesn't. You barricade yourself in this room and get all frisky when anybody 

tries to interrupt you."

"Sorry." I didn't mean it. Pam knew I didn't.



"Shut that thing down and come to spend some time with your daughter." It was 

not a plea, but a command. As I turned the computer down I mumbled something about 

having work to do.

"OK, I will be done in a minute." Pam said nothing and backed off the door never 

turning her back on me.

After reading these lines I come to determine that the unexpected had triggered 

another botched expectation, the expectation that I could enjoy my time in front of my 

computer, downloading more pics, increasing my carefully cultivated erotica files. 

Expectation's worst enemy is the unexpected, thus I will prepare myself for the 

unexpected so that my vane expectations don't get derailed.

While other men want to save the world or become powerful or rich, or fly around 

the planet on a balloon, I just want to watch my pictures and masturbate. Motivational 

speakers, for a fee, will tell you to aim for the stars, set high goals for yourself, pure 

cliche by now. My moronic philosophy is to have low expectations; voila, now life may 

not be more rewarding, but it is less disappointing.

As of tonight, as Pam said, I'm barricading myself in my office after the ten 

o'clock news are over and Ashley is in bed. Pam goes to bed right after the news, falling 

into a snorting and drooling slumber. The unexpected is in retreat. I can see its shadow 

hiding under Pam's blankets.
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My next door neighbor has an enviable tool collection. He is the incarnation of 

Tim "The Tool Man" Taylor. From hooks sticking from his garage's pegboard-covered 

walls, stainless and nickel plated tools hang with the sainthood of religious icons on a 



church's altar. The organization is perfect, from large to small, open box wrenches on this 

side, one row is metric, the other standard, and so on. Power tools are locked in shiny tool 

chests, every one occupying a specific place. My neighbor spends more time cleaning 

and rearranging his tools that he spends using them. When he does use them, it is a time 

of reverence, like the priest pulling the Holy Host from a golden chalice. I wouldn't dare 

to ask to borrow a tool from him. He would be more inclined to lend me his wife for the 

night. If she looked like Patricia Richardson, I would ask him.

Instead of tools, I have pictures. My silicon chests possesses a file system 

comparable to none I have ever seen or created before. In alphabetical order I have, anal, 

best, bestiality (further divided in dogs and farm animals), blow jobs, bondage, brown 

shower, cartoons, close ups, coitus, facials, fat, freaks, frontal, gang bang, golden shower, 

hairy, interracial, lesbians, old, onher4s, pregnant, teens, tits, toys and ugly. Many titles 

are self-explanatory, others I leave to your imagination. 

The first thing I do when I open a new picture is to classify it. To what file should 

it go? An old hairy lady spread eagle on her back giving fellatio qualifies for more than 

one file, but it must go to one alone. As you see, even pleasure demands I strain myself 

with decisions. If my discerning powers fail, I have created a new file titled 

"miscellaneous" where I put what cannot be classified. 

Every night after Pam and Ashley go to sleep, I surf the net looking for those 

pictures that will make my collection a more impressive one. I lock the door, pull my 

penis out and I stroke it while new pictures unfold, pixel by pixel. My throat tightens in 

delight, my member throbs in pleasure like a purring fat cat. 

Life outside my room is a dream that prolongs itself into old age. I don't need to 

bother with reality when pictures reveal to me the existence of a better life lived by others 

whose sexual fantasies are everyday realities. I would rather believe in their realities than 



on my own life. My fantasy is the bridge that takes me to the land where I vicariously 

experiment others pleasures.

A friend of mine just came from Africa. 

"They are dying like flies out there," he told me.

"Malaria? Famine?" I asked.

"No man. AIDS."

I have no idea why this thought just hit me. My conscience is playing dirty tricks 

on me. No sweat. I will just finish typing this up and then I'll jump in the net, head on. 

Pornography is safe sex; at worst I will get carpal tunnel syndrome, or go blind. I already 

have a hairy hand.
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Late this evening I came through the park. A darkness filled with the last hour's 

shadows spread through the bushes. Hands in pockets and a determined gait that took me 

nowhere in particular complemented my stony face. I hear heavy breathing coming from 

the shadows. Without stopping, I glanced in that direction. A young kid sat on the grass, 

propped on his elbows, his pants down while a blond young girl gave him oral sex. 

They saw me; they acted surprised, laughed off and continued with their business. 

I continued with mine, going nowhere. I took a quick look behind me after I had walked 

for a few seconds. The kids now ran away into the tree line, laughing and carrying on. I'm 

glad to see people enjoying life.

Somebody whose name I don't remember, a Frenchman I think, said that men live 

lives of quiet desperation. I'm a walking laboratory that proves that theory.

Pam wanted to get intimate, again, and I couldn't respond to her demands. A 



flaccid penis is not a tool of understanding between two people who are supposed to be a 

happy couple. This time Pam didn't say it was OK.

"You're playing with yourself too much," she said, like a doctor giving her 

professional opinion.

"What the hell are you talking about?"

"Do you think I don't know what you do in the shower everyday?"

"I take a shower." I could feel my face blushing.

"And what else?"

I said nothing.

"You masturbate everyday, and even when you go to the bathroom at night, I 

suspect you do it again, nobody spends one hour crapping."

"Come on, nobody can do that twice a day," I said, knowing I can do it three times 

at day.

"Whatever, you have a problem." Her conclusion was firm.

I wanted to blow up with indignation, but embarrassment got a hold of me. It is 

hard to assert yourself when you are wobbling on one leg, trying to put your underwear 

on, your flaccidity speaking louder than any excuses you can make.

That was two nights ago. I haven't masturbated since. Pam's eyes follow me 

wherever I go in the house. She slams doors and pots and anything that needs to get off 

her hands. Her silence reproaches me; she may as well be screaming at me. Ashley looks 

at both of us, and she knows something is amiss. One side of me wants to surf the net, the 

other side wants to rest, walk into the darkness behind the tree line and find a few 

remnants of happiness left behind by those kids in the park. Happiness is not to be found 

in hygienically packed containers, or inside sealed envelopes, or in the words of 

strangers, or the Net. It comes from within you, but I'm hollow inside.
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I'm going to tell you a story.

A chain link separates both backyards. A green weed grabs the wire links on its 

way up. This vertical wire and leaf lattice lets the neighbors' house show through. What 

was that vine? Honeysuckle perhaps? The young Kid is now a grown man; time and the 

desire to forget some things have erased the identity of the plant intertwined with the 

fence.

The Kid plays with his Tonka dump truck, moving dirt from one side of the yard 

to the other. Rubber wheels rolling on the ground and dirt sliding down from the back of 

the truck are the only human noises that hang on the dying afternoon. Back and forth the 

truck moves, driven by the Kid accompanied by his imaginary friends, a busy job site.

Across the fence stands the neighbor, as he always does. Sometimes he takes 

cares of his plants and trees, trimming low branches and pulling weeds from among his 

bushes, but mostly he comes to the fence and makes small conversation with the Kid.

"You need a bigger truck if you're gonna finish moving all that dirt," he says to 

the Kid. The Kid says nothing but smiles, and keeps on pushing his truck, faster this time.

"What kind of truck you're driving?"

"It's a Ford."

"How you know that?" says the neighbor, smiling, both his hands resting their 

hook-like fingers on the holes in the fence.

"It looks like one," said the Kid. It was true, it looked like a fifty-something Ford.

Almost everyday the Kid came to play on the yard with his truck, or his small 

paratrooper that floated down under its plastic canopy after being thrown skyward, or his 



plastic cowboys and Indians for whom he had built a fort on a sand pile. The Kid would 

place every one around the pile, with the meticulousness of a jeweler working on the 

king's crown. After checking his work he would move away from the pile and would use 

his BB gun to shoot them. One shot for the cowboys, one shot for the Indians; whoever 

had more people standing after the shooting was over, won. The Kid had a sense of 

fairness, even when it came to shooting toy people.

His shooting game got less challenging every day as his marksmanship got better. 

With every game, he stepped farther back, hoping to miss a shot now and then in order to 

avoid a Mexican standoff.

"Soon you're gonna be shooting from my porch," said the neighbor. His pockets 

always carried candy for the Kid. The candy went through the fence from a big, 

weathered hand to a small, pale one. The Kid ate, the neighbor talked, the Kid answered 

in phrases, but enjoyed the attention offered through the fence. No such thing came from 

his own house.

The shooting got better, the Kid kept on stepping back. One late afternoon when 

the day's light came straight through the fence, rays of dusty light crisscrossing the 

ground and growing shadows across the full length of the yard, the Kid had reached the 

fence. He shot with his back against the fence, popping the toy people who flew on 

violent pirouettes and showers of sand.

The neighbor also came to the fence.  His fingers came through the fence and 

landed on the Kid's neck, a gently touch. The Kid got startled but froze in place. The 

neighbor's soothing voice followed through the fence.

"Good shooting. Go ahead, keep shooting."

The Kid kept at it, and so did the neighbor, rubbing the Kid's neck. The shooting 

over, the Kid turned to face the neighbor, and he greeted him with a handful of his 



favorite candy that came out of his bulging pants.

Many afternoons followed, the Kid shooting with his back against the fence, the 

neighbor caressing his neck, his shoulders, his back, and his buttocks. The Kid noticed 

the neighbor's deeper breathing when he reached his buttocks. By then the Kid, as 

suggested by his neighbor, was shooting from behind a section of the fence thick with the 

forgotten vine. With the constant rubbing it was hard for him to keep his aim, but it didn't 

matter to the neighbor who kept on praising him on a low voice, and the candy never 

failed to show up after the game was over and it was time to go home after the Kid's 

mother, or whoever happened to be babysitting, called for dinner. Many afternoons 

nobody called because the Kid's mother was gone (night shift at the Dairy Queen in 

town) and she couldn't find or afford a babysitter. Those afternoons prolonged into 

darkness, and the neighbor kept on rubbing and praising even though the Kid could not 

see the toy people and could not shoot. At least on those nights the Kid would go to bed 

with a bellyful of candy.

One afternoon the Kid pulled the trigger and it moved all the way back, a mushy 

arch that didn't click. The following trigger pulls yielded the same disappointment.

"Oh no," said the Kid.

"What's the matter?" said the neighbor.

"It won't shoot. It broke." The Kid passed the gun to the neighbor who examined 

it.

"Trigger is done broke. You need a new gun. You plain worn this one out."

The Kid's face grew sad. Without his gun the neighbor would not give him candy, 

he was sure of that; besides, he liked shooting toy people. The neighbor smiled, sizing the 

opportunity.

"I can get you a new one," said the neighbor, watching the Kid's face alight with 



hope. "But you're gonna have to earn it."

Of course, the Kid agreed to the terms. He dropped his pants and placed his bare 

buttocks against the fence where the neighbor's fingers caressed them and probed 

between his legs. The Kid said nothing, his mind entertained with the new BB gun.

The summer days grew hotter and the Kid spend more time by the fence, shooting 

his brand new gun, so powerful it made the toy people jump twice as high when hit. The 

neighbor had held the gun in one hand while his penis hang through the fence. The Kid 

had to touch it to get the gun. The neighbor had asked the Kid to put it in his mouth but 

the Kid frowned in disgust so a handshake had to do.

Mom was tied up paying bills and working long hours to notice the new gun, and 

one of the conditions had been for the deal to be kept secret. The Kid was a man of his 

word, like John Wayne, so he didn't say anything.

With every day that passed, the neighbor became bolder, his member coming 

through the fence at every opportunity. The Kid by now had a new truck, a pair of pistols, 

a concrete mixer that spun its barrel when rolled on the ground, and a robot that had run 

out of batteries. He kept his booty hidden in the junk-filled tool shed, as told by the 

neighbor. The excessive amount of candy he had eaten would give him a bad case of 

cavities by summer's end, and his mother didn't have dental insurance, but the Kid was 

not thinking about those things.

His thoughts drifted with the bees under the sunshine, looking like going 

nowhere. The neighbor's constant subdued calling and whistling and his member hanging 

through the fence were getting old. He couldn't enjoy his toys. He had enough candy and 

enough toys; he wanted friends, but the neighbor's demands were not too friendly 

anymore; they were just that, demands.

The bees found their way home, and the Kid came upon a plan. He left the shed 



door open, his toys in plain sight. He was telling nobody, as promised, but mom would 

see the booty. She did.

"Where you got those things from?" She asked.

"The neighbor gave them to me." He couldn't lie to his mother.

"Why?" To this question, the Kid had not prepared an answer. His plot didn't 

reach this far. He would never be a good chess player.  He didn't know what to say. He 

wasn't sure how to explain it.

"What's going on?" Asked mom, her eyes squinting and her lips turning redder. 

The Kid knew he was in trouble.

"I did things for him," answered the kid with a meek voice. He described as best 

as he could.

His cheek burnt with a fierce intensity, fiercer with every passing minute after his 

mother had slapped him, hard. His tears felt good rolling down his burning cheek, the 

only soothing he would ever get from that affair. Mom charged to the neighbor's house 

with the toys on her arms. The kid heard cursing and threats and a door slamming and 

then Mom came back home with empty arms and hate on her face. She never looked at 

him, for a long time. The Kid wasn't allowed to play in the backyard anymore. Now he 

placed his toy people on the front porch and shot spitballs at them with the straws and 

napkins that Mom brought from Dairy Queen.
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Suicides increase during bouts of bad weather that force people indoors, I read 

somewhere in the newspaper. Also, I read that the State of Washington has the highest 

suicide rate on the country. The pundits blame it on the never-ending rain. I would think 



that New Jersey would be the most depressive place just because it is New Jersey, but 

whom Am I to speak? I have never been in New Jersey.

When let alone to my machinations, my hands on the keyboard and the monitor's 

lights reflection from my moist brow, a turmoil of sexual fantasies takes hold of my every 

thoughts and desires. As the solitude increases, the whirlwind of thoughts becomes more 

tangled and less probable. This spiral swallows my being into a carnal nightmare with a 

fury that increases with every picture that unfolds in front of me. Masturbation puts a stop 

to it. A scaffolding of sexual fantasies and images collapses like a house of cards. I can 

see, I can feel how, one by one, every image inside my head sublimates into nothing, 

leaving a vacuum inside me that guilt and disgust is quick to fill.

Regardless of how powerful is the collapse, before I'm done washing my sweaty 

face on the sink, my sexual desire blossoms from its ashes. It is a small bud that I can, at 

this stage, neglect but I fear it with a might because I know that it won't be long before it 

dictates to me the direction of my passions yet to come. It doesn't matter how many times 

I masturbate, how many times I try to exhaust the monster by shear abuse; it always 

comes back, undiminished, relentless, and unmerciful.

I don't contemplate suicide, I never have, but I can see how if, instead of sexual 

urges I had suicidal ones, I wouldn't be alive. Your silly monsters grow terrible and 

indomitable when you are left alone with them. I step into the sunshine in the mornings 

when I leave the house. Light slaps my face, fresh air pumps my lungs, the birds chirp, 

and I'm entering a Mary Poppins world. With that initial real world greeting comes the 

truth that my sexual passions are a worthless pursuit. The wind tousling the boughs is 

tangible, the pavement under my feet has color and texture that I can see and feel with my 

senses without an electronic interface.  I can not be happier with such a thought. From the 

time I receive this epiphany to the time I get to my truck, reality degrades my pure 



thought into the knowledge that that same night I will be sitting on front of my computer, 

fueling my sexual fires.

This is what I'm doing now, waiting for the right time to indulge myself, unable to 

escape the joy and the misery of my libidinous cyber adventures.

If I had no hands, could I stop doing what I'm doing?

If I had no eyes, could I stop seeing what I'm seeing?

If I had no testicles, could I enjoy the sunshine forever?

If I were dead, would the worms eat my sickness away, or would I take it with me 

to hell?
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I have nothing to say. Not tonight, not ever. Eloquence, wit, depth, wisdom and 

meaningful words are things that escape me. I can ramble and whine, but express a clear 

idea, that's beyond my mediocrity. Winston Churchill could write a speech, and his words 

would forever be part of the English language.  Stuff like "in these times of dire straits, 

all I can offer you is sweat, blood, toil and tears," (close enough for my memory), still 

reverberates in people's ears and will go down in history as an unforgettable commentary 

to those times.  Me, I can say stuff like "my testicles are stuck to the inside of my leg." 

Those are not the words that will earn you a Nobel Prize.

Homer Simpson has wisdom. He is the perfect looser and there is nothing 

mediocre about his lack of success. There is no guilt and no regrets. His low standards are 

perfectly low, and he makes no excuses about it. Homer is happy with himself, and that is 

the hallmark of perfection, something that Buddha spent his life trying to achieve.

I'm not Sir Churchill and I'm not Homer Simpson. I'm something in between 



unable to reach either extreme of accomplishment or lack there of. Regrets and guilt 

follow me around like a shadow under an everlasting sun. My attempts at self-

improvement fail and corroborate the soundness of my mediocrity. I'm your average Joe, 

excelling at nothing, dreaming of a better self but unwilling or unable to work for it.

To hell with it. Now I listen to the Insane Clown Posse's The Great Milenko. ICP 

is loud, offensive and obscene and I play it in my Suburban. No more Mr. Nice Guy. 

From now on, I'll do what gives me pleasure. Self-improvement can take a bath.

On my way from work I drive by this seedy neighborhood where cheap motels 

dressed in neon align themselves on the side of the trash-littered sidewalks. She was 

Mexican, but blond, with big hips, stuck up butt and stick legs. Her curves tried to pop 

out of her short and tight dress as she leaned against the motel's wall.

Making eye contact, she smiled. My anal sphincter got tight and a knot twisted 

my lower intestines. I cannot explain why. How many times did I drive around the block? 

Two? Three? I don't know. She probably remembers because her eyes followed me each 

time I went around. She has seen it before, the middle aged guy circling her block, 

gaining courage with each pass, a vulture spiraling down on a corpse.

I parked on a Chinese joint and I walked towards her, playing dumb, as if I were 

just going to walk right by. She knew the drill.

"Hi hon. Going somewhere?" She asked, smiling. Her large breasts heaved, 

flattened against the body-hugging dress, yellow like a taxicab. My mouth grew dry and 

my tongue immense, unable to articulate words. I couldn't see it but stupidity befouled 

my sweaty face.

"Room 126." She smiled, winked and turned away, her big butt dancing with 

polyester. She crossed the motel's pot-holed parking lot and went into a room, never 

turning back to look at my frozen figure on the sidewalk.



I continued to play dumb. My head had a buzz and my heartbeat pounded against 

my chest. I shuffled back and forth on the sidewalk. Pressure was growing in my groin. 

Disease. Celibacy. Monogamy. Fidelity. To hell with them. New flesh awaited for my 

pleasure. With hands in pockets I did a 360 degree turn, checking around me for my 

conscience, but I couldn't find it, so I headed towards room 126, the bulge in my pants 

leading the way.

She called it "half-and-half", oral sex and then intercourse. It was just like the 

Internet, sensual images coming to my eyes except that the wide lens of reality had 

replaced the monitor. The oral sex was bared, her lips on my skin. For the intercourse she 

lay on her back, her thick black bush ready after she had put a rubber on my member. We 

kept a professional attitude while we made "love", just like strangers sitting at the 

doctor's office, reading old magazines and waiting for our names to be called in.

At the dinner table my mind kept on going back to the used rubber at the bottom 

of the wastebasket in room 126. Don't ask me why because I don't know. Disease. 

Celibacy. Monogamy. Fidelity.  Hollow words that bother me none.
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I have downloaded pornographic galore from the web. I used my credit cards and 

I got my passwords, which are accepted at the most lecherous sites on the 'net. It's not 

different than the gentleman of high society hidden by the darkness reeking through back 

alleys and rapping on the brothel's back door with his expensive cane.

Last night I stepped into a new dimension. I walked into a chat room. I had read 

about them, but never had the interest to dabble into this pastime. Now I regret such 

lapse. First I had to pick a screen name. I tried a few and all were taken. Because 



anonymity is a virtue when trying to feed your basest desires, I hit upon the name 

"Mr_X". It was accepted. Now I roam cyber space as "Mr_X", and I can be as rude and 

nasty as I desire, shielded by such enigmatic name.

I went into a romance room. These are lame rooms with one hundred guys trying 

to hit on a couple of women. I can go to a local bar and get the same experience. After 

much time wasted, I came upon an adult chat room. Things got racy here. Racy is too 

mild. Things got right down debased. Rooms with names such as "White chicks for black 

studs", or "The submissive room", or "Younger women for older men" were loaded with 

open, unabashed explicit sex.

I joined a few rooms and I watched my screen roll so fast with requests for sex, 

insults and plain trashy talk that I could barely follow the many threads of conversation 

going on at once.

12incher4u: Any ladies on the room tonite? I'm ready to please them.

LatinLover69: I'm playing with myself. Any girls want to join me?

Big_Cowboy_ Stud: Hi sweetheart. Haven't done it on a while :)

SweetHeartInNY: Hi Stud. Been busy.

Jack_the_pussy_ripper: I want my dick sucked. IM me if interested. NO 

FAGGETS.

Line after line scrolled, hot fingers on keyboards all over the U.S. letting 

perverted fantasies fly off. Not even for a second did the lines stopped scrolling. Some 

asked for sexual partners, others demanded them. Advertisement for pornographic sites 

sneaked between lines of "conversation", and humanity's perversity made my own look 

like a neophyte's.  I can just imagine what it will be like to enter rooms like "The incest 

room" or "Screwing daddy" (perhaps later).

I was sitting on one of these chat rooms with my mouth closed, enjoying other's 



peoples pursuit of their own perversions when I got an instant message (or IM in e-speak) 

from Long_legged_lass. I will admit that her message rose my blood pressure.

Long_legged_lass: Hi. How you doing.

Mr_X: Hi, I'm doing fine. You?

Long_legged_lass: Very well, thank you.

Minutes went by, my mind paralyzed by the excitement of talking to this person. I 

gathered my wits and answered.

Mr_X: What's up?

It took me all this time to just write that. I was typing like a bumbling idiot.

Long_legged_lass: Looking for anything special tonite?

Every letter and word on the screen popped to leave an imprint in my mind. I read 

and re-read the line, the words rolling off my tongue like a mantra. I don't remember 

every word she or I typed, but we ended up in a private room, both "alone" in a cyber 

motel, and made "love" to each other. It all ended with a copious masturbation from my 

part.

Next day at work, I kept on drifting away into the placid memories of this 

encounter, my member swelling and forcing me to change my sitting position on my stool 

many times during the day. The Mexican whore was good, but Long_legged_lass was 

better because I could be to her the manly gigolo that I could not be for the real whore. 

My own words embellish me while the naked eye of others cannot.
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The cool night air soothes my nerves. When I say nerves I don't know if I mean 

my feeling of guilt, or my knowledge of failure, or a tempering of my self-



disappointment. I have spent hours in a chat room and masturbated twice. A pall of 

clammy perspiration made my skin reflect the monitor's colors while my hands typed 

improbable sexual feats and excesses. Twice I did it and a hundred times I asked myself 

why I was doing it. The truth is, I'm asking myself why now, after the fact, but during the 

chat, I was too involved with southernbelle69 to pay attention to my conscience. After the 

first round of masturbation I'm done for, but she kept my fire going. After the second 

round I felt so exhausted and worthless that had to I step out onto the yard. I'm not sure if 

I did it looking for what I couldn't find or escaping for what I knew.

Mine is a typical suburban yard with a high fence at the end. Jutting above the 

fence line  is a pole that shines its halogen light on the avenue behind my house. Cars 

pass by, their tires humming on the concrete to give me a taste of the Doppler effect. 

Somehow I remember that sound waves get compressed as a car approaches (their 

frequency is increased) so they have a higher pitch than when the car is moving away 

from you (the waves get stretched and their frequency decreases). This is how I 

remember it, but it doesn't matter because it is worthless knowledge.  I went out to find a 

purpose to my life, an explanation to my behavior, to escape my demons, and I ended up 

musing about the Doppler effect. 

This atypical behavior could be explained away as a natural mechanism of self-

preservation where the mind doesn't want to tackle the issues that bother the soul; instead, 

it diverts its focus to inane subjects triggered by the most innocent of perceptions. 

Despite these tangential mental distractions, I did enjoy the night air, loaded with a 

tranquility not found during the bustling daytime. I had hoped that the night would sip 

into my veins and would cool down and put out my hellish sexual fantasies. It worked for 

a few seconds, which I treasure more than a fistful of diamonds, but I cannot fool myself 

because I know for a fact that tomorrow I will be sitting in front of this keyboard, ready 



to liberate my demons again.

After gaining my composure I returned to the keyboard to type these lines. I don't 

want to wake up in the morning without having a record of how I felt this night. Perhaps 

under the calmer reign of the next evening I will be able to see what is now hiding from 

me, or is visible but I refuse to acknowledge because hormones and guilt are dancing in 

my veins. It may be a futile attempt, but makes me feel better knowing that I have a 

desire to mend my ways even though such feeling of self-improvement is short lived and 

it gets whipped out at the sight of the first pornographic picture or the moment I log into a 

chat room.

I'm going to take a shower before going to bed to cleanse my conscience. No 

matter how hard I rub my tired body with soap, the guilt never goes down the drain but 

stays with me just like if it were my own skin.

When will I realize that this skin
I'm in
Hey, it isn't mine …

Oh, because
You know I can't hide
But oh how hard I try
But this is just the shape I'm in
Oh yeah …

Skinned, by Blind Melon
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"I'm tired of you hiding in your room," Pam complains. I have heard this one 

before, and I have written about this one before too. I have a rooster of excuses ready to 

be used for this confrontation, part of my deceit arsenal that I have put together, built 

with my own tangled web of excuses and rationalizations. Before I could disgorge my 



rehearsed explanations, she shoved the newspaper on my face, open to "Dear Abby".

This lady complained about her husband spending his life glued to the computer. 

The guy had quitted his job, grown a beard, and had an on-line romance with another 

looser. 

"Keep on reading," she told me when I lifted my eyes from the column. The next 

sad story was from a woman who had divorced her "hubby" because the man had traded 

his family for a computer. He had also lost his job.

I lifted my eyes from the column and looked at Pam. A few seconds went by, my 

mind digesting the fact that I was not alone in this world but that there were suffering 

souls like mine, in far worse shape than I was. My mouth opened and words came out, "I 

still have a job."

That is not what Pam wanted to hear, and it was not what I should have said. 

Again, the unexpected wiped out preparedness. I could never run for public office with a 

loose mouth like mine. Her eyes flashed like radioactive material reaching criticality. She 

turned her back on me and walked away. Had a wall been in her way, she would have 

gone through it.

Ambivalent feelings rake my head. One says "good riddance", the other says "you 

moron".  Sometimes I hear "good riddance, you moron".  Guilt and relief alternate but 

neither one soothes my spirit. Pam has gone back to banging pots in the kitchen and to 

slamming doors, never saying a word but looking at me with steel eyes, so cold. I try to 

be more gracious to Ashley as to compensate for the love owned by never delivered that 

belongs to Pam. I have stopped surfing the net and now masturbate only once a day. Still, 

I know it is a losing battle to pit my good intentions, pitiful weaklings, against the Porno 

Empire lurking in the Net and on seedy streets.
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I don't surf the net, but the craving is there. Sitting in front of this computer is like 

being a alcoholic sitting at the bar. I order a Coke, but my eyes cannot get off the hard 

stuff. I have traded a demon for a lesser one. I keep on opening my porno library and 

gazing to, and masturbating with the pictures I already have in my great collection. I miss 

the live sex from the chat rooms, but I have so many pictures saved and cataloged, that I 

forgot what some of them looked like, so it is a treat to re-discover their pleasures.  At 

least I can now look at Pam in the eye with the assurance that I'm not hooked to the Net. 

I'm just reaping its benefits.

Of course I know what to do to - let's use a cliché here - to nip things at the bud. 

Rip the modem off the computer, delete the porno gallery from the hard drive and burn 

the back up diskettes I have stacked in my closet. So simple. Alcoholics could also empty 

their stash of liquor down the drain and they would become in an instant wholesome 

citizens who theretofore have been nothing but societal dregs.

Why I keep on trying when I know I'm doing a botched job? There is no 

perfection in my life, and I have accepted such impossibility. As bad as this half-hearted 

effort looks, it is better than nothing. I'll continue this path and I might succeed and trade 

my current lesser demon for a much lesser one, or I might fall off the wagon. If that 

happens, I will rise, dust myself off, and figure which way to go next. 

Pam has accepted the way things are. That doesn't mean she is happy with them, 

but she is not banging stuff anymore. Resignation is a virtue, even if you are resigned to 

your own vices.  I spend less time in from of this computer and more time with Ashley. I 

cannot spend time with Pam because she gives me the cold shoulder, and I'm not going to 

argue with her. The day I'm clean of blame and shame (perhaps the day my testicles are 

removed), I will walk to her and demand a face to face airing of things unsaid. Now, I 



have no moral authority to ask for anything.

Every night I struggle to stay away from the porno gallery. Some nights I succeed, 

most I fail. I try not to masturbate, but that's is also a struggle that I tend to loose. If you 

were an eye in the night sky looking down on my yard, almost every night you would see 

this middle age man, his hands in his baggy pants, standing on the yard, looking up to the 

sky, breathing slow and with gusto, sucking the night's calm inside him and holding his 

breath, holding, holding, not wanting to exhale what brings peace to him, just a waft of 

fresh night air. His mouth and his nose he wishes could be zippered shut and the peace 

held forever inside him. But he exhales and his eyes shine with melancholia. This night 

will be replaced by a new one and his urge growing between his legs will take over and 

good intentions will die and things that need to not be done will be done and remorse will 

chase him out of the house where a breath of fresh air will be his consolation. Money, 

job, family, religion, nothing matters but that breath of air, the only thing worth living for.

My mind is achin', Lord it won't stop
That's how it happens livin' life by th' drop

Life by the Drop, singed by the homeboy Stevie Ray Vaughan
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This is another story. 

Mr_X lifted his heavy torso from bed and propped himself up on one elbow. He 

reached for a bottle of cheap wine resting atop a rickety night table. That bottle and its 

brown paper bag had been his only luggage at check in time. He took a gulp from the 

bottle, put it back, and settled onto his bed and into his torpor of alcohol.

He had come to this motel to hide from his life, from quarreling with his wife 



about everything and anything; long and angry discussions about nothing. They had 

fought tonight. He couldn't remember about what, and it didn't matter.

In his rented privacy Mr_X tried to again sort his life out but when he put his 

mind to it, bits of pointless information would fill the space where the solutions to his 

dilemmas should have been neatly displayed instead.

Alcohol had failed to obfuscate his unavailing meanderings so in a bid to regain 

focus. Mr_X immersed himself in the dark maze of his own thoughts. He sank into a 

willing darkness. Like a thief shining a flashlight inside and infinite and twisted tunnel, 

Mr_X wanted to look for something, but he didn't know for what, no yet, so … any 

passage he could find on the tunnel's wall would do. He found one, stepped into it and 

came upon his own distorted image staring back at him.

I'm Mr_X, the coolest engineer on earth, yes, the coolest. I proposed to Pam on a 

hot and muggy summer afternoon at the University of Texas at Austin. Pam, what a firm 

and voluptuous figure she had. Big, pink nipples toppled her large breasts. I used to 

nibble on those nipples for hours until she would ask me to stop because they were 

getting tender. The sweet smell of female skin, the soft texture of youth, the honest 

burning in my loins, where did all go?

His image stopped talking. Mr_X juxtaposed both Pams, the one he had proposed 

to with the one he had left at home that evening. Her voluptuousness had turned into 

chubbiness; her feminine curves, taut and enticing before, now sagged in blue-veined 

lumps that had their genesis on too much fast food. Her nipples had grown grotesque: 

browner and wart-like, and hair had started to grow around them, hair she didn't care to 

remove.



Mr_X was aware, and shameful, of his own pallid and bloated body. He opened 

his eyes to look at himself. He couldn't see his toes hidden behind the mogul of his 

bulbous and hairy stomach. He closed his eyes and scurried under the strata of his 

memories.

Pam's folks, very proper and stiff Catholics, never liked her marrying a Baptist 

Redneck like myself. We tried to find a Catholic priest to marry us, but the bishop wanted 

to baptize me and for me to pray to Jesus’ mother. No deal. We toyed with the idea of 

having the Hare Krishnahs doing the service, but at the end my hometown pastor came 

through.

Summer's end brought days as hot as high noon in hell. We emerged from the old 

church, a white timber box planted among shrubs of mesquite and cedar, and stepped 

right into blinding sunshine. My beat up car waited at the church's steps wrapped in toilet 

paper with a long string of cans tied to its bumper. In a swirl of heat, sweat, well-wishers 

and excitement we left for our honeymoon in Padre Island. Pam's fragrance floated in the 

air as the blossoms of a new life ready to flourish.

My first job after graduation was in San Antonio, detailing concrete placement 

drawings for a big outfit: countless hours of tracing lines on blueprints, hunched over old 

drafting boards that had held the tired, spent bodies of already retired, probably dead, 

draftsmen. 

"The best way to learn about concrete is to create detail drawings," they told me.

"Yes sir," I said, not knowing better. They could have chained me to the board and 

feed me bread and water, and I would have thought it was for my own good. I have added 

and subtracted dimensions through my whole career, and the final score is nothing. Nada. 

Zippo.



Mr_X's eyes opened to observe flashing red and blue lights plastered against the 

walls, filtering through flimsy curtains. Loud voices came from the parking lot. The 

alcohol in his veins became weighty and pushed him against the mattress. Gravity two-

folded its strength. His fingers turned into lead and the sweet taste in his mouth gave him 

nausea. He tilted his head to the right. MTV was on, soundless.

His eyes closed again. Mr_X sees himself lean and young, looking like Indiana 

Jones. He stands atop the tallest building in Texas. A crowd of reporters, onlookers and 

politicos surround him; praise him on this engineering marvel, his brainchild, built by his 

own company.

"Good job!" cheers the crowd. Mr_X smiles, the coolest engineer on earth.

That first job was just that, a job. It paid the bills but I felt something missing, a 

glamor gone and replaced by a steady exertion over blueprints. Every line traced over the 

drafting board sucked the life out of me creating an emptiness that grew as time threaded 

over my body and my dreams, trampling my own sanity and making my life an empty 

carapace.

After my first layoff we moved to Houston where I found a new job doing the 

same old thing, drawing more blueprints. This time I got the chance to draw foundations 

and assorted architectural details. Sometimes I got the chance to work on my own 

calculations, imagine that. 

Pam tried to get pregnant, but we had a hard time getting the job done. After years 

of blowing a lot of money in specialists we succeeded and Ashley was born, a chunky 

piece of rosy meat with a head covered by long, curly strands of fine white hair. From 

that day on I would worry about her, about her future, and still wonder, when she 



blossoms into a woman, if her pubic hair will be a rectangular stripe of short, curly hair 

like her mother's, or will it be the more normal triangular shape with longer hairs. I also 

wonder about who will be the little bastard who will push for the first time his young and 

hard penis through that mat of hair, and I get angry at the thought, as if my daughter's 

virginity were my treasure, or my problem. Stupid worries, you know.

We moved to Fort Worth and then to Dallas. I don't fool myself with grand ideas 

anymore. I show up at work, I do my work well, I get paid and I go home. The computer 

has replaced the drafting board so instead of pushing a pencil now I push a mouse. I tried 

to get my Professional Engineer's license a few times, but failed the exam so I will 

continue to do all the work while somebody else affixes their seal to my drawings and 

gets paid the good money.

The images of a mute MTV flashed over the shag carpet to hit Mr_X's translucent 

eyelids. His eyes opened to the assault. Sinewy and supple bodies in black and white 

twisted and bounced while a black man in baggy clothes distorted his mouth like a fish 

trapped in a tank. The loud voices from the parking lot continued to filter in, but they 

didn't match MTV's images. Mr_X waited expectantly for some babe in scanty clothes to 

show up and fill the screen with sexual connotations. Sighing, Mr_X remembered his 

own short and wilting penis lost somewhere under the folds of his belly. Broads and 

MTV were not for him.

He felt the ridges of the box spring underneath him coming through the thin, 

soiled mattress. He felt, he knew he felt the old scabs of starchy, dried sperm on the 

mattress, and blotches of dried virginal blood, witness to the beginning of female 

sexuality and broken relationships. He thought of another cheap mattress in another 

cheap motel, somewhere out there, where Ashley's blood will sully the sheets and the 



mattress on her way to becoming a woman.

MTV spat psychedelic hues over the walls and the furniture; the changing colors 

and shapes obliterated Mr_X’s diminishing senses. Life continued as shown in MTV's 

commercials and by the voices coming from the parking lot; life as an undecipherable 

and confusing chain of events which did not accept mathematical modeling or statistical 

analysis, events which somehow meshed as the gears of an intricate piece of absurd and 

illogical machinery created by a madman, a machine that Mr_X's analytical mind could 

not take apart to find its workings and its purpose. He was just another gear, doing his 

thing, being ground into old age and eventual senility by the years and the effort of living.

Mr_X sighed, exerted his mind and it tripped into the well of his memories. Pam 

and he stood in front of the pastor. Sweat dripped from Mr_X's armpits; his t-shirt 

became a wet lamina of cotton stuck between his body and the rented tuxedo and shirt. 

Sweat glistened on the pastor's and Pam's brow. Mr_X repeated his vows following the 

preacher's drawling voice. Those vows, absolute and unambiguous, were the only thing in 

his life that had a permanent and unchangeable quality.

Of course they were just words, but belonged to an oath uttered in God's house 

and that fact ascribed them with a power far above human tinkering and whims, and he 

knew Pam felt the same way. Sweltering inside and old Baptist church, vows of marriage 

meant forever, a promising life waiting outside that didn't turn out as expected, the seed 

for a daughter, an extension of their own selves, all that had been a moment of 

unequivocal truth, the only such moment in his life, and Mr_X could not wipe everything 

off with a convenient divorce. It would obliterate the only thing that made his existence 

worth living with pride, the fact he had remained with Pam through bad times.

More voices filtered from the parking lot. His head turned in the direction of the 

glaring TV; another black and white video came across: an old, withering man trapped 



inside an ancient cell, the picture of loneliness, trying to get out, chasing after a thin shaft 

of light infiltrating his sad cell. Mr_X closed his eyes. The old man and he had become 

one, lying on a ghastly room in some dilapidated boarding home. Dead. In the heat his 

emaciated body swelled and the stench whizzed out from underneath the door into the 

corridor. Cops kicked the door open and retreated, pushed away by the stench. The 

coroner's lackeys came back wearing masks and rubber gloves and loaded his 

decomposing carcass into a body bag. That was it, the end of Mr_X, the coolest engineer 

on earth.

What's out there? Just loneliness and decay, I'm afraid. The frame that holds my 

existence is soiled with bad memories, but among the rubble there are good moments, 

like jewels in a landfill, bits of happiness and recollections of smiles, and they are worth 

picking up and keeping because that's all I have. Pam will wait for me, and maybe, just 

maybe, we together can clean the mess and have a decent life.

Mr_X went home to a cold house where the warm of family life had escaped like 

the air from a popped balloon. He had started to dwell into his rediscovered miseries 

when he saw an article in the newspaper.

Man found dead in motel room

By John Engelhard

Staff Writer of the Dallas Morning News

Mesquite - A man whose identity has not been released yet until his relatives are notified, 
was found dead of a shot to the head at the Sandpiper Motel on Beltline road.
"The door  was  bolted from the inside  and there  was a  bullet  entry hole  through the 
window and the closed curtains," said Nancy Vickers of the Mesquite Police Department.
According  to  Police  reports,  the  night  before  at  11:12  P.M. officers  responded to  an 



altercation in the parking lot where shots had been fired. The suspects fled just before 
officers arrived. Nobody then knew of the dead man behind closed doors.
"It looks like the victim was hit by a stray bullet coming from the parking lot," said Ms. 
Vickers.
The victim was found late in the morning by motel staff. There are no suspects in custody 
but Mesquite Police said they are pursuing different leads and expect and arrest soon.

Mr_X  put the newspaper down. That was the motel where he had spent the night.
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Another story. I don’t know why I keep writing these pointless scribbles. Therapy 

or self inflicted punishment; I’m not sure what it is. I could use this time to surf the ‘net 

but instead, I’m drawn to write about things nobody cares about.

I have come to believe that the time spent on writing these lines somehow makes 

up for the time wasted on line. If Sunday service cleans up your weekly sins, I then 

rationalize that my writings clean my cyber transgressions.

Anyway, here it is, the story.

There is no moon and the light escaping through her bedroom’s window slathers 

the bushes on the yard with a dab of electric green. A young boy’s face peeks through the 

shrubs, blue eyes fixed on her figure framed by the window, when she happens to walk 

by.

She passes by, ponytail behind her, and disappears. She then walks by on the 

opposite direction, her dirty blond hair dancing over her bony shoulders. The boy in the 

bushes doesn’t move but his eyes follow her.

Her figure comes by again. Her shirt is off and her bra holds the promise of a 

blossoming cleavage. The boy gets a glimpse of her small breasts oppressed inside stiff 

cups. She is gone again and light reflecting from her room’s wallpaper fills the window. 



The boy comes closer to her window, the closest he has ever been, hoping that her jeans 

will come off next, and that he will be at the right place when that happens.

His new forward position exposes him to the overflowing window glare, but the 

boy thinks that the risk is worth having a peek at her derrière. Who knows, he may even 

be able to see her shedding her undies.

There she comes, brush in hand, running it through her hair, her head raked while 

the brush glides down on long forceful strokes. The boy realizes how close he is now. Her 

rings shine on her fingers and the small cross dangling from her neck sways between her 

pale breasts. His breathing is deep and slow as if the heaving of his chest, if it were to be 

too fast, may give him away.

She disappears. He hears her brush landing on the dresser. This is close! His heart 

races. Does he dare to get closer? She could be pulling her jeans down, or taking her bra 

off. His perspiration glistens under the spilled light and his eyes ricochet inside their 

orbits, check right, check left, check right, check left …

She appears. She disappears again. When he sees her, she has already taken her 

jeans off and her white undies glow like snow under moonlight. He has to get closer, 

close enough to better discern the bulges between her skinny legs. He is getting a hard on 

and it hurts because his penis is slanted the wrong way inside his pants.

With the speed of a sloth he has come within a few inches away from her 

windowsill. Rushing blood pounds on his forehead. She passes by holding a Kleenex to 

the nose, blowing in it as she heads out of his field of view. Her bra and panties are still 

on.

“Hey!” A shout comes from around the corner of the house. This is the last thing 

the boy expected, to be exposed by a voice from the darkness. The boy sees his mistake; 

his head is out of the bush’s shelter, bathed by the room’s light, his face as conspicuous as 



a lighted jack-o-lantern on a dark porch.

“Hey! You!” A new shout comes from the dark, from within young and forceful 

lungs, the boy can tell. He pushes back into the shrubs but it is too late. A body is 

crashing through the bushes to his right, in pursuit.

The boy runs away from her window, rushing, crashing through invisible but hard 

branches, snapping some, some tearing at him. He reaches the chest-high chain link 

fence. Just as he is putting his hand on the top tube to propel himself into freedom, a pair 

of angry hands grab him by the shoulders and throws him down on the ground.

He only has time to cover his face with his arms to protect himself from the kicks 

that are landing on his head, ribs, and limbs. He hears shouting but doesn’t remember 

from where or what it said.

Later, the hot water from the shower turns red at his feet. His lips burn where they 

are cut. Despite his hurt, the boy is masturbating, thinking of her, fantasying about her 

stripping for him while he watches from the bushes.

He knows he will be back.
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Having good intentions make you feel better about yourself, despite their 

worthlessness. As time goes by, unfulfilled good intentions become the foundation of 

failures. Perhaps I shouldn’t use the word “failures” because how can you fail at 

something that you haven’t tried to make a reality? If Columbus had sank on the way to 

the Americas, he would have failed, but if he had never set sail, then who cares? 

“Disappointments” might be a better definition, a thing desired but never gained because 

of your own inaction.



I stopped long time ago from making excuses about failed good intentions. Like 

little white clouds on the sky, they come and go. Other than a fitful spot of shade, they 

don’t affect your life on earth.

I had wanted to mend fences with Pam, but she ignored my pathetic peace 

offerings. Subtlety and diplomacy are not my forte. I could ramble for the next thousand 

lines about how it is all her fault but it doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter a bit. Where did 

those puffy clouds come from? Where did those puffy clouds go?

We sleep on the same bed, sometimes. I have taken a liking for the guest room, to 

sleeping over the neat and taut covers, wrapped in a wool Army blanket I keep in the hall 

closet. I can stay on line until very late and then go to sleep without having to wake up 

Pam or give her explanations on why I’m so late going to bed. She doesn’t want to hear 

any anyway.

We avoid fighting and try to keep a polite demeanor, for Ashley’s sake. Of course, 

Ashley knows that things are not well, and she looks at us from her stuffed chair as if we 

were freaks on a nickel road show.

My new Zip drive has given me the additional storage I needed to keep my 

pictures. Video files are fun, but they eat up storage space by the megabyte. I have 

upgraded my video card and got a video accelerator to play my movies and get a sharper 

picture. I got a headset to listen to the audio side of the movie (I don’t use it much 

because being deaf to Pam’s possible approach is not a good idea. Right now I’m 

listening to the Stone Temple Pilots, if you want to know). Anyway, the movie sounds are 

plenty of huffing and puffing and mauled, innocuous script lines like “Oh yes, baby. Oh 

yes, baby”.

Pam and Ashley are supposed to go to San Antonio this weekend to visit one of 

Pam’s sisters. I will take advantage of this break to buy a nineteen-inch monitor and 



sneak it into the house. Nineteen inches of spread flesh staring at my face; I can’t wait. 

This is Texas where bigger is better.
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Finding a good chat room partner is a chore. Any moron will talk to you using 

monosyllables that border on the cryptic, but to find a chatterer who can type fast and 

meaningful sentences is an oddity.

Tinyprettylady is such a conversationalist. We seek each other when on line and 

together create our private rooms where we let our darkest perversions run free, like 

unguarded children in a toy store. Sadomasochism, golden showers, exhibitionism, 

bestiality, anything and everything is game. She writes long sentences, descriptive and 

imaginative, and I reciprocate. Time disappears into the flashing monitor while I 

masturbate and type at the same time.

I would like to meet Tinyprettylady someday but she is from Washington State, 

too far away from me. The truth is, I would be afraid of such an encounter because the 

way our imagination has embellished us would not withstand the sight of reality. As far as 

she knows, my penis hangs down to my knees and each of my testicles is the size of an 

apple.

When she is not on line I may spend hours trying to hook up with and intelligent 

and depraved chatter. To my full sentences I get phrases and computer acronyms for 

answers. I type this long and racy sentence simmering with the passion of a Mexican 

soup opera and all I get in response is a “yessss” or a “uummm”, then the same 

expression handicapped moron expects me to write a paragraph in exchange for one of 

her lazy phrases.



In lesbian chat rooms I have been chastised for being a man (inferred from my 

Mr_X screen name), even though I didn’t open my mouth. I have been in gay rooms 

where every other line is a request for phone sex or for meeting somebody on the flesh. 

Now and then a religious nut will descent from higher moral grounds and will try to 

sleuth all fairies with the rigid sword of righteousness. It’s fun to watch the fur fly in 

these confrontations (you see, not all is sex).

Where I have not been is at home. Being in the house is not the same as being part 

of a family. Pam, Ashley and I live enclosed by the same walls. We eat and watch TV 

together but we occupy our own turf, like strangers sharing space on a bus station.

Ashley does her homework, plays with her Barbies, and watches TV from her 

chair. Sometimes I cannot distinguish her from the chair. Her cold eyes don’t expect my 

adoration.

Pam is close to Ashley, or tries to be. I see them both sitting on the couch, side by 

side. They don’t speak; they don’t hug, but I feel their bond. There is no doubt that a 

living part of Pam was taken from her to procreate Ashley. From my side, even though I 

feel hollow, no part of me is in Ashley.

My attempts at fatherhood are laughable, a pitiful kind of laugh. I’m a half-witted 

blockhead trying to do stand up comedy as a following act to Jerry Seinfeld or Chris 

Rock. Good luck. I gave up on the idea of being super dad and now I’m satisfied if 

nobody laughs at me. If Ashley needs something from me, I will be glad to help, but I 

won’t stand in front of her and try to act as a sensitive role model.

How it comes I’m so passionate about sex yet so cold about my own family? I’m 

not made from rock. The throbbing of sexual desires rings inside my body and pursuits 

me with relentless determination yet I cannot hug my own daughter. My wife won’t hug 

me because I have grown dry and insipid like a weathered fence post.



Natalie at the office takes more of my time than either Pan or Ashley. When I 

masturbate on the shower I think of Natalie. The agents of my imagination follow her 

while my hand rubs and rubs and rubs. My eyes follow her around the office, hungry for 

a peek of pink flesh when she moves on her chair or walks by. As I lay on bed trying to 

go to sleep, I fantasy about having bizarre intercourse with Natalie, yet I don’t dare to 

touch my own wife. Half the time I don’t know (or care) where Ashley is. Natalie 

despises me but I still can’t keep her away from my dreams. Wrong, all is wrong. My 

passions are skewed and I feel like the Titanic, sinking by the head and ready to crack up 

in two.
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Pam and I have entered the ice age of our marriage. Whatever love remained has 

perished under the unrelenting advance of the glaciers that have moved between us. It is 

hard to give up routine though, regardless of how empty the motions and relationships of 

everyday life have become. Still, just yesterday, I walked into “our” bedroom. Pam had 

come from the mall and had thrown her purchases on bed. She was on the hallway 

outside the bedroom, cordless phone in hand, babbling away as usual. I had used the 

bathroom so I imagined she had moved to the hallway to either stay out of my hearing 

radius or to escape the odoriferous rampage.

Either way, I now stood over the conjugal bed, closing my belt (I’m using the last 

stretched eyelet) when one of the bags caught my eye. It was from Victoria’s Secret. 

“What in the world can she be buying in that place?” I thought. I grabbed the bag, stuck 

my hand in it and came up with a red negligee adorned with a black fuzzy trim. The silky 

fabric spilled among my fingers.



I must have been standing with a puzzled look on my face when Pam came back 

in, the negligee hanging from one of its spaghetti straps from my index finger.

“What are you doing?” She asked me.

“You bought this?” I asked.

“Yes” she said. I don’t know if her looks were of amusement or irritation or 

something else (I’m blind when it comes to reading people’s faces).

“We are having a bachelorette party at the office. It’s a gift,” she explained.

“Oh,” was my answer. I put the garment in its bag and asked her, “Who is getting 

married?”

She came over with her face of irritation (that one I can read because of its 

familiarity) and grabbed the bag away from me.

“It’s for Anne”

“Anne who?”

Irritation grew as a hiss. She turned her back on me, opened the closet and placed 

the bag on a shelf. 

“Monahan, Anne Monahan” she said as she slammed the closet shut.

I wish I had a simpleton’s mind. People take advantage of simpletons but they 

don’t care because they see, hear, speak no evil (I have a picture of those three monkeys 

pinned on my office’s wall). Instead of a simple mind, I have a suspicious one. This 

morning I called Pam’s work with the pretext of asking her if she needed anything from 

the store. Her place has a rude receptionist who is as dumb as they come.

“May I speak to my wife,” I asked in a polite voice after identifying myself.

“Hold on.”

“Hey, when is Anne Monahan getting married?” I asked before she had time to 

click me away.



“Who?”

“Anne Monahan.”

“She is not getting married. She has been married for ages.” Her voice had that 

you-are-soooo-wrong tone.

“Sorry, my mistake then.”

“Hold on.” Click. Muzak.

“You idiot,” I thought. “Thinking you put me on my place when you fell for my 

little trick.” I sat on my desk and tapped my pencil on the keyboard while thinking “Now 

what?” I have enough problems and I don’t need to go looking for new ones. The more I 

tried not to think about it, the more the issue nagged me (still does).

The vision of Pam in that outfit is not appealing to me; on the other hand, I have 

pics of much uglier and grotesque women in my electronic archives. As long it is 

something new, people will get a kick out of it.

Is she “having something new?” Is somebody else having her as “something 

new?” Do I care? Damn it, I don’t need this.

Never trusted anyone
Let alone myself
I must insist
On being a pessimist

Armantage Shanks, Green Day
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An e-mail from my boss awaited for me this morning. “Please stop by my office 

anytime today” it said. From the moment he told me to close his office’s door behind me, 

I knew not to expect a pleasant conversation. After some skirmishing talk that probed and 



poked my mood, my boss launched a frontal attack.

“You know, family and personal stresses sometimes will get you.”

I said nothing; my eyes didn’t blink. Neither did his.

“Stress can and will get to you.” He paused but continued before I had time to 

show any reaction.

“Some of your coworkers have been complaining about … you being grumpy … 

sometimes just plain rude.”

“Well,” I said. “Sorry, I didn’t know.”

“Stress creeps up on you. It doesn’t happen overnight.”

I kept my mouth shut. What could I say?

“Let me ask you, have you been sleeping well lately?”

“No really.” I didn’t consider it a wise idea to explain why I was going to bed so 

late at night.

“I have noticed you dragging butt. By the end of the day you are barely moving, 

and your eyes are bloodshot.”

I like watching Drew Carey’s show on TV, Whose line is it anyway? Having the 

wit and keen tongue of any of those guys would have come rather handy at a moment 

such as this. The truth is that my tongue was hog tied inside my dry mouth. Outrageous 

excuses like “I moonlight at UPS all night” or “that I suffer a rare case of narcolepsy that 

only affects me late in the afternoon” raced by as blurred thoughts. On hindsight, I did the 

right thing by keeping my mouth shut. A meek sorry was all I managed to say.

“Try to be considerate to your coworkers” my boss said, “and catch up with your 

sleep.”

“Yes sir.”

Never in my life I have been reprimanded, not once. I left his office with a 



burning behind my ears that made me rush to my desk as if my butt were on fire. After 

this conversation I must have gone to the bathroom about twenty times to splash my face 

with cold water.

I spent my lunch hours in my Suburban. I drive to this park and always park on 

the same spot, under a cottonwood. I used to read and smoke my one cigarette of the day. 

Believe or not, I have finished reading Tolstoy’s War and Peace (how puny my writings 

are compared to his). But I cannot longer keep a book open on the steering wheel without 

it sliding down onto my lap. My eyelids are lead curtains that trap my extenuation inside 

the dark well of slumber.

Being grumpy was something I expected to happen when I got old and retired. 

With no job or healthy tomorrow to look forward to, acting nasty towards others would 

be the only consolation left, sort of a hobby.

I have to blame it on my short nights, on Pam, on too much masturbation. 

MAYBE IT IS NOT THEIR GOD DAMNED BUSINESS AFTER ALL, HOW MUCH 

SLEEP I GET OR WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON WITH MY LIFE!

I only know one thing though. I’m tired. Tonight I’m going to bed early. I’m 

shutting this thing down right now.
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It had been over a week since last time I had masturbated. I had stepped out into 

the backyard, my wooden walled suburban fortress. Humidity made my perspiration 

thicker and stickier. The usual had brought me to where I stood, chat rooms, improbable 

partners, pic trading and masturbation; all had conspired to make me stand outside so late 

at night.



I’m the king alone in his castle, inspecting his fragile walls that must hold the 

enemy back on nights like this, but since the first morning lights the wall had started to 

crack and by night it lay in total collapse and the demons had violated, again, the sanctity 

of the tired king’s castle.

Out of nowhere I had this conviction, to stop what I was doing. The halogen light 

above the fence divided the yard in a lattice of perfect shadow and electric brightness. I 

could stand on one or the other. That night I chose to stand on the light.

For over a week I led a “normal” life, if not in thought, at least on my actions. 

Took my showers and went to the bathroom without touching myself. With each passing 

day my resolve amazed me; but I have to accede, my strength also weakened.

Images of flesh attacked my thoughts and eroded my determination, every day. I 

kept this computer off, but those images had already burnt themselves into my memory. 

Going to sleep, a merry-go-around of carnal depravedness spun in front of my closed 

eyes. I tried to think of other things, but the carousel with its prurient nakedness and 

gigantic genitalia kept on parading in front of me.

For every line I drew on the screen at work, at least one picture, or one racy line 

of chat, would cross my mind. Those brief moments between actions, like in between 

clicking your seatbelt shut and reaching for the key in the ignition, were long enough to 

have explicit memories of pure sexual content or lurid desires fill the empty mind space.

I fought these flashes, and I lost every fight. This morning I surrendered and 

masturbated again. On the way home I paid a visit to the Mexican whore on Beltline 

road. I left a big wad of semen in her. I wonder what she left me with. Regardless of my 

fears, I know I will use her services again. One side of me is scared while the opposite 

side is thrilled with the risk, with the I-don’t-give-a-damn attitude. My disappointment on 

myself is not because of the ambivalence of my feelings, but because I fail to choose and 



embrace one of them.
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When I get overwhelmed by my thoughts, by my failures and by mediocrity, the 

blues soothe my soul. Strange therapy it is, this Negro music. With every guitar chord, 

harmonica sight, raspy lyric belched from a strung lung, my spirit lifts a bit. Thank you 

B. B. King for the respite. It is a splash of cold water on a sweaty face reddened by the 

sun.

Temporary respite it is though. The images of flesh and genitalia come tearing 

down my just found solace when the music is over. Still, I’m grateful for the uplift.

Other thing the blues do is inspire honest writing.

The young teenage boy and the eight-year-old girl walked through the mesquites 

and cedars, their long shadows scurrying over the dry grass, the sun at their backs.

“Where is it?” Asked the girl.

“We’re coming up to it,” said the boy.

They walked further among the trees, but the boy was not paying attention to the 

ground in front of him. He was not looking for the roadrunner’s nest he had promised to 

show to the little girl. His eyes kept on looking back.

When only the rooftops were visible from where they were standing, did he stop.

“Well, where is it?” She asked again.

The boy spun around a whole circle, on his heels. Nothing but trees and bushes 

surrounded them. He faced the girl and peered into her brown eyes. A hot breeze, the one 

that heralds a brewing storm, blew her blond bangs around her face.

I got something better than that,” said the boy. From his pants pocket he pulled a 



lollipop.

“I bet you want this better.”

The little girl’s eyes lighted up as the boy waved the candy in front of her.

“You can have it,” said the boy. “But first you have to earn it.” A knot formed 

inside the boy’s bowels. He unzipped his pants and pulled his penis out.

“Touch it,” he said. He held the lollipop high on one hand. The girl froze at the 

view of something never seen before. The boy grabbed her hand and placed it on his 

member. He wrapped her fingers around his penis.

“Squeeze,” he said. He tried to put it her mouth but she said “yuck” and turned 

her face away. When he ejaculated some of the semen fell on her dress. The boy gave the 

girl the lollipop, but she had by now lost all interest on it. He cleaned her up the best way 

he could. On the way back, he made her promise that playing with the roadrunner in his 

pants was their secret. The girl nodded and never said a word on their way to their houses 

or ever after.

The boy is a grown man now but that affair among the mesquites and cedars is, 

without a doubt, the best sex he ever had, total surrender, no strings attached.

I was taught that honesty is the best policy. That is true if you want to provide the 

rope for you own hanging.
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So much has happened on the last few days that I don’t know where to start. My 

suspicions were not unfounded. Were they suspicions or just the logic consequences of 

the life Pam and I were having? Let’s see; suspicions are based on clues, and those clues 

are behavioral expressions. As one tries to hide things from others, mistakes are made 



either by a lack of deviousness or by plain sloppiness. In Pam’s case, I think it was a 

combination of both.

It takes me about fifteen minutes to get from my office to Pam’s lumberyard. I 

borrowed Steve’s clunker during lunch and drove to her place. I parked on a furniture 

store’s parking lot across the street, newspaper in hand. No, I didn’t have two eyelets 

punched in the paper, but I did use the paper to hide my face when Pam left for lunch 

with a bald, pudgy guy.

This was not my first time I had come to this place but his was the first time I got 

to see any action. I followed them, thinking that they would end up in a burger joint, eat, 

talk about stuff I wouldn’t be able to hear and then go back to the lumberyard. What the 

hell was I going to do them? Keep on borrowing Steve’s car and keep on playing this 

game, I thought.

They didn’t have a burger in mind. They drove on his Jeep across an empty grassy 

lot and parked on the midst of a cottonwood growth, the ground littered with lunch 

remnants, cigarette butts and beer cans. Instead of having a bagged lunch, that’s what I 

expected (how naive), they started to make out.

From my new position on the parking lot of a cabinetmaker outfit, I could see 

them getting into it, after all, a Jeep with a hardtop is like a fish tank. The damned thing 

didn’t even have tinted windows.

A thousand thoughts whooshed through my mind. I, the enraged husband, should 

go knocking on their window with a tire iron. Broken glass and flesh flying everywhere 

and blood splattered on upholstery. I, the cheated yet in control husband should tap on 

their window in a determined fashion and demand an explanation. I, the weasel husband, 

should stop by to visit the Mexican whore and make “love” to her then bring home the 

used condom and throw it on Pam’s face as proof that she is not the only one playing the 



game.

I, the confused husband, sat on the clunker and didn’t know what to do. As much 

as it hurt my pride, it was obvious that if instead of whoring and masturbating I had taken 

care of Pam, I wouldn’t be watching a middle aged couple going at each other like horny 

teenagers. On the other hand (there is always the other hand, to compensate with 

misguided rationalizations what already is known to be true), Pam might be a slut who 

likes something on the side regardless of what I did or didn’t do. Of course, look who is 

talking, the guy who screws half the Internet and Mexican whores on Beltline Road.

At times I laughed to myself, in part watching those two steaming the windows 

and in part at my own lack of anger. “Can’t they go to a motel for Christ sake?” was all I 

could think. Even though I couldn’t muster anger, there was a rage simmering inside me, 

but it couldn’t reach the boiling point because my own doubts on whom to direct the rage 

against tempered the brew. Should I lash against those two now? Against Pam only? 

Against myself for being so dumb and gutless? 

One thing did happen. The shackles of my bondage broke and fell to my ankles, 

but I didn’t know if run for it or cry. Pam is a sinner and as guilty as myself, once I 

figured that out, whatever was happening inside the Jeep, no longer held my interest. My 

mind was now preoccupied with my release from conjugal bondage.

How is life going to be without Pam? It was a given that trying to patch up things 

was not an option. I didn’t have the stomach or the patience, and neither did Pam for what 

I was seeing. To be frank, my willingness to a rapprochement was and is nil. I had 

thought about making our marriage work for so long and so hard even when my vices 

made me act in contradiction to my desires, that I had never considered living as an 

individual, free to come and go as I please. The possibility overwhelmed me. 

After Pam and the bold guy left, I spent a good deal of time on the same spot. The 



same knot that had formed for the first time when I approached the Mexican whore had 

twisted my insides. Now I can go on line anytime for as long I want. I can sleep with my 

whore, or any whore, on Beltline Road. I can rent dirty movies and watch them one after 

the other one. The women-seeking-men classifieds were game now. With every 

possibility, my stomach got tighter. A live girlfriend, a submissive slut, a vagina with a 

life support system attached to it, every possibility shown on my pictures, now those 

things were a graspable reality.

Yet, in the marrow of my bones something cries. My hormones dance in joy in my 

veins and arteries while a muffled cry comes from the depths were only the true resides, 

and it hues my wild expectations with a sadness that I cannot explain. Years of married 

life, gone, to be replaced by what? By a bacchanalia of sex and self-destruction? By make 

believe sex and loneliness?

I confronted Pam that same night, not because I got courage, but because the 

indecision of what to do was driving me insane. I prepared myself by going over in my 

mind about what I was going to say to Pam. Of course, the conversation took off in a 

different track. There are no scripts for life, improvisation is how things get done, like it 

or not.

Ashley was inside watching TV. I didn’t mention her before because she played 

no role in my thoughts. Pam and Ashley are an item. I’m not.  I asked Pam to come to the 

yard to talk. I felt more in control standing outside on the same spot that soothes my 

nerves after a long Internet session.

“Pam,” I said. “I’m moving out as soon as possible.” This line was part of my 

script.

“I think that is the best thing to do,” said Pam. Her answer messed up my next 

line.



“Just like that.”

“It was your idea.”

I held my breath. It was time to show my ace.

“I went to the lumberyard today, at lunch time.” Pam didn’t twitch a muscle.

“I saw you making out with a bold guy in a Jeep.”

“His name is Gary. We have been dating for a while.” Her voice had no emotion. 

That ticked me off.

“What the hell do you mean dating? You’re a married woman!” My voice rose. I 

could picture myself slamming Pam against the stucco wall. Pam, looking straight at me, 

didn’t hesitate to stick her fingers in my wound.

“I dated a man on the flesh, after you screwed with who-knows-what on the 

computer, every night, and jerked off every time you were alone.” Her words had anger 

and hit like bullets. “You tell me, who is the cheater?”

Here I should have exploded in a He-man fashion, ripping my shirt and letting my 

hairy chest pop out like a hurricane. Slamming her against the wall would have been 

appropriated. Instead, I gave her a meek response.

“Those were just games.”

“Games? God damned games? Do you know how it feels to be replaced by a 

game? All those nights sleeping alone while you were talking dirty to strangers. All those 

nights sitting on the living room waiting for you to come out of the bathroom, and you 

coming out all sweaty and red faced because you have been jerking off. All that and more 

made me feel like unwanted crap.”

I said nothing. I was the king without clothes who had been found out in public.

“Do you think that I didn’t have a clue as to what is going on?” Her voice showed 

an anger restrained through her teeth like she were holding her tongue from spitting 



venom at me.

“Mister, you have a problem,” she said, like I didn’t know. “You need therapy.”

“And you, the cheating wife, is perfectly OK,” I snapped, finally. Our 

conversation turned into a tit for tat. This first conversation came to a halt when Pam 

burst into tears and ran into the house. I followed her a few minutes later to be greeted by 

Ashley’s hard stare.

On further conversations, some whispers and other more confrontational, we 

chiseled our failed future. She keeps the house (and the mortgage), mostly all the 

furniture, the Mustang, and Ashley. I keep the Suburban, my computer, my clothes, my 

books. In exchange for the house I keep my 401K money and investments. Our lawyers 

will arrange alimony and child support, and they will be rather glad to charge us for it.

That’s it, so easy, yet the muffled crying inside me doesn’t let me sleep at night.

Another turning point, a fork in the road
Times grabs you by the wrist, directs you where to go.
So make the best of this test, and don’t ask why.
It’s not a question, but a lesson learned in time.
It’s something unpredictable, but in the end is right. 
I hope you had the time of your life

Good Riddance (time of your life), Green Day
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Where to start? Walking helps me think. Of course, I cannot control what I think 

about. Almost every evening I go to the park and let my legs carry me over the concrete 

trail lined on both sides with wild flowers, mostly blue bonnets. The trail meanders 

through cottonwoods’ shadows. At times I stand at the edge of cliffs, looking down on a 

brown stream flowing among boulders. At times I walk under sunshine surrounded by a 

buzz of insects and the unheard flap of butterfly wings. But not matter where my legs 



take me, my mind refuses to focus on the issues that require my attention.

It’s a curse, I think, this lack of focus. Maybe it is a blessing, no wasting mind 

power on those problems that are out of my control either because there is nothing I can 

do about them or I don’t have the desire to do anything anyway.

Regardless of which far fetched paths my thoughts take, the fact that I have any 

thoughts capable of imagination, or just mundane speculation in my case, is enough to 

please me. It pleases me because it shows that I’m not brain dead, even when I’m away 

from a computer. So I walk long distances, face drawn into a hard mask, going nowhere 

in particular, happy that I’m going at all.

Money has been a worry, and money worries don’t go away for long. I still have 

to help with the mortgage even though I don’t live at the house any longer. Now I got this 

cute one bedroom apartment with all its associated utility bills, and I still continue to help 

Pam’s with hers, plus petty cash for Ashley’s needs. My situation won’t get better if the 

divorced guys at the office are right. Dave, twice divorced and since then remarried, gave 

me his lawyer’s business card. “You know,” he told me. “After the first bad divorce, you 

learnt to pick your guns for the next fight.”

I went to talk to this gun for hire, a Mr. Allardyce. We had a friendly and 

expensive chat. On a nutshell, Pam’s affair is my bargaining chip, and it is a big one. My 

affair with the computer is not yet recognized as adultery in the State of Texas. 

To my surprise Ashley seems to be very cool about this. Maybe she is too cool. 

Perhaps she has not noticed my absence, and I wouldn’t blame her. I only moved across 

the street, from suburban paradise to a large apartment complex full with singles looking 

for the perfect partner and with divorcées happy to be away from their former perfect 

spouses.

Everyday I check my mail at the same hour, and cross paths with the same people, 



the tall older lady with the big breasts that almost pop out her blouse when she exits her 

little sports car. The young Hispanic girl with the two-inch thick make up and big dark 

eyes. The black girl with her dresses so short I don’t know how she can sit or move.

It is an irony that I have left suburban routine to jump into a different one. All 

these women, you would think, so many opportunities to satisfy sexual longings. I don’t 

speak to them because I have nothing to say. I greet them with a middle aged polite smile, 

and they reciprocate with smiles of their own. I’m not James Bond who can wow any 

female with just a smile, and I don’t try to be, out of bashfulness and self-respect.

How about that, me talking about self-respect. It’s like Captain Ahab talking about 

forgiveness.

My first nights of freedom I spent on the local bar scene. I sat at the bar alone, and 

I drank alone, like that George Throughgood song, and I went home alone. On any meat 

market, the prime cut I’m not. I’m more like the meat chunks the butcher throws in a 

barrel marked as pet food. On my own defense I will admit that I was not the only 

derelict wannabe Don Juan. On a good share of the stools sat my cloned brothers, all 

looking as bored as myself.

Some nights I roam the mean streets, cruising up and down where the prostitutes 

hang out. I have met two new ones. One is “Cindy.” I use quotation marks because I 

know that it is not her real name. Nobody uses real names out there. What for? Anyway, I 

told them my name is Gary and that I work at a lumberyard and that my girlfriend is a fat 

bitch called Pam. “Cindy” is a rail; she is on a crack diet (she doesn’t spend money on 

food, just the essentials). Her bush is a blond, fuzzy affair that pales when compared to 

the grotesque hair pie of the Mexican whore. At least now I’m enjoying variety.

The second new whore’s name is “Sarah.” She is a cutie, and she likes anal sex. 

That is so invigorating, to have such “unnatural” sex on the flesh. Now I know for sure 



that all my pics under the “anal” directory in my computer are the real thing. There were 

times when I thought they were done with mirrors.

The  bonanza is that now I can surf the net unconstrained. As long as I can stay 

awake, I can stay on line. My only self-imposed constraint is limiting fatigue. I still need 

to get up on the morning and go to work and stay awake for the next eight hours.

Being a playboy and a bar fly doesn’t cut it for me. Being a john is a thrill, 

chasing prostitutes down tawdry streets and watching for cops. On these days of AIDS I 

realize that this sexual sport is like living with the sword of Damocles dangling over your 

head suspended from a very thin hair. I remember long time ago, I think Reagan was 

president, watching and HBO special featuring Eddy Murphy. Back on those days herpes 

was the big thing. Eddy was joking about how venereal diseases were getting worst every 

year. He said something about the next disease making your dick explode. Not long after 

that AIDS hit. Eddy, you’re da man. As I said before, foul-mouthed stand up comedians 

and rock & rollers with an attitude will be the social commentators of our century.

I don’t have a backyard where to go to reconcile with my soul. I tried to stand on 

the tiny balcony, but the floodlights were too bright and I felt exposed. I miss those few 

seconds of peace under the lamppost, hidden behind my wooden walls. That is why I 

walk so much now, to try to recover some of that backyard peace.
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Something is amiss, again. From the darkest crevasses of my brain, the wish I 

yearned for but I was afraid of getting, I got. I’m free, the shackles of marriage forever 

gone. Yet, this new freedom yields not the expected happiness, but new longings for 

things that cannot be had.



Once I walked up a mountain road, somewhere in Colorado. My legs ached and 

my lungs felt the thin air’s punishment. With every turn of the road, I said to myself, “this 

is it, the summit,” but I would come out of the turn to be met by more uphill road, and the 

ritual would repeat with every new turn.

Here I’m after an unexpected turn on my life, ready to enjoy my get away, and 

what do I find? More uphill, never ending road. I’m the kid who comes home after 

Halloween’s treat-or-tricking to find out that his much prized candy is rotten.

Coming home today I got stuck in traffic in the LBJ loop. Some guy drove his 

pick up truck on the back of an eighteen-wheeler. The trailer’s rear bumper had ripped off 

the top of the pick up’s cab. As I went by I did my share of rubber necking. I saw a man’s 

arm dangling over the pick up’s door. The trailer’s bumper was where the man’s head 

should have been. 

“There,” I said to myself. “I bet you that man felt he had reached the end of his 

uphill road today, just before losing his head.”

I know for sure that it has to be a cosmic conspiracy, maybe a conspiracy of mice 

as in The Hijacker’s Guide to the Galaxy that allows you to see things with a clear eye 

before you get whacked.

“This is the reason for life as you know it,” the mice or whatever is in charge will 

say. “Now that you know, we will have to kill you.” Wham! Your head goes through the 

back end of a tractor-trailer. I hope that the flashing second of revelation and truth 

somehow can make up for a life of confusion. I doubt it.

What about after the crash? If we believe in Hollywood, the man will be standing 

by the side of his pick up, invisible to others, wondering what the hell happened. If we 

add some flavor from Beetle Juice, the man will be standing with his head under his arm. 

Next, according to Ghost or The Crow, black shadows will suck this man’s soul into hell 



if he was a bad sort; otherwise, a blinding white light will engulf him to take him to what 

we assume is heaven. There is no room in Hollywood for bad people who had done good 

things or for good people with rotten souls; the scripts would get too confusing. It is 

heroic and commendable to separate the putrid apples from the prized ones. It is a mess 

to decide the fate of the apples that fall in between.

Anyway, had the decapitated sap been me, my head would be on the highway, 

watching my headless body tumble over the guardrail, down the embankment. I would 

see lights but it wouldn’t be heaven. It would be the ship from E.T. The aliens would grab 

my head and take it away. I would end up as the ball in an intergalactic soccer match 

played by four-legged creatures with a mean kick.

I yearn the simple mind of a dupe who sees hell and heaven as the only two 

options, and understands what it takes to make it to one or another (organized religion 

will spell the rules down to the last detail). Not having a simple mind doesn’t mean 

having a sharp one. In my case it means having a confused one. Between heaven and hell 

there are a million possibilities, some more bizarre than others. The possibility that woos 

my fancy is the black hole possibility: nothingness, infinite gravity sucking you into 

perfect darkness and absolute zero, placeless and timeless. By reaching such absolutes I 

can say I have reached perfection, so I would be like God, a god that cannot control his 

destiny. Instead of God I should call myself the perfect mortal who cannot die anymore.

I’m free to indulge in sex as I please. I have taken cheap shots at my cheap 

whores. I have surfed the net until my tired eyelids closed on me. I joined the bar scene 

and came empty-handed. I have reached this plateau of sexual freedom to only face a 

more formidable road ahead.

Am I disgusted with sex? Yes I am. Have I stopped masturbating? No, I haven’t. 

There are lulls provoked by shame and good intentions, but they are nothing but minor 



bumps on the road to perdition.

As a child I used to put seashells to my ear to hear the ocean. The whisper of 

seashells filled my ear with never seen waves but such whispers could not drown me 

because they were dry. I hear whispers that ask me to stop, and sometimes I heed them, 

but they are like sea whispers in the desert. Without fear there is no motivation.
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This is the outrageous story of a beautiful and perfect man who awoke one 

morning to be loved and admired by all. The night before though, he had gone to bed as a 

mere man, that is, feeling like a loser, debating on his mind if he was a loser because of 

his own shortcomings or because life had given him bad breaks.

Upon awakening he knew that pondering about such question was not longer 

necessary because he had become a perfect man. Confidence had replaced self-doubt. He 

knew he had become a perfect man on the same way birds know they can fly from the top 

of the tallest building without plummeting to the ground.

He got out of bed and his hair needed no combing. His breath was not stale and 

his mouth didn’t have that dry and thick texture of before. The man on the mirror was he 

and was not. His old face radiated a million dollar smile of ivory teeth embedded on a 

pimpleless face. His facial bone structure still matched his driver’s license picture but 

now it was better defined and more pleasant.

Refreshed and dapper because he had found his closet full of tailored Armani 

suits, the perfect man left his apartment that now was a penthouse. Neighbors greeted him 

on his way to the elevator with a pleasantness never heard of before. The doorman (now 

he has a doorman) treated him with the deference he deserved. The doorman hailed a 



clean taxi for him, its driver the most polite of men.

There was no need to go to work because the perfect man knew that he had wealth 

(who ever heard of a broke perfect man? Buddha and Jesus didn’t quite cut it). This was 

the perfect beginning of the not so ideal demise of this beautiful man. Praise greeted him, 

accompanied him and left with him everywhere he went. Virgins begged him to deflower 

them. The famous sought his company and the rich wanted to share their riches with him. 

His actions were above the law and beyond reproach.

He was a social Midas that turned into a lively soirée the most mundane of 

conversations or gathering of bland people. Mothers pointed at him so their brats could 

see what a beautiful creature he was. His appearances in Leno and Letterman were 

always a success and he kept on getting invited back. He lost count of how many opening 

nights at the movies he went as the leading lady’s escort. Any task became an effortless 

enterprise and the perfect man became a stranger to pain and failure.

He wrote his suicide note on heavy bond paper with the most exquisite of 

calligraphies. His gold plated pearl handled revolver had put a perfect round hole on his 

still unblemished forehead. The note read, “I have been bored to death.”
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The dupe I am. I have been deceived again. In a way, I knew I had it coming. In 

every chat I had with TinyPrettyLady, we dwelt into the darkest labyrinths of human and 

not so human sexuality. I always wondered how a woman could have such a perverted 

disposition.

We met in a public room the other day. 

TinyPrettyLady: Hi hon.



Mr_X: Hi there.

TinyPrettyLady: What is your hot fantasy for today?

I hesitated. Anybody can fake being anybody. Mr_X has a twelve inches long 

member and can ejaculate by the bucketful all night long. Why shouldn’t a man pass as a 

woman? I asked her point blank.

Mr_X: Are you a man? 

Now it was Tiny Lady’s time to think. I waited a few minutes, an uncommon 

thing.

TinyPrettyLady: Yes, I’m.

I was still swallowing the confession when a new line showed up.

TinyPrettyLady: I hope you are not mad at me. We had a lot of fun together.

I didn’t answer right away. Did I feel deceived? Yes. Did it matter? I thought hard 

about it. No. My wife is screwing some other guy. Does it matter? No.

Mr_X: You’re right. We had our twisted fun.

TinyPrettyLady: I’m glad you see that way.

Mr_X: Are you homo?

TinyPrettyLady: Bi.

We chatted as usual and ended our meeting with me masturbating. I must say, we 

had a homosexual fantasy where she was a she-male and we engaged in oral and anal sex. 

We agreed that I would keep on calling “her” with feminine pronouns, and she promised 

to continue being my bitch.

Since then I have been thinking about this affair. The deceiver didn’t become 

deceived. From the start both knew that we were deceiving each other, up to what degree, 

we didn’t know. I’m sure that Tiny Lady knows I’m not hung like Long John Silver, and 

she must suspect that I’m a middle aged loser with too much time on my hands. I see her 



in my imagination as a fragile little fag. Again, I could be talking to a 300-pound black 

dude who could rip my head off with one swat of his big hand.

It doesn’t matter, not then, not now.  In our private room we are who we say we 

are, and it doesn’t change a thing who is pushing the keyboard on the other side.
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My whores are honest. They do it for money and act in a business manner. The 

moment I’m done, they are up and running to the bathroom to wash up. No compliments, 

no kisses, no sexy looks. They just sit on the toilet with their douche bottle, cleansing 

themselves of me. I must be so repugnant that not even a rubber makes them feel safe. I 

get dressed, and after a “See’ya later” I’m out of their room. They couldn’t be happier to 

see me go. This is what I call a frank relationship.

When I’m at the mall, I lust after those teenyboppers dressed like sluts, trying to 

grow too fast. I wish I could squeeze their hard and perky breast with my fat fingers. I 

don’t do it because I would end up in jail or an angered parent would split my head open. 

Nevertheless, I deceive society when I act on a proper way. That is what civil society is 

all about, to follow rules with clinched teeth.

On the ‘net there is no civility. I can walk down a cyber mall with my genitals 

hanging out of my pants, engaging on any aberrations that fancy me. This is a sorry 

excuse for real sex but it is a great improvement when compared to masturbating alone in 

the shower. It’s all lies, but real sex is not much different.

Life, when you think about it, how much of it is true? I saw The Matrix and that 

made me think. We could be an amorphous mass of living goo hooked up to a computer, 

or we could be the game pawns of Gods (or mice) who have fun watching us stumble like 



the fools we are.

“I think, therefore I’m,” said Descartes.

“I think about sex, therefore I’m,” is what Freud would have said, and I agree 

with the later.
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My apartment is a freak show. I will explain. Every single object, from my 

toothbrush to my underwear, is placed with military precision. Open my closet and to the 

left you will see my suits, followed to the right by my sport jackets, long sleeve and short 

sleeve shirts, T-shirts with a collar, and plain T-shirts. All articles face to my right and are 

buttoned up. All hangers have their hooks facing inwards towards the back of the closet.

Shoes are always polished and aligned toe to toe: cowboy boots, dress shoes, 

work shoes, sneakers, flip-flops, from left to right, all laced and knotted. Through every 

drawer, closet, stand, box, and cabinet, the same rigorous classification and ordering 

follows.

I find myself expending hours cleaning, organizing, classifying and inspecting my 

apartment. A drill sergeant could give me a white glove inspection and I would pass it 

with honors. How come that a slob like myself is such a domestic bore?

I rent all my movies but there is one movie that I own, Pink Floyd’s The Wall. I 

lost count of how many times I have watched this film. After Pink (David Gilmour) 

comes out of a bad drug trip and shaves his eyebrows, he takes every stick of broken 

furniture from his smashed hotel room and lines them up on the floor in a geometry 

pattern.

This scene hits the spot with me. I doubt that my obtuse mind can grasp the 



meaning that Roger Waters ascribed to this scene, but for me it represents a great truth: if 

the outside world is a mess, at least you can control your immediate surroundings. I 

cannot control my own thoughts, God knows how hard I have tried and failed. What I can 

control is my living space down to the most minutiae level, and so I do with great relish.

It’s getting late. I better get on line because Tiny Lady promised me to open a 

private room with some of her fairy friends so we all can have a full blown orgy.

Perverted minds of the world unite!
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By now I’m a preferred customer of the local xxx video rental stores. It’s scary 

when the clerks know your name. I always keep a stack of such “independent” films 

under the VCR, on the bottom right shelf, their titles facing inwards, just in case.

Pam calls only when she wants me to baby sit Ashley. I never say no. Pam stops 

her car at the bottom of my stairs and gives a curt honk. I open my apartment’s door and 

Ashley gets out of the car and runs upstairs. Pam leaves without ever looking at me.

Today it was such a day. I left Ashley and her Barbies in the living room watching 

TV while I showered. After my shower I took a peek into the living room. Through the 

ajar door I could see Ashley’s head over the back of the couch. She had switched from 

TV to VCR. A bosomy blond was giving fellatio to a well-endowed gentleman.

I froze. Ashley’s head didn’t move. She could be asleep, but I knew better. The 

intelligent thing for me to do would have been to step into the living room in a casual 

fashion and divert her attention then shut the TV down. Afterwards, I would have 

proceeded with caution, studied her reactions and acted accordingly.

Because this was the intelligent thing to do, this is not what I did. I did nothing. I 



let her watch the tape to the end. During this time her head never moved, her eyes affixed 

to the flesh on the screen. Only after the tape ended did I had the courage to enter the 

living room, putting on my dumbest of faces.

“Ashley, let’s go out for an ice cream.” She looked at me with her big eyes, her 

mouth still opened in disbelief. I can read neither minds nor expressions; I can speculate 

about what a face is telling. In this case, I had no clue but disbelief looked like the correct 

emotion impressed on her face.

Here I dare to speak the unspeakable. May I burn in hell for my impure thoughts. 

This is a hollow phrase for the non-believer, like myself, but it sounds good when 

professed.

Why didn’t I jump on front of the TV? It was neither cowardice nor 

incompetence. It was from my own volition that I let Ashley watch that hard-core video. I 

got an erection watching her do it, and when I get an erection my will becomes 

subordinated to my sexual demons.

Let the skies part and shame rain on me. Let bolts of self-righteous guilt strike me 

and split my rib cage open so that my black heart spills on the ground where filthy 

creatures will feast on it. Whatever my punishment, the truth is that I got an erection 

watching Ashley watch pornography. This knowledge will not go away or become a 

lesser sin.

I might have to walk miles before I begin to understand what happened. I will 

have to walk far more miles to understand how this will affect Ashley. I did a shoddy 

work at patching things up, but I didn’t know, and still don’t know, how to handle things.

“Ashley, I need to ask you a favor.” She looked at me, her lips slathered with 

creamy ice cream. It reminded me of the blond on the movie. I kicked myself on the butt 

for thinking this way, but the image wouldn’t go away (they never do).



“Whatever you saw on the TV today, promise me that you won’t tell anyone about 

it.”

She nodded.

“Now, this is important. You will make other people very upset if you tell. Cross 

your heart and hope you die if you tell.”

She nodded again.

“Promise?”

“Yes,” she said.

I didn’t care to ask what she thought of the movie. If I had, I wouldn’t have had 

any credible answers to her possible questions.

I have no idea what to do next.
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There is a rage in me that manifests itself as an exploding force that pushes 

against the inside of my skull and turns my pupils into a tapestry of brown veins. I find 

myself alone in my apartment, throwing punches in the air, flinging my enemies over my 

head against the wall and stomping on their fragile throats.

These outbursts of testosterone and hate end up with me sitting down and huffing.

“Wouldn’t it be nice,” I say to myself, “if I could be like Superman and really 

kick ass?” Superman is too clean cut though. Now my mind is gone into finding a 

superhero to fit my image. I don’t want to be a cuddly superhero, not even a good-

looking one. A superhero from hell comes to my mind, Spawn. Spawn’s burnt flesh and 

exposed bones fit my character better.

“What are you looking at?” I would say to horrified onlookers, and if I didn’t like 



their answer, I would bash their craniums in. Somehow this idea of the perfect superhero 

occupied my attention to the point of obsession. On this worthless pursuit I spent many 

hours, even waking up from my flatulent slumber to keep on developing the threads left 

unfinished before giving up to sleep.

Any overpriced and overrated shrink could issue this opinion, “your superhero 

obsession is a self-defense mechanism whereby your mind focuses on a trivial matter so 

it doesn’t have to tackle such thorny issues such as your daughter viewing pornography.”

“Yeah?” I would say. My muscle-exposed arm would rise to let a heavy war 

hammer drop on the shrink thereby turning him into a pulp of flesh and tripe.

After mulling this hero idea, I decided that even Spawn was too predictable. He 

uses brute force like any run of the mill comic hero.

“No,” I said to myself. “I wan an anti-hero, something despicable not only in 

looks, but in character.” This is how it came to be that while the world kept on living 

through famines and wars and Ashley’s mind was filled with images of flesh and sex, I 

created a pointless superhero.

SUPER_X

Double chinned, short sighted, bad teeth like an English commoner, a perennial 

five o’clock shadow and greasy strands of disheveled and coarse black hair falling over 

his acne poked face, Super_X walks among the mortals of this city. He walks with a 

faltering gait because his right leg is longer that the left one and his pigeon toed feet have 

a hard time keeping a straight line.

His polyester, checkered pants are high waters and soiled. His socks don’t match 

and his shoes are coming unglued. A stained T-shirt rolls over his round gut that hangs 

loose over his pelvis. No cape, no mask, no big letters on his outfit, no weapons, rings, 

amulets, belts or anything capable of hiding superpowers. Not even a credit card.



“Well,” you will ask. “What can he do?”

“Can he turn invisible?”

“No.”

“Can he fly?”

“No.”

“Is he telepathic? Telekinetic?”

“Nope.”

“Can he recite poetry while burping?”

“No.”

“X-ray vision?”

“No.”

“What in hell can he do then?”

“Nothing.”

“What is so god-damned special about doing nothing?”

“Everything.”

You see, he does nothing and nothing can be done to him. The hero has no pride 

so he cannot be tricked into doing what is right. His sworn enemies cannot manipulate his 

righteousness (he lacks such virtue) or his sense of duty (such thing has no meaning for 

him). 

He will not try to save the world because he doesn’t give a rat’s ass what the 

world thinks of him. He reciprocates tenfold the indifference dished at him by strangers. 

His wax-coated ears are deaf to cries for help because he will never cry for help; he 

knows nobody will come to his side.

His clarity of thought and his lack of preconceived values make him foolproof 

and unwilling to do anything for anybody; he knows human condition too well. He is the 



perfect cynic. 

“He sounds like a moron,” you would say.

“He is the consummate moron,” I would say. “His biggest superpower is his 

asexuality.”

“His what?”

“Asexuality. This hero ain’t got a dick.”

“You call that a superpower?”

Yes, indeed. The greatest superpower of all.”

Super_X is impervious to perversion and seductions. The satanic powers of the 

‘net and the media cannot affect him. He is untouchable.

“But he can’t have sex!”

“Yes! Love cannot put her iron claws on his aloft heart.”

“He is a loser, dude.”

“He is a happy loser, without regrets or excuses.”

“So, what does this Super_X dude do during the day?”

“Nothing.”

Super_X has no social security number, no known address, no job, no 

responsibilities, no credit history, no previous tax returns or dental records. He lives 

anywhere and everywhere and feels neither heat nor cold, neither thirst nor hunger. He 

sleeps when he wishes to and wakes up when he needs to.

“A homeless superhero?” Would be your next question.

“A homeless, countryless, godless, nobody, invisible to all in his cloak of 

contempt for everything. He is incapable of anger, passions or meddling obsessions.”

“What if his enemies wanted his head?”

“No blade or bullet can kill him because he has no soul. Blunt trauma, lacerations, 



slashes and other assorted lesions cannot affect Super_X because he is such a non-entity 

that things from this physical world cannot find his molecules. He exists on a level 

beyond the grasp of the three dimensional man and his machinery.”

Super_X is a living hologram of blissful ineptness and who-gives-a-shit attitude, 

and he cannot be turned off like those cheesy holograms in Star Trek.

“What can he do for us?”

“He can do nothing, does nothing, and if he could, he wouldn’t.”

“What’s his purpose in life?”

“To pass gas, aggravate people, occupy space and laugh at the rest of us.”

“He’s a hideous hero.”

“I told you, he is my image.”

“Anything good comes from him?”

“He enjoys the most standing on a suburban yard at night, under a public lamp 

post.”
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There was a smell of urine in the room, of rancid diapers left in a closet. Sarah 

came out of the bathroom in a skimpy piece of black lingerie. I was waiting for her in my 

shameless nakedness and undaunted by thoughts of venereal danger or moral debauchery. 

It was long time ago that I overcome such annoying obstacles to my deprivation.

She started me up with fellatio. Her lips smacking and slurping soothed me. I felt 

like a sultan partaking in the pleasures of his harem.

“I’m ready,” I said.

“No blow job today?”



“No. Let’s do it.”

She got on her fours next to me, her buttocks high up in the air. As usual, her 

panties were split right where her anus was. Oh what a delight it is to probe into her 

Hershey way with my penis!

The bulge under her anus was inviting under the silk. I knew, don’t ask me how, 

what I was going to find under that silk. The dude in The Crying Game got the surprise of 

his life when the penis in her companion flopped in front of him. Grabbing Sarah’s bulge 

with a swift hand and pulling her penis from under her panties surprised her more than it 

did me.

Her body stiffened under my hand and her breath stopped. I grabbed her by her 

hips and penetrated her lubricated rectum. She left a sigh. I don’t know if it was a sigh of 

relief or of pleasure. After intercourse I asked her about that sigh.

“It was both,” she said.

“You expected me to turn ugly?

“It has happened.” Her eyes turned sad. “No with you, but with others.”

I have been looking at my she-male pic collection since then. The male prejudices 

of my macho uprising should turn my stomach inside out, or at least make me scream in 

disgust as a great hypocrite. Instead, I masturbate with pleasure.

I’m just a new boy,
Stranger in this town.
Where are all the good times?
Who’s gonna show this stranger around?
Ooooh, I need a dirty woman.
Ooooh, I need a dirty girl.
Will some woman in this desert land
Make me feel like a man?

Young Lust, Pink Floyd
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After what happened with Ashley I got piqued to dally with pedophilia in the ‘net. 

I figure if somebody like Nabokov could write Lolita without getting burnt at the 

morality stake, I could get away with some browsing.

I joined a chat room called The Incest Meeting Place. Out of all available rooms, 

this was the most crowded. Again, another fringe room that probed to be more popular 

than, let’s say, Truckers for Jesus.

Some were looking for young daughters; young boys looked for spanking mothers 

or sister. Little girls, or preteens, that’s how they are referred to in these circles, were 

looking for bad daddies. I knew that these preteens were forty-somethings with potbellies 

dropping below their keyboards. It was the free for all you see in any sex room.

It wasn’t before long that I got an offer to trade pics.

Mr_X: What are you looking for?

BigLongDad: Young

Mr_X: How young?

BigLongDad: As young as you can get.

I sent him pics of young sluts, fully developed and with more miles on them than 

a whore in a cheap brothel (they probably were such whores).

BigLongDad: Nothing younger?

Mr_X: Sorry, but this is the youngest I have.

Politeness paves the way for my depravedness.

BigLongDad: OK.  I’ll send you a starter kit.

I won’t deny it, quite the opposite, with pride I will say that my anal sphincter got 

tight when the picture files from BigLondDad arrived. If felt like sneaking a brick of pot 



pass a cop, right in front of his nose.

Not knowing what to expect, I clicked on the first file. A fussy black and white 

picture popped. A little girl, seven or eight, sat naked on a couch giving fellatio to a 

grown man whose face was not shown on the pic. The following pictures were on the 

same style, granular, black and white, amateur pics that hid the adult. By the time I had 

opened the last picture, I already had a hard on. The serpent had handed me down the 

apple.

One at the time I have found my perversions, and one at the time I have embraced 

each one of them. A man of character would have fought each attempt of his dark side to 

mislead his soul. In my case, I just went and continue to go along.

Why should I stop? No church, no law, no principle holds sway over me. If it 

gives me an erection, then it is fine with me. I’m an animal you would say, but not even a 

well-trained monkey can surf the ‘net and fish porn like I can, so I’m more than an 

animal. I’m a debased human at worst, a confused human at best.

My preteen collection is growing. I don’t keep it in my hard drive but in disks, 

just in case I have to get rid off them in a hurry. With this new thrill of flaunting the law 

comes the paranoia of being found out. “Is he an undercover cop?” is the question that 

nags me when I’m at the keyboard, probing the person on the other side of the screen 

before I barter my illegal goods.
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I read a bumper sticker today that said “Don’t led me into temptation (I will find it 

on my own).” A cute young girl drove the car. I wondered what kind of temptation a 

young girl could find on her own. I don’t seek temptation; it seeks me, but now I’m the 



one sowing temptation in Ashley’s path. 

She and her Barbies came over for the weekend. The dirty tapes were on the same 

place they had been before when she found them. Back and forth I moved among rooms, 

staying out of her sight on purpose and announcing my intentions on a loud voice, “I’m 

going to the bedroom. It will be awhile, so watch anything on TV you want to.” I had left 

the TV on just like a bomber leaves the fuse lit on his bomb before leaving for safer 

spaces. The fuse fizzled into nothing and I kept on coming back to the living room with 

new announcements, “I’m going to take a shower. Go ahead and put the VCR on if you 

want.” Back I went hiding away from the living room, event took the announced but 

unnecessary shower hoping that when I came out, Ashley would be playing one of the 

dirty tapes.

She didn’t and I felt disappointed. As I slithered among rooms like the proverbial 

serpent, dark thoughts danced inside my head, and every one of those thoughts had 

Ashley taking the place of the little girls in my damnable collection. 

“Why?” I asked myself a thousand times and a thousand times I didn’t care to 

answer. I knew what the answer was even though I didn’t like it. 

“Why?” I asked myself another thousand times and another thousand times I 

damned myself but yet I kept peeking around doors and corners waiting for temptation to 

lead Ashley in my same path of perdition. I’m too much of a coward to lead her myself.

The intervals between my appearances in the living room grew longer but Ashley 

didn’t care for anything but what was playing on TV. At her age, the Cartoon Network is 

a force more formidable than sex. I wish I could have her obsessions.

We went to the Dairy Queen for ice cream afterwards. Every booth and table had 

mostly single parents appeasing their brood for having given them a dysfunctional family, 

as if an ice cream were to make up for growing up alone in front of a TV while the parent 



of turn had to work.

The weight of my flesh felt heavy on my bones. My intentions towards Ashley 

became to me as clear as the moribund sky filtering through the glass towers lining the 

highway. There are no voices inside my head and I don’t have a dog that talks to me but 

images of naked Ashley with semen on her face persisted in my mind, and as hard as I 

might, they wouldn’t go away. I wanted to jump through the glass window and ran away, 

leaping into the sunset and bursting into a fireball fueled by horrible thoughts that would 

be no more. My weighty flesh wouldn’t let me move and I knew that what shouldn’t have 

to come would come.

“Ashley,” I said.

“Yeah.”

“You want anything else?”

“No, I’m OK.”

“Well, you know, anything you want, just ask me.” I managed a greasy smile. 

Where is a stray bullet when you need one?
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Ivan The Terrible blinded the architects who built him a cathedral so they couldn’t 

build anything like it again. Gouging my own eyes will not stop my debased thoughts; 

neither putting my testicles on the chopping block. A bullet through my head would take 

care of my problem for good because I believe there is no afterlife. With my luck, I will 

burn in hell forever with little naked and grotesque devils boiling me in a pot of 

simmering semen, naked flesh flung at me from every direction. While on earth, I don’t 

believe there is a remedy for my condition. Nobody has invented a sex patch you can buy 



at the drugstore; on the other hand, Viagra sells like hot cakes. What I despise others are 

willing to pay for.

Death is the only thing that can stop me.

“Delete your files,” I say to myself everyday.

“Destroy your disks,” I remind myself everyday.

“Stop seeing your whores,” I demand of myself everyday. Every day I laugh at 

myself because I know that such words are as hollow as a watermelon. I look at my 

kiddie pictures and masturbate. At night I surf the net in search of more smut, and I find 

it. Trading pictures with strangers gives me the same adrenaline rush that I get when I 

approach hookers on the street. Am I trading with a cyber cop? Will they come and take 

me away? It doesn’t matter to me; I keep on trading, my collection already overflowing 

with hardcore preteen pictures. Hypocrite society we are, boo hoo and boo hoo about 

protecting our children and there is a whole underworld out there having great sex with 

them. I gave up my pretenses of morality and indignation and I accept who I’m, 

regardless of how disgusting the person in my mirror might be to others. A sex nut, a 

pedophile, a scumbag, a dirty old man, a regular Joe with sex fantasies like anybody else, 

that is who I am.

From now on Ashley’s perdition fills my imagination. I imagine both of us lying 

on bed naked, her head on my lap giving me fellatio, my member huge in her small 

mouth. I have such picture; I know it can be done. The question is, how can I seduce my 

own flesh? I get free advice from the likes of me when visiting preteen or incest chat 

rooms. Some claim to do it all the time; the rest wish they could. Two different people 

sent me pictures to prove they did it with their daughters, and both sent me the same 

picture. Just to paraphrase Dire Straits, “Two men claim to be Jesus, one of them must be 

wrong.”



Forcing myself on her is fast but may be traumatic. I need to be the suave, dotting 

and authoritative figure that must be pleased because that is the right thing to do. Just as it 

is with whore chasing, the chase itself can be more rewarding than catching the prey.

Ashley has become my obsession and I’m doomed because I cannot fight such 

demon. I have tried before, and I failed every time. Where is a stray bullet when you need 

one?

Farewell goodnight last one out turn out the lights
And let me be, let me die inside . . .
Why do the same old things keep on happening?
Because beyond my hopes there are no reasons

Tales of a Scorched Earth, The Smashing Pumpkins
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The handcuffs snapped behind my back with a sound I perceived at that time as 

that of an old iron gate slamming shut. They took me downtown for being a john. I 

should have known that the Honky whore looked too wholesome to be the regular junkie 

looking for a way to get herself a fix. Of course, I came to that obvious conclusion after I 

sat on a bench on jail for a few hours. Passed out drunks reeking of alcohol and vomit 

littered the floor around me as I sat among criminals, myself not a lesser one.

This skinny black dude sat next to me, sober as myself. His jovial face invited 

conversation.

“What are you in for?” He asked me.

“Soliciting.”

“Damned pussy will always get you in this joint.”

“What are you for?”

“My old lady called the cops on me ‘cause I hit her.”

“Did you?”



“Sure I did. I just found out, the bitch is screwing my buddy.”

“Shouldn’t you hit your buddy instead?”

“Nah, he’s my buddy. It’s her fault, rubbing her tits on his face every time he 

came by.”

We sat on that bench for, I would say, about two hours. I haven’t had such an 

interesting conversation in years, perhaps since I graduate from college and became a 

wage-earning member of society.

Two petty criminals sitting in the drunk tank, strangers to each other, crime their 

only bond. I opened up to him, to Leroy, that’s his name, like a broken dam, letting the 

waters run free. I know why I open up and I don’t need Dr. Brothers to explain it to me; I 

did it because I had nothing to lose. My facade of propriety and holly-than-thou didn’t 

work in that cell. Leroy and I talked about ungrateful bitches that cheat on you, about 

street pussy for hire, about the drunks on the floor, about beating the rap, and I never had 

to think about maintaining my respectability. For once in a long time I could be myself, 

just talking and laughing.

Leroy, no first timer, gave me the name of his lawyer and the phone number for a 

bondsman. I asked the cop sitting on the desk across the drunk tank if I could use the pay 

phone next to him to make my one phone call.

“Sure.” He came over, opened the cell and let me make my call. I had expected 

the cop to get pissed at me because he had to get up from his chair, but he didn’t mind it 

at all.

“Republic Bonds,” said the voice on the phone. Leroy was right, it was past 

midnight and somebody was taking calls. Crime never rests. I explained my predicament. 

I had the money to post bond, but I didn’t have it all in cash.

“You got an ATM card?” asked the bondman.



“Yes.”

“There is an ATM machine right across the street. You can get cash from it to pay 

me after I bond you out.”

“Perfect. I appreciate it.”

“No problem man, see ya’ in a few.”

The old black cop who did my paperwork made me sign for every trifle in my 

property envelope. Had he found pocket lint, he would have made sign for it, I’m sure. I 

suppose that in his business he cannot be too careful otherwise some lowlife may accuse 

him of stealing his gold chains or nose ring.

Part of my bond money came from my own cash, the bondman put up the rest. As 

he said, there was an ATM machine outside where I was happy to give him back his 

money plus his hefty commission, but no complaints from me. Regardless of how much I 

liked Leroy, I didn’t want to spend the night with him, smelling puke and hearing drunks 

moaning.

Next day I talked to Leroy’s lawyer, a Hispanic in a zoot suit who told me not to 

worry because at worst I would get a small fine, being a first time offender. He reminded 

me to show up in court on time, well dressed, shaved and sober. I think I can manage that.

Perhaps because I kept my mouth shut and did what the cops told me to do, I can 

say that this first brush with the law was a pleasant one in a strange sort of way. I found 

out the cops were polite and professional; if you didn’t give them crap, they gave none 

either. Even the criminals in the drunk tank, at least the sober ones, seemed better 

behaved that some of the people I have found at job sites or the grocery store.

Is this an indication that I’m becoming so comfortable with my criminal ways that 

being arrested is a novelty? My petty offense is to the par with urinating in public so I 

know I cannot compare myself to a gang-banger, but my cavalier attitude frightens me. 



Where am I going to stop?
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Am I nuts? Every night I visit chat rooms were advise on the matter is freely 

given by those who profess to have done it or are doing it right now. I have no way of 

separating the bunk from the truth because in the Internet both have the same sheen of 

credibility. The ‘net is a conman’s paradise.

When I’m not talking, I’m trading kiddie pictures. My vast archives is proof that 

pedophilia is a popular pastime. I masturbate with great pleasure watching these pics. 

Right after, I crash under the weight of remorse and shame, but such letdown starts to 

fade soon after I flush the toilet. I don’t know how to retain my guilt long enough to 

make me stop, not because I’m devious but because I’m too dumb.

Images of children giving fellatio to adults and other children haunt me all 

awaken moments of my sorry life, like demons breathing fire on a tormented soul. I see 

Ashley on those pictures. I don’t want to but I do. I should flog myself but I don’t. I know 

the difference between right and wrong but lack the will to follow the righteous path and 

always opt for the easy one. I ain’t evil, just lazy.

Just as beads in a rosary follow each other, I’m preparing myself for the ultimate 

sin. Today I bought a digital camera. 

“Can you take close-ups with this?” I asked the clerk.

“Sure you can.”

I came home with the gizmo and all its doodads: tripod, lights, light reader, etc. 

I’m going for broke, and I mean that in more than one way. My intentions are terrible and 

I know it; still, there is an innocent part in me relishing about the good, nice pictures that 



I can take with my new camera, like if I were thinking about photographing the blue 

bonnets blooming in the spring. Goodness is hard to eradicate. Ditto for evil.
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Pam dropped Ashley at my doorstep last night. The fly tangled in the spider’s 

web.

“I got a new toy,” I said to Ashley. I showed her the camera. I snapped a few 

pictures of her and her face showed up in my monitor. She smiled into the camera and I 

kept on snapping pictures. I held the camera over her like it were a helicopter with a 

spotlight and her smile came to my monitor as the room behind her spun.

The technology was ready for the great sin. A pit in my stomach burnt a hole so 

deep it reached into my loins and made my member throb with wonderful expectation.

Alas, the coward I’m; I couldn’t think of any excuse for Ashley to show me her perfect 

juvenile skin. I felt gasping for air and my back burned with a fire I couldn’t distinguish 

from shame or hormonal excitement. It might have been that the gates of hell had opened 

for me and the eternal fire was searing my backside.

“Stay still for a moment.” Her rosy cheeks glowed and her little dark eyes had the 

mischievous look that psychos like me confuse with sexual desire. Make no bones about 

it, I know what kind of unsavory character I am. Despite of such knowledge, I still enjoy 

myself, just like a heroine junkie would while lying on his own excrement. My willful 

debasing leaves no room for remorse.

The dust has finally settled on the field of human clay
Just enough light has shown through 
To tell the night from the day
We are incomplete and hollow
For our maker has gone away



Who is to blame?
We’ll surely melt in the rain

Say I, Creed
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A heavy grunt follows the alarm radio going off. As in Ground Hog Day, the radio 

plays the same song everyday, Hootie & The Blowfish’s Time. Such consistency is not a 

time regression but the product of canned musical listings and automatic CD players. 

Unlike the movie, Mr_X doesn’t wake up to excel at the day’s tasks, but to prolong 

yesterday’s mediocrity.

The morning shower is an excuse to masturbate. Since Mr_X watched Kevin 

Spacey do it in American Beauty, Mr_X is now convinced that his morning ritual is a 

mainstream activity, like watching Good Morning America.

Breakfast comes either out of a bag or a box. Today it comes from a box. Mr_X 

pauses to check the happy and wholesome picture of a pre-pubescent girl on the cover. 

He sees semen splattered on her face as he chews on his cereal. In a flash, last night’s 

new pictures pass through his mind together with the improbable pedophiliac escapades 

lived in the chat rooms. “Sick bastards,” he thinks, and he smiles at his own fractured 

reflection on the stainless steel fridge.

One foot gets over the front door threshold; the other one follows. Mr_X has 

arrived to the real world. A gulf breeze dances through the boughs of the tree across the 

parking lot. He can feel the wind’s invisible hand touching his face. A flock of starlings 

bounces among branches and power lines. Mr_X wishes he could shed his humanity, 

every pound of it, together with his miseries and imperfections and then, being so 



unburdened, he could and would fly away. He imagines his feet lifting, his whole self 

flying up and over the power lines and going away, headed for the clouds and 

deliverance.

None of that happens of course. Mr_X remembers the thousands of porno pics in 

his apartment and hopes the day will go by fast so he can comeback to his computer to 

get more.

“Hi, how ya’ doin’” Mr_X says to his neighbor who is getting in her car with her 

young daughter. His neighbor wears white stockings and Mr_X pauses on the stairs while 

she finishes getting into her car, her skirt’s hemline raising high on her curvy hips. And 

the little girl ain’t bad looking either, thinks Mr_X.

The drive to work is a limbo; his reflexes and his Suburban carry him through 

traffic. Howard Stern comes through the radio and Mr_X wonders about how much 

money the guy makes. There are days, many days in fact, when Mr_X thinks about 

driving off past work, pass Dallas, Pass Texas, into Mexico perhaps, or Canada, or the 

Pacific, or the Atlantic; it doesn’t matter. Mr_X pictures himself at the wheel, catatonic, 

devouring miles and state lines, just for the hell of it. He knows he doesn’t have the balls 

for it, just as he doesn’t have the balls to make Ashley do what she needs to do.

Ashley will be in his mind all day. She will pop into his thoughts. Sometimes she 

will take center stage, other times she will only do a cameo appearance.

Mr_X always park on the same spot, even if there are spots closer to the 

building’s entrance. On occasions Mr_X has tried to break his parking routine but an 

inner demon, the Parking Lot Nazi, he calls it, castigates him for the rest of the day. It’s 

beyond his logic why parking somewhere else bothers him.

At work Mr_X greets Ms. Rutheford and sees himself licking her legs from her 

ankles up to her groin, long, wet strokes.



“Good Morning,” he says to her and she reciprocates.

Gut against the keyboard, plans unrolled on the table, Mr_X works all day like an 

ant without any consideration to the usefulness of his work. “It’s just a job,” he mutters to 

himself all day long. In Austin Powers, female robots are called Fembots. He calls 

himself a Dumbot, a dummy programmed to waste his life dragging a plastic mouse 

across a rubber pad. Line by line he draws buildings that will hold people whose lives 

will be prime material for a Cops episode. “What are you gonna do when they come for 

you?” Mr_X sings as he draws one more building, one more day, one more time as if he 

life would never have to come to an end.

Mr_X is polite on the phone, polite to coworkers, polite to Ms. Rutheford despite 

his lascivious thoughts towards her. He is efficient and professional on his duties. Staying 

late at night is no longer a problem because Mr_X has learned to sleep less and to 

manage his on line time better so that he can squeeze more pornography and smut in less 

time. If practice makes perfect, Mr_X cannot get any better.

His Dumbot mental rigidity doesn’t preclude brief drifts into Ashley related 

fantasies. He turns off such thoughts but they come back stronger. There is no point to 

fight them. While his hand manipulates the mouse, his mind manipulates Ashley. There is 

neither remorse nor aversion to his unnatural tendencies. He just stares at his monitor and 

continues to draw. “I Dumbot.”

Lunch hour is another ritual. Mr_X parks on the same spot by the softball field, 

book in hand. He likes reading serious stuff like literature or historical essays. Reading 

about the great crooks and villains of fore makes him look like a pitiful deviant not worth 

a farthing. He watches the hurried housewife get into the UPS truck almost every day and 

then leave half hour later, smoothing the wrinkles on her dress with one hand. Mr_X is 

not jealous of the UPS man because, while he has no housewife sneaking into his truck, 



Mr_X has his whores, and Mr_X sees no shame in paying for it which he sees as more 

desirable than stealing from others.

“Am I stealing from Ashley?” Mr_X asks himself.

“She is gonna give it away to some punk anyway,” he reasons.

“It’s family business,” he rationalizes. Again, Ashley is in his mind.

The afternoon is a sequel to the morning, just like a Hollywood movie part II, 

duller and a repeat of tried habits. The drive back home is like the drive to work but in the 

opposite direction. Mr_X again ponders about driving straight to hell. The radio is 

nothing but commercials so he doesn’t bother with it. One of these days he is going to 

buy a CD player, he promises himself for the millionth time.

Between his arrival at his apartment and supper, Mr_X continues to live a life that 

exudes normality. He may go for a walk at the park or to the mall, but the park with its 

blue bonnets has a greater appeal than the mall packed with preteen girls who deserve 

spanking, bare bottoms up on his knees.

The walk in the park is long not because it is good exercise for the body, but 

because it is for the mind. Mr_X practices at getting away from himself and Ashley. He 

can never walk fast or far enough to get away for good but it is good enough for his 

sanity. Many promises he has made to himself on those walks, all broken. By now Mr_X 

doesn’t make any more promises. He replaced them with it-would-be-nice-if statements 

that have no more weight than any of his fantasies. Except the Ashley project as he calls 

it now. That is the one fantasy that is going to bear fruit. Sweet? Bittersweet? Rotten? 

Mr_X doesn’t know and “Frankly my dear, I don’t give a damn.”

Dinner comes out of a can, a box or a bag embosom with a fast food restaurant 

logo. The latter is more common. “If it was good enough for Elvis; it’s good enough for 

me.” Maybe, Mr_X thinks, he will die of a Big Mac overdose and this sordid Ashley 



project will be done with.

After dinner his chest pounds with the lust of the hunt for more kiddie pics, 

debased chats, and masturbation. Mr_X locks his doors to keep reality outside and his 

demons inside. He sits in front of his giant monitor to indulge himself into his own 

destruction. A heroin junkie may not have a place left on his body where to put the 

needle, but that won’t stop him from doing it. Mr_X fingers manipulate the keyboard and 

the mouse with the dexterity of the well initiated, not wasting a single keystroke or mouse 

click.

After hours of caressing his member, Mr_X ends up ejaculating in the bathroom, 

asking himself what the hell is going on and knowing that there is no answer, that 

tomorrow he will do it again. The Ashley project revolts his stomach but he knows that it 

is a temporary nausea that will last at best a few minutes.

Cold water splashes his face. The water mixed with his sweat drains away and 

Mr_X  is afraid to look into the mirror. Mr_X goes to bed and many nights he wishes the 

mourning would never come.
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Homosexual relationships among older men and their younger attaches were 

common in ancient Greece. Today, such practice would land you in jail in this Land of 

The Free. It wasn’t until too long ago that young girls, fresh from their first period, were 

given in matrimony to older men; perhaps not so much as sexual toys, but as baby 

breeders and house keepers. It was also a good way of getting rid off troublesome 

teenagers while making a profit. Nowadays, we the civilized kind have to put up with 

them until they leave home to go to college, and then the real expenses start. It’s all losses 



and no profits.

I have never read in a book or seen in the Discovery Channel a society, old or 

present, that have condoned incest or pedophilia. I sit in front of my monitor, the 

communication device par excellence of the Twenty First Century and the gateway to 

Gore’s Internet, and pedophilia thrives as illegal and exuberant as the drug trade. Vices 

cannot be legislated away; perversion cannot be wished away. If caught, the law may 

punish those that are already too far-gone to make any difference. Executing the culprits 

is the permanent solution, like Iran does with their drug capos; but execution won’t stop 

those who are too deep into it. They will just be more cautious.

Female circumcisions are OK. Wrapping a girl’s feet in bandages so they can’t 

grow is OK. Selling a girl against her will into a prearranged marriage is also OK, but my 

daughter giving me fellatio is a horrible crime. I don’t get it. Shrinks talk about emotional 

damage. If society wouldn’t make a big deal out of it, I’m sure that young girls wouldn’t 

either.

Listen to me, rationalizing my potential crimes. I think about my intentions 

towards Ashley and some days I conclude I’m a monster. Others I conclude that is society 

that is in the wrong. Regardless of which argument has the upper hand any given day, my 

enticing of Ashley continues like a river making its way towards the ocean. My 

resolutions meander and become stagnant but sooner than later, I continue making my 

way towards the inevitable.

I write this nonsense and then I read it later. Somehow I try to find answers in 

these ramblings. I don’t find the coveted answers but I do find out how messed up I’m. I 

suppose that this unequivocal corroboration of my madness is a good reason for 

continuing writing. For a lot of money a shrink could tell me the same thing.
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It was a small step for me but a great one for perversity. My inner strength came 

from the devil, I would say.  I sat Ashley on my lap, and I showed her some of my 

pictures in my computer archives. My erection rubbing against her hard buttocks gave me 

both the greatest pleasure on earth and the greatest anguish. Where is this going to stop? I 

know where even if I don’t want to accept it.

Ashley showed a mild interest for the pornography and never minded my hands 

all over her. I have put into my arm the needle with the most powerful psychotropic drug 

known to me, and I’m afraid there is no turning back. My life is not the same and despite 

the infinite pleasure I derive from fondling Ashley, I’m sure this new seeds that I have 

sowed will yield a poor crop.

I walk to no end and mull things in my thick head until I reach exhaustion. The 

heavy weight on my shoulders threatens to break my back; yet, I’m incapable of doing 

the right thing. I wish I were a consummated pervert who could enjoy my perversion free 

of remorse; but I’m a dupe who endures bouts of perversion among seizures of guilt.

“I want to take a few pictures of you,” I said to Ashley. She said nothing, looking 

at me with clueless eyes. “I want to put them in the computer.” She still said nothing. I set 

up my lights and screens like I was a professional who knew what I was doing. My hands 

trembled during these preparations. Ashley posed for me in her short summer dress. With 

every click I asked for more risqué poses. My trembling didn’t subdue but it didn’t stop 

me from shooting frame after frame.  My member swelled inside my pants.

“OK Ashley, lift your dress a little bit more … higher… that’s it. Good girl.” 

Click. Click. The best pictures had Ashley bending over and grabbing her ankles, her 

little rump up in the air, exposed but for her thin panties.



I sent the picture to DaddyLookingForNaughtyGirl and he replied, “Who is the 

little slut?” 

“She is my daughter,” I answered, so proud.
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Mr_X climbed the mountain, ascending through aspen groves and fir forests. He 

walked over the delicate grass of alpine meadows, his feet heavy with his burden of guilt 

on his shoulders. Mr_X trekked trapped between the earth and a sky of baroque clouds 

that at times came so close, Mr_X thought he could grab a chunk of cloud to satisfy his 

thirst. He climbed further more pass field of rocks suspended on steep slopes, waiting for 

gravity to do its deed. The trail disappeared into the mist and so did Mr_X. 

When there was no more trail, Mr_X emerged from the mist and came upon a 

desolate hut perched at the edge of a cliff. Below, a garden of clouds and sunshine came 

crashing against the cliff’s side. This maelstrom of vapor and light extended towards the 

horizon until half submerging the golden sphere of the setting sun.

“Ahoy!” Mr_X yelled. “Anybody home?” Why was he using a nautical hail, 

Mr_X didn’t know, but he felt like a battered ship coming to port after a storm at sea, so 

the expression felt apropos. From the darkness of the hut The Prophet emerged, white 

haired and toothless. His weathered face was serene and content. The Prophet’s dark 

eyes, Mr_X felt, reached far into his thoughts, like a lighthouse’s beam piercing the 

starless night. The Prophet moved through the threshold with a spirited gait and his hand 

covered with liver spots motioned for him to follow him. The Prophet sat down on a rock, 

facing the sunset, and the spotted hand invited Mr_X to sit on the rock next to The 

Prophet.



Mr_X sat next to The Prophet. A cold wind blew the facade of propriety and 

decency that Mr_X has worked so hard to build to show to others. As bits of the 

respectable Mr_X cracked and blew away from him, the lecherous Mr_X came through, 

warts and sores for The Prophet to see, but The Prophet did not show any repugnance at 

the sight.

Mr_X knew that now he sat in front of The Prophet wearing his true skin. A 

scratch down from that skin would expose his raw soul. A naked man could not have felt 

less unencumbered than Mr_X. No shame but relief was his only attire.

“Do you see who Am I? Said Mr_X.

“Yes I do,” said The Prophet. “And so do you”

“Why have I become such an odious creature?”

“The question you need to answer is how can you stop being such a thing,” The 

Prophet said. “Do not look at your past sins and ask why, but look at your future good 

deeds and wonder how.”

“How then?” Pleaded Mr_X. “How can I accomplish good deeds and my own 

redemption?”

The Prophet sighed as if a great weight had landed on his back. “There are many 

paths to your redemption. One path is through your faith on God.”

“I’m not a religious man.”

“I know,” said The Prophet shifting the weight on his shoulders. “A good path is 

closed to you. On the other path there are friends who can lead you into your way to 

redemption.”

“I have no friends.”

“I know,” said The Prophet, his sloping shoulders sore with the great burden. “A 

lonely man faces the toughest and longest path to redemption. It will take farther more 



than meek promises and lukewarm determination to find redemption on your own.”

“Choices I don’t have. Alone I will have to walk.”

“You made it to my doorstep, so that’s a good sign.” The Prophet looked at the 

whirling of clouds and light below. “You know what needs to be done.”

“I do, but I don’t have the strength to do such things.”

“Strength follows determination.”

Mr_X sighed. “Could a bolt of lightning hit me and make me do what is right? Oh 

Lord, I need that spark of righteousness to break away from my shackles of perversion.”

“Nothing but your own self determination will work.”

“That’s is my greatest fear, my lack of determination.”

The Prophet said nothing with his mouth as the sadness in his eyes spoke spades.

“I would like to stay here with you,” said Mr_X.

“You know you can’t.”

“Your peace I yearn, you know that.”

“That peace you will have to earn.”  The Prophet stood and for the first time he 

smiled. “Doing it alone is the hard way. I will not lie to you; your burden may break your 

back despite your best intentions.” The Prophet’s shoulder’s straightened out as he 

walked into his hut. Mr_X took a deep breath to suck into his lungs the purity of the 

moment. When he exhaled, he realized how difficult it would be to find the righteousness 

path alone, but what choice he had?

As Mr_X descended from the mountain, on his thoughts he smashed his computer 

to bits with a fire axe. His pornographic tapes brightened the fire in the fireplace and a 

thick black smoke taking away his perversions went up the chimney flute. Magazines and 

videotapes also went into the flames. The fires of Hell never burnt so bright. 

Meadows and forest behind, Mr_X sank into the bustle of city life and reality. His 



resuscitated façade of deception deflected any doubts about his upright character. Mr_X 

knew what needed to be done, and he also felt how inadequate he was for the task. Damn 

The Prophet. Mr_X’s demons awaited with their steel shackles ready to wrap them 

around his legs, arms and neck.

“Why me God? Why Me? Cried Mr_X. “You gave me the burden but denied me 

the fortitude to carry it.”

That same night Mr_X collected more kiddie porn and masturbated. He puked 

after masturbating, his stomach revolted, and he cried, his tears dripping into the toilet 

bowl, “Why me dammit?”
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The Bloods and the Creeps shoot each other in LA. Loyalists and Nationalists 

throw petrol bombs at each other in N.I. Enemies I don’t have. Whoever plays the 

Cowboys or the Stars I cannot consider the target of my hate, of that deeply seated hate 

that hisses out like an ill miasma from the bottom of a dark swamp. If having no friends 

is sad, having no one to hate is worst. I have rented Braveheart a few times because I 

delight myself thinking I’m a Scott facing the English dogs. Damn the odds; damn if my 

insurance won’t cover acts of war, but here I stand in front of my enemy, prepared to die. 

Such a thing is not possible in our civilized days where you get subpoenaed instead. 

Enemies are few but faceless conspirators abound. A computer buried deep inside 

Colorado Springs could be the omniscient enemy, or perhaps your insignificance as a 

human being makes you unworthy of becoming someone’s enemy. Instead of being the 

enemy of few or many, you are ignored by all. A Ryder truck loaded with a manure bomb 

would be a good way to make enemies and escape anonymity.



A war would be a good thing, or an alien invasion a la 4th of July. Such an event 

would destroy my complacent life and force me to take up arms. The suffocating routine 

of life I would drop for a chance to face an enemy and death, sweet death.

These things are not to be though. I spent half the night stuffing envelopes and 

paying bills. My name is of no consequence; my account number is what matters. I’m 

another “Dear Customer” until I’m late with a payment at which point I get slapped with 

late fees and threatened with collection agencies. I wish they instead would send an 

armed posse to collect so I could die in a shootout, just for the hell of it.

A coward I was born and as such I shall die. My perversions taunt me every 

awaken moment and I’m incapable of fighting them back. Could I face an enemy in the 

flesh? I think not.

You’re getting closer, to pushing me
Off of life’s little edge

Cause I’m a loser and sooner or later
You know I‘ll be dead

Loser, 3 Doors Down
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Ashley sat on my lap all evening. I didn’t try to conceal my erection. My hands 

fondled her until I almost ejaculated in my pants. At such time my heart beats alive and 

my heavy breath comes out of my lungs pulsating with life. Life whirls in faster and 

wider circles, the colors in my apartment invigorate themselves with hues never before 

perceived, and textures until now unknown are now at my fingertips, the same fingertips 

filled with Ashley’s skin. And yet, the paranoia of being found out accosts me but such 

fear is not enough to stop my hands from searching for excitement underneath Ashley’s 

clothes. This fear just adds fuel to the flames of my perversion.



Afterwards, I listened to loud punk music. Rob Zombie is good, nothing better 

than evil music after fondling your daughter; it soothes my nerves. The game of evil 

worshipping is nothing compared to the reality of my actions.

After the adrenaline rush is gone, the fearsome paranoia gains the upper hand, 

“Will Ashley tell anybody?” A thousand times I made her promise me to keep quiet. I 

offered gifts (beware of pedophiles bearing gifts), cajoled, and hinted punishments, the 

former more than the later. The paranoia extends pass tomorrow into the day when 

Ashley, already grown and myself an old fart wetting his diapers in a nursing home, will 

ask what the hell was I thinking. Will it matter? One day Ashley will figure out what I 

have done to her, and that day she will turn against me, the day of reckoning, more 

shocking than whatever strangers could do to me. Perhaps I won’t be around when that 

happens. As you can see, I like the easy way out. I’m a comfortable coward.
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During one of my evening walks I came upon a field of blue bonnets as the sun 

sank behind a thick line of cottonwoods. Butterflies – Monarchs, I think – fluttered over 

the field. I stopped and enjoyed life as a beautiful thing that could pass through my 

nostrils and into my insides. I inhaled deeply. If I had could, I would have inhaled 

forever. Yet, the night before, I was trading pictures of naked Ashley. I get nothing but 

compliments about Ashley’s innocent looks and flesh.

The person with the blue bonnets and the one with the camera taking pictures of 

Ashley are the same and are not. I look at these two people and I can’t figure which one I 

am. I go out with my whores and I see this middle-aged man pumping these sorry looking 

excuses of women. Still I don’t see this man as myself even though he is using my body. 



I’m just a hapless onlooker.

One day the floor under me will give away, and I will fall into an unequivocal 

version of myself, good or bad I don’t care, but of what I am I will be sure and with this 

knowledge I will be able to learn to live with myself. Until them, my perception of 

myself changes every minute like the colors in a chameleon running among shadowy 

spots in a sunlit day. How can I pass judgment on myself when my virtues and vices 

change places as if they were playing musical chairs?
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The point of no return is here! I have done it! I dropped my pants, pulled my penis 

straight out and pushed Ashley’s face into it. At first she refused to open her mouth but 

my firm yet cajoling demands, plus my strong hand on her head, prevailed. I have 

succeeded at sodomizing my daughter!

The cunning and the careful planning, all that gave way to an impetuous rush of 

flesh and desire. I feel both elated and ashamed, elation being stronger than shame. This 

was the first time and I know it won’t be the last one.

In no time I was logged into my usual chat room telling my colleagues of my 

success, receiving kudos from the cyber pedophile community. I was the man of the hour, 

or as Sugar Ray sings it, it had my 14:59 minutes of fame.

Since then I have looked at my loaded .38 many times, a little voice inside me 

telling me the sure way to stop the madness.
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As Pink Floyd would say, welcome to the machine. I don’t wish you were here. 

Paranoia now clings to me like wet underwear and while it is not a chilling feeling, it is 

nevertheless unpleasant. I read on the newspapers how pedophiles get busted by 

undercover cops passing as teenagers; I read about the FBI clamping down on sinners 

like me; and I worry about it all the time except when I’m having fun with Ashley or 

trading pics with my fellow scum. The rest of the time I worry. This worrying doesn’t 

slow me down a bit; it just increases my paranoia and my fear of black helicopters.

What if somebody recognizes Ashley from the pictures? I’m sure by now they 

have circled the globe at least a couple of times. I never show myself in those pictures, 

but I could be identified in a penis line up. “Yes officer, that one on the left, the little, 

wilting one.”

I blow that possibility off by reasoning that we don’t have pedophile 

acquaintances (they think the same) capable of such things, and regular folk don’t look at 

that stuff anyway. 

What if Big Brother is watching my electronic packets going through the ‘Net? 

The NSA has this big ass computer that sniffs out terrorists-like words from phone 

conversations. The FBI or CIA or NSA or any other three-letter state power could be 

spying on me, and they can trace Ashley’s pictures right back to my doorstep.

This one I blow off by thinking that my insignificance is my shield. Local cops 

may want to nail me, but to the big spooks I’m a pitiful morsel. There are enough loose 

nuts in cyber space that a quiet scum like myself is another blip among millions.

What if an undercover cop is baiting me? I trade stories with anybody in a chat 

room, no matter how far fetched or bizarre they may be. No matter how perverted a story 

of mine may be, there are better perverts out there. Telling lies to strangers is an activity 

protected by the First Amendment. After all, you can’t tell the truth from the bunk out 



there in cyberspace as you cannot tell who Mr_X really is. 

Who can for sure tell if my chat room description of sodomizing Ashley is a sick 

fantasy or a factus completus? I don’t try to enamor teenyboppers on the ‘Net. I will talk 

dirty to the ones I find, and I’m sure that they never are who they say they are. Deception 

is a two way street and I practice such art with delight, and I don’t worry about being 

deceived because I’m a master deceiver. The slobs that get nailed at the local Burger 

King when coming to meet their teen date make me laugh. I got Ashley and I don’t need 

anybody else.

What if the law intercepts my kiddie pictures? I only trade with known perverts 

who have proved their baseness through their chat room exploits. Cops don’t have the 

stomach to follow through a chat where they must fantasize about sodomizing children. 

True pedos shine through these tests. I may be a turkey, but I recognize the hawks around 

me.

Regardless of how many times I repeat these reasons why I will not be caught, I 

still worry. It is the baggage that comes with my deviant life style. What if Ashley tells 

somebody? That I know it will happen someday. I might be dead or waddling in my own 

excrement by then, or it may happen tomorrow. Should I flee? To where? Should I use 

my .38 on myself? Will I have the balls? Should I stand up and give everybody the 

finger? I know what I’m not doing; I won’t stop what I have started. I’m a roller coaster 

free falling on broken rails.
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Inside a brown cash box my .38 Special revolver rests. Have you ever met him 

before? How rude of me not to make the introduction. Anyway, by now you probably 



know him well. A combination lock that I bought at Albertson’s for $1.25 keeps the 

Taurus trapped in the metallic darkness inside the box. Now and then I pull it out so it can 

see sunshine and smell fresh air.

A grown up Ashley stands in front of me, her mother’s chubbiness already 

bulging under her clothes. The tattoo on her left calf was her first salvo in her fight to 

gain independence from my control. 

“Why Daddy? Why?”

I have no answers

“You’re a sick bastard!” She screams.

I give her the finger, a hard finger lifted straight to the sky. From my waist I pull 

the .38, put it to my head and pull the trigger. I always like the easy way out.

Time goes by and I grow older
But I don’t grow wiser
A revolting green anger festers
Inside the hollow shell of myself
Through the cracks I see the outside
Merciless and yet beautiful
I dare not to break loose
I like the easy way out

Mr_X 
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“Ashley doesn’t want to spend this weekend with you” Pam said over the phone. 

My hands squeezed the handset and words wouldn’t come to me. Pam didn’t say 

anything either. I held my breath until she talked again.

“I don’t know why. She won’t tell me.”

“It’s OK” I hurried to say. God knows there are reasons why not to prod Ashley 



on that subject. “She can spend time with me later, when she feels more inclined to do 

so.”

“OK”. Click.

I didn’t like the way she said “OK.” My paranoia gave her last word an ominous 

meaning that it didn’t have (I hope so). Long time ago I used to live in the real world, 

more or less; now I live in my own reality of child sex, general perversion, and 

masturbation. I still obey speed limits and I don’t litter and I Don’t Mess With Texas 

because I’m Mr_X, the perverted model citizen. When I go to work in the morning I not 

only put my clothes on but also a personality that skin wraps around me like tight 

Spandex and camouflages my faults so I can socialize with humanity.

When I’m alone with Ashley it is another matter. I have been hard on her, forcing 

fellatio on her at every opportunity. Poor girl, by now she must have a sore jaw. My 

hands have left no skin untouched. Maybe I was kind of rough last time I fingered her 

genitalia. I don’t know. I keep on forgetting how delicate children are.
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Ashley refuses to come to my place to spend time with me. I need to win her 

back, or at the least I must keep her from telling our secret.

“What have you done to that child?” Asked Pam. Good thing we were on the 

phone so she couldn’t see the panic on my face. I still hate the way she can read my 

feelings like a dog can smell fear.

“Nothing… I try not to spoil her…Maybe I was too strict with her.”

“You strict? You have bought her so much junk she doesn’t know where to put it. 

You wanna talk about spoiling a child?”



“Ummm… what I meant was…You know…Uh… Discipline.”

“Whatever,” she said, tired of my mumbling.

“Ask her if it is OK for me to take her out to the Dairy Queen and then back to 

you.” I heard Pam asking Ashley and Ashley’s response was a muffled noise I couldn’t 

discern.

“Well?” I said.

“Yes, but she wants to come back here.”

“Fine, I will be there in a few.”

I picked Ashley in front of my former house. The house and my former wife with 

her cold stare greeting me at the front door have not changed since last time I was there. 

As I drove away I wondered if the child sitting next to me was also a former daughter 

who never loved me because I never loved her or was a new little person with great hate 

for me. Whoever she was, it was time to put a good spin on things. I’m now playing my 

own Survivor game.

Ashley said nothing. I had made my mind to stop touching her but the sunlight lit 

her blond curls and images of my semen dripping down her pretty chin seared my 

common sense into a retreat of burning flesh and pain.

“Ashley,” I said. What I wanted to say I could not say. What she wanted to hear I 

would say even if I didn’t believe my own words.

“I won’t touch you anymore,” I lied. There, I said what she wanted to hear. As 

soon as those words left my mouth, I already had started to plot cunning ways to put my 

hands on her again.

We had our ice cream. I tried to make small conversation but was met by her 

rather curt answers. We sat, licked our ice cream and stared at each other like two 

pistoleros of old drinking their whiskey at opposites ends of the bar, their six shooters 



ready on their hips. On the way back I asked what was the matter with her, why this 

change in attitude. Was I too rough?

“I watched ER the other night.” That was her answer. I pondered the enigma but 

could not understand it.

“So?”

“The doctor with the funny accent beat up a dad who was touching his daughter.”

“They are actors. It’s just a damned movie.” I laughed but she didn’t.

“Everybody at the hospital hated the dad.”

“It’s just a damned movie!” I said with anger.

“The little girl was hurting too.”

“Whatever. Just keep your mouth shut or people are going to get hurt, you know 

what I mean?” I grabbed her wrist and gave it a strong squeeze.

“It hurts,” she cried and tears rolled down her cheek. I didn’t squeeze that hard so 

I reckon her tears were from fear and not from pain. I had to drive around for a while 

until she calmed down. As she left the Suburban I remind her again, “It’s just between 

you and me, remember.” She looked at me with sad eyes and ran into my former house.
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I’m looking at a Gary Larson cartoon, you know, the guy who draws the Far Side 

stuff. The cartoon has the caption “The dam bursts.” It depicts two buildings side by side. 

A mob is coming out of a building with a sign that says, “Institute for the Study of 

Migraine Headaches.” The mob is heading for the next building that has a sign that says 

“Floyd’s School for Marching Bands.” I wonder what my lynching mob is going to look 

like when the dam bursts in my neighborhood.



After spending a few hours in the travel section of Barnes & Noble I grew tired of 

perusing through catalogs for exotic lands where a pedophile in the run could hide. Other 

than countries too occupied with their civil wars to bother with an American expatriated, 

anywhere else I would be a stick in the mud, ready for the picking. I think I’m too dumb 

to pull it off anyway, or perhaps too lazy. American jails have more amenities that some 

resorts in foreign places.

By now I have enough child porno to fill the Library of Congress, and Ashley’s 

pictures are now in the public domain, changing hands faster than a hot stock. If my place 

ever gets raided, the cops will have a field day. Common sense tells me to get rid off the 

material but it is impossible for me to destroy what has become a part of myself.

I could walk away from everything and move to, I don’ know, Roswell, New 

Mexico, to live among conspiracy theory mongers and alien fans. I could get a single 

wide trailer and bake my brains in the desert. Of course, the trailer would have a good 

Internet connection and my pic collection would come with me. Same thing, different 

place. To tell you the truth, I don’t see the point.
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Visitation days go by and Pam doesn’t call anymore. I don’t either. There is no 

need to push on a festering wound. Who knows what disgusting things may pop out. The 

lynch mob has not showed up at my door yet. I carry on as usual, my perversions as 

strong as ever and my good citizen masquerade as solid as it needs to be. Tic-Tac-Tic-Tac 

the clock on my wall goes. Doors slam shut in my building. Cars start and pull away in 

the parking lot. Starlings come to my balcony to steal the breadcrumbs I place on a dish. I 

sit on my ass waiting for the lynch mob to come, pitch forks and all but nothing happens. 



Tic-Tac-Tic-Tac the clock on my wall goes.
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I was on the balcony feeding new crumbs to the birds when Pam’s Mustang came 

around the corner and screeched to a stop in front of my apartment. She got out and 

charged upstairs. I opened the door just as she had started to pound on it.

“You son of a bitch! You bastard!” She screamed at me.

“Wanna come in?”

She did and she slapped me on the face and her nails scratched my skin as her 

hand sweep across my cheek. I did nothing but I wished I had my .38 with me; I could 

finish things then and there. Pam’s anger distorted her face into a comical Italian opera 

character. I kept my observation to myself.

“I should call the cops on you! And by God I still may!”

“Why don’t you?” I asked. Not a smart thing to say but it was me talking.

“Is that what you want?”

“No really.”

Pam exploded into cursing, stomping, threats and yelling. I did what I do best, 

nothing. I sat on the couch and waited for Pam’s rage to take her where she was going.

“Well?” I said after Pam had exhausted herself throwing her fit. The scratches on 

my face felt like it were filled with burning coal. Pam slumped on the chair opposite me, 

bowed and held her head with both hands, mumbling the word bastard a few times.

“I want you to stay away from Ashley.”

“OK”

She grabbed the ashtray on my coffee table and threw it at me, missing by a long 



shot. It thumped against the wall behind me.

“Asshole! She is your own daughter.” I said nothing. What is there to say?

“What else you want me to do?” I asked after a long pause. Pam sobbed and 

looked at me with those piercing eyes that I have learned to despise.

“Stay the hell away from both of us” were her words hissed through hard lips.

“We want you to move away as far as you can go, and never come back.”

Apprehension had paralyzed my emotions with fear since the moment I had 

opened the door. Pam’s requests trickled into my brain through my numbed senses and 

the deal she offered me struck me as a good deal; Banishment instead of punishment. It 

was the easy way out.

“I will move out then.” Roswell came to mind.

As Pam left my apartment, she turned around for a last glance at me. Her eyes had 

so much contempt and hate that there was no room for a iota of pity. It suited me fine.
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This is my last entry in Dallas. I’m moving out as promised, my tail between my 

legs but my skin whole. “Go East old man, go East” is my motto. Screw Roswell; the 

idea of a tin can in the desert has lost its appeal.

I leave assured that I will never see Ashley or Pam again. I wouldn’t mind to see 

them in the future but they don’t want to lay eyes on me ever again. It seems fair to me so 

I will not cry about it. As age robs me of my faculties, as faulty as they may have been, 

and my strength is zapped into frailty I will become closer to my vision of my own 

dismissal: a lonely old man dead among cockroaches in a tiny apartment filled with 

pornography. The social workers that came to clean up the mess will find my true self 



trapped inside silicon vaults and in boxes of magazines and tapes. They will be horrified 

to what they will see but the living cannot punish the dead. The English hanged a dead 

man once, but it didn’t do much good.

To Ashley I want to say, hey kid, life is not fair. It wasn’t fair to me and it wasn’t 

fair to you either. Pick up the pieces and move on because you might have better luck 

than me. It is not fair that I got away with it as it is not fair that people in my past got 

away with it too. I make no excuses and I blame nobody but myself, and I ask not for 

forgiveness because I feel no remorse. Such is the nature of the beast.

Mr_X signs off

Part II

Ashley

1

It's water under the bridge, that is what my mother told me every time I suggested 

finding my father. Her looks were of disgust. I always thought that they were directed at 

my father but sometimes I felt they were directed at me for even thinking of finding out 

where he was. I don't blame her. The depraved affairs of the past are better forgotten. Life 

must go on. I have heard my mother spin every one of those clichés to come to the same 

conclusion, forget the past and live your present free from old demons.

Demons, that is a funny way of naming bad memories. I'm not haunted by 

demons or bad memories. I don't like dwelling on those. My so-called newer demon 

packs a morbid curiosity, wanting to know whatever happened to the old man. I think of 



finding him, confronting him, and putting a bullet in his chest. Bang! But then, this is 

such an cold thought that I know is not what I want, or what I'm capable of doing, even 

though that is what he deserves. I think of finding him, then hugging him and forgiving 

him from his sins. But such thoughts make me cringe, to even think of letting the old fool 

lay a finger on me. So there, I know that I'm stuck somewhere between the two extremes 

without knowing for sure where I stand. This undetermined zone and its uncertainty push 

my demon to pursuit the whereabouts of my father, just to force my hand at the time the 

meeting happens, whatever the consequences.

"Mom, why didn't you go to the police?" I asked many times. The question 

always made her rather uncomfortable, her eyes avoiding mine. I never asked as a 

reproach, but out of curiosity, wondering why.

"Embarrassment and shame," was the best answer that came out of my mother's 

lips, almost like a whisper. Other times she wouldn't say anything; instead, she would 

spend the rest of the day in a gloomy mood, all to herself, and would avoid looking at me. 

I figure that her embarrassment is such that she still cannot face a public airing of the 

facts, not then, not now. Separation and forgetfulness, not forgiveness, are her tactics.

I have no tactics, or a plan; I just have a half-assed idea. That is why I moved out 

of the house and out of Texas and came here to Florida to go to college. My mother asked 

why here, knowing why but not wanting to deal with the truth. I made up a story about 

how good the college was down here, and she bought it, or fooled herself into eating the 

full hook and sink, perhaps just to keep her worries away.

I know, I suspect, that my father is here, or somewhere around here. The 

grapevine on our family, on his side of the family, has rumors that he is living in this 

town. This is where his Christmas postcards with no return address have been postmarked 

from in the last few years, send out to his relatives. Why has he been doing such a thing, 



sending one-way postcards, like a pathetic mayday call that comes through but nobody 

can answer? 

I think about this odd behavior. Here I am he says, but I'm not going to tell you 

where, like a twisted game of pick-a-boo. Maybe he is taunting us by saying that he is 

still alive, or maybe the fool thinks that somebody gives a damn that he is alive and he is 

making us feel better by letting us know. I'm not in a hurry to find him, to search for him. 

I'm not sure if I will even attempt to find him. I'm not sure if he is even here in Florida, if 

this postcard business is nothing but a ruse to hide his whereabouts in Mexico or God 

knows where. His devious and deviant mind works in subtle ways. The fool may not be 

such a fool, or he really may be an old fool giving his location away with unwanted 

postcards sent to people who wish he would disappear for good and forever. 

My mother told relatives about the abuse without wanting to go into the details. 

Her shame still burns inside hear like a coal fire, but she had to explain why the old man 

had packed his bags and left without notice, whereabouts unknown. Mom is not a good 

liar, she had tried to make up stories to explain my father's sudden absence, but she flat 

failed. Little by little the truth came out of her, like blood coming out of a punctured 

artery, in spurts that made onlookers gag in horror.

I got an odd family. Nobody called the cops on my father, but I have to say that 

they all stood by us, my mother and I. They don't wash their dirty laundry in public. This 

thought confuses me at lot. My father is gone and that is good riddance, but he didn't 

even get his hand spanked. On the other hand, his going to jail would have made our 

family secret a matter of public record, and my mother and the rest of the family were 

just happy to see him go, a comforting feeling now and then broken by postcards with no 

return address. If his excommunication from family is such a good thing, why am I doing 

here in Florida? 



I think about these things now and then, more by accident than by design. I want 

to live the normal life of a college freshman, you know, party and party and then study 

between parties, if the hangover is not too bad. But that question, why am I here, keeps 

on creeping up on me. I put it to rest but it comes back undaunted, seeking an answer that 

I don't have, not yet.
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As the days go by and I jump head on in a new life away from home where I can 

smoke and drink whenever I want, and party until late and go out with whoever I fancy, 

the search for my father is no longer a necessity, a desire, or a postponed dream. It is 

more like a forgotten idea. I will admit that now and then I fix my eyes on some man that 

awakes in me the image of my father, an image quite blurred and distorted by time. It 

only takes me a few seconds to realize that such man is not the father I'm looking for. Let 

me rephrase that; I'm not looking for him, I just happen to remember that my father may 

be somewhere around here, and that thought makes me look at some goofy middle-aged 

man for a few seconds.

What if the loser I'm looking at is really my father? I saw a man the other day in 

the laundromat that was a close match to the image I have of my father. While waiting for 

my clothes to dry I had time to think. Thinking too much is not good because your head 

fills up with rubbish. Besides, I was coming down from some bathtub crank that my room 

mate Pam had given me the night before. The high had been good, as good as California 

crank, but the downside had put me in quite a brooding mood.

He wouldn't recognize me, the bastard. He would remember me like the little girl 

that he used to sodomize and take pictures of, but wouldn't be able to see that little girl in 



me. His eyes would undress me instead and his dirty mind would play his sexual fantasies 

on me, a stranger. My stomach churned at the thought. Perhaps not, I'm too old now, a 

real woman, not his kind of thing. I smoked my cigarettes while sitting on the sidewalk, 

the dryer tumbling and tumbling and my clothes spinning like the thoughts in my head.

I would approach him and spit in his face. I don't know with what purpose. I don't 

have the desire to talk to him. I would just pick up my clothes and leave, or perhaps not. I 

don't like downs like this because indecision and doubts torment me. The highs are better 

and make you feel euphoric and invincible. When high or drunk - I'm a happy drunk - I 

don't think about my father at all; I don't think about anything really, just about having 

fun. 

Mom calls everyday and we talk. My father is never mentioned, of course. My 

grades are not too good because of my social life. I try to convince her, and me, that I will 

settle down and my grades will improve. She asked if I was looking for a job yet. I gave 

her some lame excuses about being too busy when in reality I just spend too much time 

drunk, or high or hangover to worry about stuff like that. I don't like deceiving my mother 

but on the other hand I wish she would let me alone. Money is tight but enough to pay 

school, the rent and eat. The good thing about being a woman is that you can always 

bamboozle guys into buying you booze, cigarettes, weed and speed. Pam is an artist in 

these affairs and I'm a fast learner. She is a sophomore and she has a job, and she knows 

how to party. Well, I have to take that back; she used to be a sophomore. She dropped out 

of college because she ran out of money. I really think she dropped out because her 

grades were horrendous and her mind was set in partying more than in anything else.
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The days are hot and muggy and your clothes stick to your skin all the time. I sit 

on the grass under ancient Spanish oaks with long and curly strands of moss hanging 

from their branches. I have sincere intentions of studying. I take long drags from my 

cigarette and my mind wanders. I think about my money situation, how it disappears in 

booze, pot and pills. A job may be in my future. I think about tonight's get together. That 

should be fun. I think about the used condoms we left in the park by the lake last night. 

There should be enough of them to horrify any church lady. I think and think and this 

unfinished business of my father crops up now and then and annoys me. I squeezed the 

butt against the ground next to me and try to study but my mind won't stop spinning. I'm 

not sure about this college thing anymore.

4

I woke up on the floor, in a single wide mobile home somewhere in the woods. 

The floor is littered with cigarette butts, beer cans, booze bottles and clothes. I'm on the 

floor because there is no furniture but a few chairs and a coffee table. I'm naked, and so 

are Pam and three other guys, all snoozing. I recognize John and Rob; I don't know who 

the third guy is. This kid is passed out with his leg on top of Pam's tight. I have a cigarette 

then and there, sitting naked on the dirty shag carpet, slowly blowing smoke and 

watching the swirls rise into the slanted morning air, climbing the faux wood walls and 

escaping through the broken windows. My head spins. I had too much vodka and orange 

juice, and the crank is letting me down. I hate this after party feeling, such a weariness 

that weighs you down and makes time slow down so much that you can see the warts and 

wrinkles in your life. It sucks. 

I walk among the sleeping beauties to gather my clothes. My panties are covered 



with a large splotch of yellowed, dry semen. I don't remember whose it was or if I did the 

deed or Pam just used my stuff to wipe herself clean. I went commando and put my 

shorts on. I found my bra and tank top. Rummaging through the kitchen yielded nothing 

drinkable or edible. At least the roaches in the sink seemed fat and happy. I tried to use 

the bathroom but it was so filthy that I passed on that. Sunshine slapped me on the face 

when I stepped out through the side door, making me squint. The cool sand under my toes 

feels soothing and clean when I jump off the door's edge to the ground. I almost tumbled. 

A wall of shrub intercepted by vertical lines of sand pine trunks makes a lattice against 

which the morning sunlight passes through. I take a few steps forward, drop my shorts 

and take a long overdue piss right there on the sand. I don't feel like a college girl now.

After I found my flip-flops in the trailer I came out to the front of the trailer and 

sat on the hood of Pam's beater. I had confiscated a couple of cigarette packs and now I 

can have my breakfast of nicotine, patiently waiting for Pam to wake up. I need a car. 

Riding with Pam is fine, but if I had had my own wheels I already could have been on my 

way, going home to wash the awful dry taste in my mouth. Pam can take care of herself.

I hear rustling inside the trailer and muffled voices and laughs.

"Where is Ashley?" I hear Pam ask.

"Who?" Answers a voice from inside. I think it’s Rob.

"I'm here," I yell. I can see Pam's topless torso looking at me through the broken 

windows, her hair disheveled into a dirty blond mop. She smiles at me and I reciprocate, 

more out of politeness than out of a sincere feeling. After a while the unknown kid 

stumbles out in wrinkled clothes and looks at me like if I were an alien creature. He tries 

a half smile that looks more like a painful sneer. He gets into his car and drives away. 

Pam, Rob and John come out together, looking like shit. While the guys take a piss 

against the trailer Pam comes to my side.



"Wanna go for breakfast?"

"I got no money."

"They're buying." She looks at their backsides. "It’s the least they can do after last 

night's fun."

"Great," I say. "Pussy for pancakes."

Pam grabs my cigarette from my lips and takes a long drag from it, then puts it 

back in my mouth. 

"Better than nothing honey."

We get in John's car and drive to IHOP. I'm sure we reek, and we look like a wild 

bunch, just by the stares we get. They sit us at the back of the dinning room, away from 

better smelling folk. I feel like I'm sitting in the Colored section. This IHOP is old enough 

to have had one. This old waitress with her hair in two bums, one on top of each other, 

comes and her first words are, "Wow! You kids smell like a beer keg." So much for 

Southern hospitality.

I order a short stack and drink enough black coffee to wake up a corpse. Caffeine 

and nicotine will get me going until I score more crank or get a good booze buzz. 

On the way back to Pam's trailer I say to her, "I don't feel like going back to school."

"You'll feel better this afternoon."

"It's not that. I mean, I'm not going back to school. I'm dropping out."

Pam doesn't look at me or say anything, at least not right away. She knows the 

excuses.

"What are you gonna do?" She asks. "Go back to Dallas?"

I play with the curls on my head; they feel dirty. My elbow is out of the window.

"No. I need a job. After I get my shit together, I'll go back to school." Pam says 

nothing for a while. 



"Yeah, right," is her final answer.
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Mon was not happy, of course. I told her that I couldn't take her money and waste 

it going to school.

"Mom, my grades are terrible."

"Why? You are a smart girl."

"Well, you know ..."

"No. I don't know. Tell me."

I hate it when she puts me in the spot like that. What am I gonna say? That I'm too 

fucked up half the time to even know what the teacher is talking about? That my 

hangovers only clear when I get drunk again? That I'm screwing anything that has a dick?

"I need to get a job mom. I need to make my own money."

"What are you going to do? Wait tables?"

"I don't know. I'll find something."

We didn't hang up in good terms. I understand why. She has busted her ass to get 

me into college, and even a little community college like the one I was going to costs 

money. I knew from day one that my mind was not into this college thing. It was into ... 

finding my father. I don't want to admit it because it makes me sick, like if I had a nasty 

hairball inside my stomach that I'm trying to regurgitate but won't come out. I have 

played games until now to get my mind off the real reason I came to this hick town; still, 

I don't have the guts to start searching for my father. I may never do it. Yet, here I'm, 

sitting in a hot and beat up trailer like a piece of white trash, filled with doubts and fears.
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My first job was at a pizza place, battering chunks of raw dough into pizzas-to-be. 

I would come back to the trailer reeking of onions and garlic, my hair covered with flour. 

Even after taking a bath and scrubbing myself real good I swear that I still could smell 

the stuff on me. I sniffed my armpits the rest of the day just to make sure I didn't forget to 

put on the deodorant. I think the waif of garlic and onions was in my mind only, but I 

couldn't be sure. The money was crappy and my "manager" was this pimple-face high 

school geek who kept on hitting on me. When he couldn't get his way he turned real nasty 

and I told him to stuff it where it doesn't shine. That was my first foray into the world of 

the employed, and the previously employed.

Being between jobs and having some leftover money from my job and some that 

had been intended to be for school, I decided to take a vacation with Pam, John, and 

Frank. We ended up in Daytona Beach. We scored good crank and had a swell time. I was 

so euphoric and high that I ended up having sex with Frank in the back seat of the car 

while we were parked across a biker bar. I could see those guys peeping through the bar 

windows, but I couldn't care less, and I couldn't care less about Pam and John in the front 

seat cheering us up either. I wanted to have as much fun as possible before the inevitable 

let down would come, with all the garbage that would fill my head with stupid thoughts 

and remorse and empty promises that would last until the next high or buzz. It was not 

until we came back into town because we had ran out of money that I was finally able to 

come down. I hate the downturn. It exhausts me, wears me down and makes me feel 

worthless like trailer park white trash. The sad reality is that I'm a white chick with no 

money leaving in a seedy trailer park, suffering the mother of all hangovers, so I 

supposed that I'm really white trash after all. I think I have left half my underwear in 



strange places because I can't find it. White trash all the way.

In the middle of this crisis, my mother calls, bitching at me for disappearing 

without telling her where I was going, screaming at me for no saying a word about my 

plans. What? Hi mom, is me, I'm going to Daytona Beach to get all fucked up. Bye now. I 

don't think so. Again, we hung up mad at each other. A few hours later she called again.

"I want you to come back home." This time she was crying. "I will send you the 

money for the ticket."

No. Yes. No. Yes. I couldn't make up my mind. I want to go back home, but I 

want to do it in my own terms, when I alone determine it is time to go. It was not time 

yet. I told mom.

"Why? Is because of your father?"

The wall had come down, not one brick at the time, but the whole damned thing at 

once, and I felt buried underneath.

"I don't know mom." I really didn't.

"You are wasting your time on that piece of trash." The hate in her voice came 

through the line as clear as if she had been telling me right in my ear.

"I know he's trash." I didn't tell her that the chip had not fallen far from the block, 

but that is what I felt like saying. "I don't know; I'm not sure mom, but I want to tell him 

right to his face that he's trash." I sobbed, and while my words were true when I blurted 

them into the speaker, I'm not so sure now. After we hanged up, I was not longer mad at 

my mother, but I still could no come home, not like this.
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My new job is waiting tables at Bubba’s, a barbecue joint next to my former 



college. My feet, my calves, my hips, everything hurts from standing and walking all day 

long. We stay busy and I barely have time for a cigarette now and then. The money is 

enough to survive but I'm not planning a Disney vacation any time soon. The best thing 

that has come out of this gig is that the hours are long and I have had time to see things 

with a somewhat clear head. Call it experience or call it smarts, but now I can drink 

without passing out drunk and can get high without crashing so badly when I come down. 

The work hours make me tired but it is an aware kind of tiredness, as of soldiers in the 

trenches that keep their edge as a matter of survival regardless of their exhaustion. There 

are days that taking speed makes my job easier as perkier waitress get better tips than dull 

ones, so now I get high with a purpose. If I cannot score crank I drink black coffee by the 

gallon. Either way, I think I'm getting to be a good waitress. I have found my calling in 

life!
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I'm running into problems with Pam. Lately she has been bringing these older 

dudes into the place and I know she is screwing them. Some of these guys are old enough 

to be her father, or my father. The thought makes me sick but I'm stuck in her place until I 

get enough money to move out, and to get my own car. When one of these men shows up 

at the front door, I go out for a long walk and come back when they are gone, tired of 

walking and waiting, minus a pack of cigarettes.

"Those guys are fun," she tells me, a sly smile on her face.

"They are old farts," I say. I don't dare to hint that they are old enough to be her 

father. I still cannot bring myself to make the connection in public.

"Yeah, but they know how to treat you well." She shows me a big ring, kind of 



gaudy, on her right hand. "See? Younger guys spend their money in beer and pot and cars; 

older guys got money to spend on us."

"Gee. Let's put a red light on the porch and dress like whores. Maybe we won't 

have to work again, at least not on our feet."

"Better than pussy for pancakes," she retorts. My comments pissed her off, but 

hey, I'm saying the truth. Pam dates this older dude now, gold chains, fat watch, and big 

gut. He drives a Cadillac with a plastic vanity plate up front that says "Italian Stallion" in 

gold letters. He spends the night with her a lot so I have to try to sleep while they are 

rocking the whole trailer, Pam making fake noises like a porno star. She is making out 

like a bandit with new clothes and jewelry that make her look like a cheap whore. I'm 

sure he has a hand at selecting them. The only good thing about this is that Pam let's me 

drive her clunker while she is catching rides with her Italian lover.

The other day I was in the bathroom getting ready to go to work when he walks in 

buck-naked with his penis dangling between his fat legs. He almost rubbed it on me on 

his way to the toilet. 

"Tight in here, eh?" He smiles and wiggles his thing.

"Sure it is." I don't reciprocate his smile. I hear a horn outside. "Oh, there is my 

ride." I left in a hurry. I do need to find a new place to stay. 
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Francesca picks me up now and them and we drive together to work. I never 

imagined that I would hit it off with her. She is black, older, heavy set, with a mind and a 

mouth that will tell things as she sees them. When I say black, I mean it, Southern Baptist 

black from the back woods, as dark as the muck at the bottom of a gator hole. Her family 



got burnt out of their house at Rosewood, way back then. At first she scared the hell out 

of me because of her hard countenance and her no-nonsense approach to things. I felt like 

a raw recruit under a drill sergeant while learning to wait tables under her tutelage. Below 

that tough mama facade I have found a caring person who listens to my problems and is 

capable of giving sound advice. Not that I follow it often, or at all, but I appreciate her for 

giving it and for not getting on my case when I don't follow it.

"How come your name is Francesca?" I asked her.

"What? You don't like it?"

"Of course I do. But it is an Italian name."

"I'm eyetalian." Her face doesn't twitch.

"Sure you are."

"I'm one of them dark and handsome eyetalians."

I tell her about Pam and her eyetalian"

"You need to get out of there girl."

"I know. I just need to save a few more bucks."

"I wouldn't wait too long." 

She is right but as usual I did not heed her advice.
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Pam bribed me with some crank to go out with this older guy. His name is Nicky 

and he is a creep. He is also as smooth as a snake oil salesman. He is sort of one because 

he owns a used car lot, a big one, right outside town. Pam was right about being treated 

well. I never had anybody put moves like his on me, so suave and gentleman- like. The 

gentleman part ends when I see the lust in his eyes and the bulge in his pants. When 



riding a good high I seek nothing but fun and it was this time that Nicky and I rocked the 

trailer all night, and I wasn't it faking it either. Nicky is a sex fiend, and he knows how to 

please me in ways I couldn't imagine. He is not a wham-bang-thank-you-ma'am type of 

guy, but one that likes long love making sections and has the technique to make them 

long. It helps a lot that we keep taking crank while we screw, our hearts racing a million 

miles per hour, and I think he takes Viagra because he pops this little pill that he won't 

share with me and won't tell me what it is but ends up with a boner right after so we can 

go back at it.

I'm exhausted from work, from pills, from booze, from sex. Nicky keeps me 

supplied with speed so I don't need to come down and think about what the hell I'm doing 

to myself. He has tried to buy me stuff but I said no. I have taken money from him just to 

be nice. I don't want to feel like a whore or a bimbo; I'm just screwing the guy for drugs, 

and I like the sex too. Pam is now happy with me, as if my depravation makes her look 

like a queen next to his Italian king. 

"Going out with Nicky tonite?" She asks.

"Yeah."

"You like the old guy, don't you?" She emphasizes the "old" word.

"He is OK."

Going out means eating at a fancy place. Nicky insisted in buying me nice clothes 

for these outings. I picked my own clothes with his money. I'm too old to be dressed up 

by others. The thought of Nicky being old sneaks into my head. He is old, but not old old 

like my father would be. He is not old enough to be my father. Unless he got some girl 

pregnant when he was fifteen, he couldn't have a daughter of my age. After dinner we end 

up in a roadside motel alighted by neon, screwing like rabbits. His lovemaking is getting 

more bizarre and demanding. He brings sleazy lingerie and high heel shoes, and makes 



me model for him. I have kept some of the stuff - I like silk - but other things are right 

down uncomfortable to wear. He insisted in anal sex for a long time and I finally gave in. 

It hurt but it made him go nuts so now I please him. The mornings after our encounters I 

wake up aching and sore, in and out.

"Why don't we ever go to your place," I ask.

"I'm getting a divorce and it ain't a good idea to be seen with you while things are 

being settled."

"You're married, aren't you."

"Legally yes, but I ain't living with the woman."

I don't press for answers 'cause I don't give a shit. I have no plans to marry the 

guy; I don't want his promises, his money or anything else. Somehow I keep on seeing 

him, and I'm getting drawn into this trailer whore life more and more. There is something 

in Nicky's eyes that won't let me stop this downward spiral into a frightening life of sex, 

booze and drugs. The fast drop puts butterflies in my stomach, a fear clenches my guts, 

but I enjoy the ride without caring much for the crash that will undoubtedly happen at the 

bottom of this free fall. I lack the willpower to pull out, and Nicky's pills keep my in line, 

always high and upbeat as everything turns into shit.
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My father, yeah, I remember now. I was sitting on the couch when the thought 

came to my head. This was an unusual thought for the moment because I was riding a 

high from Nicky's newest crank, powerful stuff. I only think of the old man when I'm 

riding a low and my head gets full of muck and bad things. Without thinking much I 

grabbed the phone book on the coffee table and started looking for his name. Like it 



would be that easy to find the bastard. My fingers ran across names, getting closer and 

closer to where his should be. And there it was. My jaw dropped. My finger wouldn't 

move and my eyes wouldn't flicker, looking at his name, or a name like his, right there on 

the white pages. After all this time, there was the name, just waiting for me to put my 

finger on it.

I put the guide away under the coffee table. I threw it in there as if it had bugs 

crawling on it. Despite booze, pills and sex, his name under the table wouldn't leave me 

alone. I worked extra hours not for the money, by now Nicky was showering me with 

enough of it, but to keep me busy and somewhat straight. Speed kept me going shift after 

shift. 

"Ashley... you're wired! You better watch it." Francesca didn't miss a thing. 

"I know hon, I know."

"And stop drinking that damned coffee. You need to come down."

"I know. I promise ..." and off I would go with trays of ribs and beans and 

coleslaw and garlic bread among tables of portly customers, never finishing an 

intelligible sentence because I was always in a rush, never wanting to make a promise 

that I know I wouldn't keep, I couldn't keep.

Nicky is getting to be a pain in the ass, both figuratively and literally speaking. He 

wants to know my whereabouts every hour of the day. I know he comes by the restaurant 

to check if the used car he gave me is parked at the back. He threw a fit because I went 

partying with friends my age, and called me a slut. I had my mind set to tell him to go to 

hell, but I just couldn't bring myself to do it. I fear his temper when he doesn't get his 

way, and right now I don't need more problems, so I'm going along. His sex is getting 

rougher and frankly, the man won't have enough of it. One of these days he is going to 

OD in Viagra. I hope it doesn't happen with me on the saddle.



"You are looking too skinny," Francesca tells me.

"I'm too busy to eat." Francesca eyes cut through my bullshit like X-ray vision.

"More likely is that all that crank you are taking is killing you." Her voice is to the 

point, without emotional embellishments.

The woman is right. She doesn't harp on the subject. One warning is enough for 

her. I know the bad shape I'm in, but I cannot stop the drugs, and Nicky, and the name 

under the table doesn't help either.
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"I brought something for you to wear," Nicky says as he hands me a white box 

with a pink bow on it. More lingerie is my guess. We are in my room in Pam's mobile 

home; she and her Italian Stallion went to a topless bar in Orlando. Those two get off on 

weird things sometimes. I open the box and there is a dress in it. There is a pair of white 

socks and a pair of black shoes. It looks like a parochial school uniform.

"Put in on," he commands. I do as told and now I'm standing in front of him in 

this short dress and white socks and black shoes, looking ridiculous. He makes me sit on 

the bed and ties my hair into two pigtails. He unzips his pants and let his boner out, and 

shoves my face into it with a forceful push.

"There little girl...make your daddy happy."

I bite his dick, and I clamp on it hard. He lets a scream out and slugs me on the 

side of the head. I fall to the floor seeing stars, but I can see him grabbing his crotch, bent 

over and his face pained and angered.

"You sick fuck!" I yell at him as I'm trying to get up.

"You fucking slut!" He kicks me on the face and I fall backwards. I can feel blood 



coming out of my nose. I feel that my front teeth are loose. He is screaming and coming 

my way. I use the dresser to climb back on my feet, grab the lava lamp on top of it and 

put it right across his head as he tries to choke me. The lamp doesn't break but it crashes 

with a loud thunk and he yells and staggers back. I throw it at him but he ducks and the 

lamp goes right through the window in an explosion of glass and liquid. He chases after 

me as I'm trying to get to the door and lands a hard fist on the small of my back. As I'm 

trying to get out of the door he is still screaming at me while pounding my back, my 

shoulders, the back of my head. He gets a hold of a pigtail and swings me around, and 

stars hitting me on the face. I try to protect my face while yelling for him to stop. He 

beats me with fists and kicks. I think I lost consciousness a few times, only to come back 

to fists landing on me. I pass out.

When I wake up, I got paramedics working on me. My vision is blurred but I can 

see a blonde guy and a black girl in white shirts, patching me up, but I cannot make up 

their faces. I can see shades moving around me, and voices blurting out of radios, and I 

see guns in holsters, and then I don't remember anything after that.
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I come to at the hospital. Painkillers, I think they are painkillers, or maybe is just 

the beating that makes me feel sluggish while a dull pain runs through my whole body. It 

takes me a while to focus my eyes and to get used to the light bouncing off the white 

sheets. I see a black figure to my side, solid and large.

"Ashley ... Ashley..." the figure says almost in a murmur. Francesca grabs my 

hand and gives it a squeeze. I can finally see her face, and it scares me to see her worried 

expression. The cops had seen my uniform with my name tag in my room and had called 



the restaurant to ask for a next of kin. Francesca had come straight to the hospital and had 

sat by my side, waiting for me to wake up, horrified at my swollen and bruised face and 

body. I know I have to look pretty bad for her to show her emotions like that.

I spent two days at the hospital. When I saw my face on a mirror in the bathroom 

for the first time I didn't collapse into the floor because Francesca was holding me up. 

She and the nurses had warned me about what I was about to see, but seeing it on my 

own flesh was too much.

Detectives came and asked questions that I answered truthfully. If they wanted to 

arrest me for biting his dick off, that's up to them, but that sick fuck of Nicky needs to get 

his too. I told so to the cops and they said that it was up to the county prosecutor to 

decide who gets what. They seemed satisfied with my answers and left after wishing me 

well. The nurses told me that Nicky had to have a few stitches put on his dick, and on his 

forehead, and they laughed at him, being such a wimp because of a few stitches, crying 

like a baby. He didn't look like a macho man then. 

Pam and her Italian Stallion came by to see how I was doing. Pam seemed more 

eager to know if I had any money coming in, and who was going to pay for her window 

than about my beat up face. The Italian Stallion on the other hand was very nice and 

showed more concern for me than that bitch of hers. I tell you, I'm a terrible judge of 

character. That is the reason why I'm in this predicament.

Francesca stayed by my side as much as she could. I asked her, I pledged with her, 

not to call my mother. Last thing I needed was a hysterical woman next to me, telling me 

what a loser I was. True but unnecessary at the moment. Hospitals are busy places with 

people coming and going and the bustle kept my mind from going into the dark places I 

try so hard to avoid; plus the painkillers numbed my capacity to churn thoughts into 

conclusions that pointed to my own stupidity and lack of common sense. That would 



happen later, I reckoned.

I came back to Pam's mobile home on the third day. I felt too weak and it was a 

good thing that Francesca was there to help me up the steps. I had a bag full of 

prescription painkillers. I gave them to Francesca.

"Here, take these and throw them out." She looked at me with questioning eyes.

"I don't need more addictions." She grabbed the bag with the pills and put it in her 

purse without any further hesitation or words. I knew that I would regret doing this later 

on when the painkillers running through my system would wear out and the awakened 

pain would run free through every fiber in my body. Maybe it took a good beating for me 

to make a sound decision for once in my life. I hoped that Tylenol and Advil were as 

good as the TV commercials advertise.

"Hon, I have to be back at work," said Francesca, sounding like she needed to 

excuse herself for going to do something wrong.

"Thank you very much for everything. I will be OK." I was not sure about that, 

but I couldn't ask more from Francesca.

"I will stop by after the shift, and bring some food. You're too skinny."

The door closed after her and I found myself alone in that living room reeking of 

moldy carpet. A herd of ghosts and ghouls descended over me with pitchforks and hot 

irons and started to torment me. I cried for a long time, thinking about my fucked up life, 

about how everything sucked so bad, about my pain and my bruises. How can I go to 

work looking like this? For the first time in my life I felt shame, deep shame, walking 

into town and people looking at my beaten face and me and whispering to each other, 

"look, the dick chopper." I cannot wait tables looking like this. Customers don't want to 

eat having to look at my black and blue face, being reminded of bitten penises and bizarre 

sex stories; they just want to chomp on some fine Southern ribs and beans in peace. By 



now the news of the bitten dick would be common knowledge in this small town. I felt so 

embarrassed I don't think I could even walk out if this hell hole caught fire. And money, 

how in hell was I going to survive without a job? I sat on that couch until the sunset came 

and went and darkness took over. I could hear the everyday noises from the trailer park 

outside; children playing, wives scolding their husbands, cars going by. An eerie calm 

inside the living room is all I had, and my pain, and my thoughts, spinning and spinning 

with no place to go.

Five days went by and I never dared to go out. I stayed alive because Francesca 

would come by with barbecue leftovers from the restaurant and tried her best to fat me 

up. Pam was a real bitch, I know she wants me out of here because I'm not fun anymore 

but won't kick me out because her Italian Stallion would see her true self. He behaves 

very decently and brings me packs of cigarettes, for free, my only hobby and my only 

reason why I'm not going crazy without booze and pills. I'm down, and I'm staying down, 

and now realize that being sober and crank free is a continuous down, that life is a down, 

long and lasting until the day you die. The only good trade off is that things are less 

murky and that you can clearly see what a fucked up loser you are. It is so good to be 

sober and clean, yeah, right. 

Why did I bite Nicky's dick? That question has come and gone a million times 

through my head. It was not a premeditated act; it was more like somebody throwing a 

match into a can of gasoline by accident. Kaboom! Listening to Nicky say those words 

was the match. For many years I had told myself that what my father had done to me, 

despite being horrible and disgusting, was over with, and that I had turned out fine 

anyways. All those fabrications about me being fine had blown to pieces when I saw 

myself with Nicky's dick in my mouth and he talking like that. A bad trip in a time 

machine could have not been worst. Now I realize I'm not right, never have been, since 



those days of abuse, since the days I used to cut out of school to smoke dope and have 

sex with other kids, since the days that started with me boozing early in the morning 

when I had just started to wear a training bra. I have been a fucked up loser since then, 

and now the truth of my real self is right in front of me. 

I, my mother, my relatives, all believe that everything was right with me, a little 

bit wild, but alright nevertheless.  Sometimes I wish they could see me like this, and tell 

me that everything is gonna be alright. Next person who tells me everything is OK is 

gonna get a load of me, I swear. It is a good thing that Francesca has never said that 

things are fine; she knows how messed up my life is, and she still comes to my aid and 

never opens her mouth to bitch at me. That woman is a saint.

On the sixth day Francesca kicked me out of the house and drove me to a nearby 

park for a late afternoon walk. You don't say no to Francesca. On the way out of the 

house I noticed that my car was not parked next to the mobile home.

"Hey, my car is gone," I said to Francesca.

"Nicky's henchmen came for it."

"Good riddance." I was probably asleep when that happened because I never 

heard a thing, and I couldn't care less if he took his piece of shit back. I should have taken 

a dump inside and then wiped my ass on the seats.

I knew people looked at my black and blue face and my bruises and some felt pity 

for me and some wondered if I was the dick bitter who dresses in little girl clothes. 

Having Francesca by my side gave me the strength to keep on walking with my chin 

high. Her mute presence anchored my determination to keep on going. My weaknesses 

felt secure behind her great frame and mean face. Being outside was like being reborn; 

like coming from outer space back to earth after a long absence and finding ordinary 

smells, colors, and sounds as something new and remarkable. Things move at a slower 



pace when I'm not high, and now I have time to see the texture on the bark covering the 

trees, or the leaves on the ground. I can hear the birds chirping and their song makes 

sense to me. Maybe being in a permanent down is not so bad after all. 

That same night Nicky came by. The cops had told me that I should get a 

restraining order against him, like those things were any good anyway. I didn't bother 

with it. I heard the door unlock and Nicky just stepped in, like if it were his house. I had 

never given him a key so he must have made copies of mine when I was not paying 

attention. Who knows how many times the sick bastard let himself into the house when it 

was empty and when through my things, probably sniffing my dirty underwear, and 

Pam's too; he is the kind of sicko that would do stuff like that. I was sitting on one end of 

the couch and the phone was on the opposite end, on the coffee table. My cell phone was 

in my room. The only thing between him and me was a heavy ashtray holding a 

smoldering butt among a crowd of dead ones and ash. I knew that the hefty ashtray would 

be my only weapon if Nicky got nasty. I wish I had been more paranoid and were sitting 

on a gun, like many rednecks do in this town, just in case.

"Hi Ashley," said Nicky with a sly smile. A short thin purple scar on his forehead 

ran up and down between his eyebrows. Nothing when compared to my bruises. I hoped 

the one on his dick looked worse.

"What the hell you want?" I said in a rather curt voice. I lit a cigarette to have an 

excuse to bring the ashtray closer to me. He stood next to the couch, on the opposite end.

"Is that the way to talk to your daddy?" He kept that greasy smile on him, and I 

had this desire to wipe if off with the bottom of my ashtray. His words made me clench 

my cigarette and my body tensed up.

"My daddy was a sick bastard, and you're in the same league."

"Honey, after all the fun we had, that is no way to talk to me."



I said nothing, just smoked with a nervous hand.

"Listen, I'm sorry about what happened, but you bit me pretty hard."

"I'm sure you are sorry, and I'm sure you're gonna tell me it won't happen again."

"Now we're talking honey. I promise it won't happen again." 

As I said, I'm a bad judge of character, but this time I could see his lie from a mile away.

"Spare me the lies. Whatever sick game we had, it is over with."

His expression hardened and the killer eyes shone with renewed energy.

"I reckon you're right. I didn't came here to kiss ass, and if you got hurt, you 

deserved it, you bitch."

I wanted to hurl the ashtray to him but this time I wouldn't make the mistake I 

made with the lava lamp, throwing away my only hope of defense.

"Now that we know what a fuck you are, why don't you leave?" I tried to sound as 

is I were in control, but my legs were shaking. I just couldn't let him smell my fear. He 

walked behind the couch, towards me. I was not going to stay sit while he positioned 

himself behind me. I jumped over the coffee table and grabbed the ashtray. Its content fell 

to the carpet. Now we stood face to face, coffee table and couch between us.

"What's the matter honey? Are you afraid of something?" He kept on walking, 

slowly circling around the couch, around the coffee table. I moved away from him, 

always facing him, still holding the ashtray in one hand, the lit cigarette on the other one. 

I would burn his eyeballs if I had to. My circling brought me close to the door. My eyes 

kept on looking at it, and I'm sure that Nicky caught on what I was trying to do. We both 

darted for it at the same time but he was quicker and blocked my escape. We ended up 

almost face to face. He grabbed my arm, the one holding the ashtray. I could see the same 

expression on his face as the night he beat me up.

"Let me go!" I screamed, and continued to scream louder, as loud as my lungs 



would let me.

"Shut up! Shut up!" He grabbed me by the throat. I put my lit butt under his chin 

and pressed hard. He screamed in pain and slugged me on the face. I jumped backwards 

and felt, but I still had the ashtray. He was still grabbing his jaw, anger on his face, just 

like before. I crawled on my back away from him, screaming for help, my face in pain 

but still holding to the ashtray. As he walked towards me, the door opened and somebody, 

an old guy, jumped in, right behind Nicky.

"Hold it right there mister!"

Nicky turned around and stood between the old guy and me on the floor. I took 

advantage of the situation to get on my feet. If I could get to the kitchen I could get a 

knife, that was my only thought at the time.

"Who the fuck are you?" Asked Nicky, annoyed at the intruder, and now moving 

towards him

"It ain't your concern." The intruder stepped to the side and pointed to the door. 

"Just get the hell out of here."

"What the fuck? ... I'm gonna kick your ass too you old fart."

The so-called old fart pulled a snub nose revolver from behind his waist and 

pointed it to Nicky.

"You can walk out of that door or you can die right here." The old man cocked the 

revolver with a loud click. "You ain't got much time." The old man's voice was steady and 

determined. He held the gun with both hands, pointed right at Nicky's face.

Nicky's bravado evaporated. His shoulders drooped and his whinny self came to 

be.

"OK, OK," were his words as he moved towards the door on short steps. The old 

man kept the gun pointed at the door until Nicky's car door slammed shut and he drove 



away. At that point the old man uncocked the revolver, gave a sight and sat on the couch's 

armrest, looking tired.

When the old man looked at me straight in the eye, a familiar look froze me in my 

place and the ashtray dropped from my hand. I could not speak, or move, or cry, or yell, 

but I just stood there, my body numb, Nicky's punch not even hurting anymore. The old 

man looked at me with eyes that spoke of terror; as if he were watching the dead rise 

from their sepultures. He opened his mouth more than once but words would not come to 

him, neither to me. He tried to speak again and this time his voice didn't abandon him.

"Hi Ashley."

I still couldn't speak. My eyes were filling up with tears.

"It's me ... your father." His words came out as if he were being forced to utter a 

blasphemy inside St. Peter's basilica, full of shame and fear.

Many years of wondering what it would be like, of what I would do, of grandiose 

speeches, brim and fire accusations and demands for apologies, all prepared inside my 

head over and over, of explosive shows of rage that bashed the old man's head to bits, all 

that mulling in my head on what to do when the time come, all for naught, and now I 

stood paralyzed by confusion and pain, tears running down my cheeks, mumbling to 

myself like a moron, looking at him sitting on the couch's arm rest, grayed, older, softer, 

terrified of me, with a revolver on his lap.

I sat on the edge of a kitchen chair, facing him. I sat to force myself to move, to 

see if I could dislodge the paralysis in me. It worked because I spoke.

"How did you find me?" No. I didn't ask why he did it, why he ran away like a 

coward, why he was such a monster. I didn't burst into accusations and name calling, into 

condemnations and damnations. I just asked him how he found me. He found me. It 

wasn't even me finding him, as I had planned for so long. Nothing ever works as 



prepared.

"I read your name in the newspaper, and it rang a bell in me, a cathedral size bell 

that almost made shit my pants and made my ears rang for days." His words were slow, 

as if he were trying not to say the wrong thing, picking his way through the million 

thoughts in his head.

"How did you know it was me?" 

"I work for the county - building inspector." He paused and laughed to himself. 

"Believe it or not, I'm a respected character in this town. I got friends in the sheriff 

department that gave me the details of your case, date of birth, home address and so forth. 

It's you all right." He looked at me as if waiting for the ax to fell, the sword to drop.

I had neither ax nor sword, not with me at the moment. I was too confused to 

know what to do next. There he was sitting across me, old, tired, afraid, confused.

"I watched this place for the last two days, afraid to even come close. I saw you 

leave this morning with that black lady from the barbecue place that has been coming 

here everyday and ... and almost died of a heart attach when I saw you come out all 

beaten up."

"I'm sorry I'm not more presentable." There was anger in my voice.

"Oh no, it was not the bruises that scared me; it was seeing you a grown up 

woman for the first time." He breathed in short gasps.

"You know, I always thought that I would die without ever seeing you again."

It took me a while to put together an answer that made any sense, but I spoke, my 

voice a controlled anger.

"It was your own doing."

My father closed his eyes, sighted and slowly stood up, revolver still in his 

dangling hand.



"I know. I know." His eyes were still closed, afraid of looking at me.

"Why the gun?" I asked.

He flipped the drum open and one bullet drop on the palm of his hand. He showed 

me the lonely bullet.

"It has my name on it." He put it back, closed the revolver and tucked it back in 

his waist. At the time I didn't quite understand his words; I didn't understand anything 

that was happening. Here I was seeing my father in front of me yet the place was not in 

the fires of hell and neither was I flying in violent and righteous fits of deserved anger, 

clamoring for vengeance. It was just my father and I standing in front of each other, 

without much to say, without knowing what to do. He pulled his wallet out, took a 

business card and put it on the coffee table.

"If you have the heart to ever want to see me again ..."

I couldn't answer him. He kept looking at me, his eyes unable to move away. It 

wasn't the lustful look that Nicky and other guys give me; it was not the look he gave 

when he forced himself on me, towering above me. I couldn't define what look it was, 

just that it wasn't the look of sexual desire. I cannot read into other people's eyes. I'm 

sorry, but I'm dumb that way.

He shuffled on his way to the door. I could see he had aged beyond his years. As 

he was opening the door to get out, I said what I had not ever planned to say; it came out 

of me like the air that spells out when you breath because it has to come out so you can 

keep on living.

"Dad!"

He stopped, turned around to show his mouth, a gap of surprise, and his eyes wide 

open in a expression that I had never seen before. He couldn’t speak, watching me, still 

holding on to the door.



"Thanks." I didn't know what else to say. I should have called him a motherfucker, 

or daughter raper, or other dirty names, but that is all I could manage.

"That Nicky guy, he won't bother you no more. I know who to talk to." A tear 

started to roll down his face and he quickly turned away and stepped outside the door. 

The door closed with a gentle click.

I dropped on the floor, flat on my butt, and I cried and sobbed until my eyes were 

red and puffy. Cried like a dumb fuck and no matter how hard I tried to stop and tried to 

shift my cries into shouts of rage, I couldn't. I cried like a baby, hating myself for being 

such a weak person, a gutless wooz, a coward that didn't let my father have it. I went to 

bed with my head spinning from so much sobbing, and thank God I felt asleep right 

away, hiding away into a comforting darkness.

I woke up in the morning and I rushed for the living room, to check on my father's 

business card, to check it had not been a weird dream, to check that Pam had not put it in 

the trash, to check on my sanity. The card was where it was supposed to be. I took it and 

knowing that my father had held it jolted my senses, into what, I don't know, but it felt 

like a jolt of caffeine. I put the card in my backpack with my Bubba's uniform and head 

out for the restaurant, on my feet. I didn't care about my face, about people looking at me. 

I just wanted out of the trailer. I walked for forty-five minutes until I got to the restaurant 

and I asked the manager for my job back.

"Child," she always called me that way. "You'll always have a job with us. What 

were you thinking?"

"Well, you know, my face is not too pretty and ..." I couldn't say anything else. I 

didn't have to. I started my shift so happy of being able to stay busy, and to make some 

money. I didn't want to stay in the trailer going nuts about what to do next, thinking about 

what-if's and what's-next. I darted between the dinning room and the kitchen, in a rush to 



leave my thoughts behind. Customer's stares didn't bother me, and my bruises didn't seem 

to bother the customers' appetites. The tips were good; maybe people were trying to be 

nice to the beat up waitress.

I waited on two portly deputies. 

"You are Ashley, aren't you," they asked me. 

"Your daddy talked to us. That Nicky sonofabitch won't be coming into your 

house again. We had a heart to heart talk with him this morning." The deputies laughed 

and I really didn't want to know what they were laughing about, but it felt good to know 

somebody was watching over me. For once in my life, I felt like I mattered.

This guy with glasses and a briefcase and it a suit came in, asking for me.

"Hi, I'm Fraser O'Sullivan. Your dad asked me to fill a restraining order on your 

behalf."

He pulled a few legal papers from his briefcase and I signed them, right there on 

the take-out counter, among the curious looks of customers and coworkers.

"I'll stop by the court house and this matter will be taken care of."

When he left I felt strange, being the center of unintended attention. My father 

had had a busy morning, pulling strings and why not, and I didn't know what to make out 

of it. I have never heard of lawyers making house calls, or restaurant calls, or barbecue 

joint calls.

I kept on working onto the next shift, still confused about all things that had 

happened and were happening. I volunteered for the next shift because of the money, my 

aversion to going back to the trailer, and because Francesca came to work.

"I need to talk to you after work," I said to her, who was surprised at me being at 

work.

"Are you high again?" She asked me after checking that nobody was within 



earshot.

"Not at all."

We left work late after cleaning up and headed for Pam's trailer. On the way to the 

trailer Francesca kept on looking on her view mirror, and she didn't like what she was 

seeing.

"What's the matter?" I asked.

"Damned cop has been following us since we left work."

I laughed and she got pissed off.

"It ain't funny! I don't want no cop on my ass!" Our escort left us alone after he 

made sure we got into the trailer.

"What's going on girl?" Francesca asked, puzzled. I didn't know where to start or 

how to explain things. I talked and talked and it felt good. I told Francesca about what my 

dad had done and why he had left home, and how he had showed up last night with gun 

in hand to get Nicky off my back, and about the cops and the lawyer and I talked non-

stop until pass midnight, and I also cried and while still confused about what to do next, I 

felt better. Francesca listened without interrupting me, God bless her, so much patience.

"What are you gonna do about your dad?"

"I don't know." 

We both remained silent for a bit.

"What he done to you is awful."

"Yes it is."

"Can you forgive him?"

"I cannot. It's not that easy."

"I understand. He’s done you wrong, very wrong."

"I don't know if I will ever forgive him. Sometimes I feel nothing but hate for the 



bastard, and other times I feel pity."

Francesca mulled her next sentence.

"I think you need to talk to him and straighten things out ... as much as they can 

be straightened out."

"What should I say to him?"

"Tell him how you feel, but I warn you, it ain't gonna be easy, for neither one of 

you." Francesca paused. "It may take a while before you can confront him and it may 

take a while before he gets the guts to face you. On the mean time, take it easy."

I worked overtime everyday, making money, keeping my frightening loneliness 

away, and trying to keep unsavory memories from bothering me, wondering what to do. 

His card was still in my backpack, where I had put it the first day. He had not made more 

attempts to see me; I figured that the ball was on my side now, and that it was up to me to 

make the next move. I wondered what was going through his head, if he had my doubts 

and fears, or if he didn't give a shit. He had to give a shit otherwise why bother with 

watching the trailer for two days and talking to the cops, and to the lawyer? The old 

routine of what to say to him ran through my head, but this time it was for real, no make 

believe, no theatrical comedies, but the real thing, on the flesh, and I have no script to 

follow, no cue cards, no teleprompter, no microphone in my ear, no nothing. It is just me 

and him, and so much to say but not knowing how to say it, or where to start, and not 

understanding if really is there anything to say, or should it be said at all.

Mom calls and I talk to her. I have said nothing about Nicky and my dad. God 

knows that I don't need to stir her into a pandemonium of worries and old hates. I know 

that whatever happens will have to happen between my father and I. I will tell my mother 

when the time is right, when the storm has blown past, when there is nothing else to be 

done, when only regrets are possible, but nothing can be undone and words cannot be 



taken back. Until then, she is better off left alone and ignorant. This is not her fight.

I hear a knock on the door and this time I checked before I opened it. It was my 

father. Again, my lack of determination had been trumped by my father's decisiveness. I 

opened the door and he handed me an envelope.

"Here is the restraining order, signed by a judge." 

I took the envelope from him. Now I had a chance of looking at him closely. His 

cropped hair had turned gray and his face was old and weathered. His eyes were 

bloodshot behind his glasses. He had lost weight but had not gained strength, like diet 

advertisements may want to convince you with before and after pictures. His skin sagged 

on him as if a formerly fat body had been deflated of flesh. His voice had not changed, or 

if it did, I couldn’t tell the difference.

"Every cop in town and deputy in the county knows about the restraining order, so 

don't be afraid to call them if that Nicky bothers you again."

I said nothing. I should have said thanks, but that is not what I had in my mind. I 

was exhausted from thinking what to say to the man the day I would have him in front of 

me like today, and now was the time, and I had nothing prepared to say. I had given up on 

that idea, on the perfect interview, on the flawlessly said paragraphs full of wisdom and 

righteousness. I just told him whatever came to my mind, whatever the consequences.

"Are you telling everybody that I'm your daughter?"

His eyes told me he was frightened; I finally got a correct reading. 

"Sorry. I know you are ashamed of me but ... nobody knows me as ... you do, so I 

thought I couldn't hurt you by telling people." He looked straight at the floor.

"What I meant was, you were telling people that your daughter got beat up 

dressed like a school girl after biting this asshole's dick, and that is OK with you?" I 

didn't want to lie. There is enough shame to share. He lifted his eyes and looked at me.



"Good Lord Jesus! I wake up every morning and I have to look at myself in the 

mirror and I'm remained of what I'm and of what I did to you and do you think I should 

feel ashamed because that asshole almost kill you?” He stared at me in disbelief. "Ashley, 

I'm the one that is ashamed. You mustn’t'."

"Why dad, why? 

The question came out from inside me, like a bubble rising from the bottom of a 

dark lake, unstoppable on its way up, seeking light and open air. My dad looked at me 

and couldn't answer. I didn't want to cry, I wanted to be strong like an inquisitor, 

demanding and unmerciful, but I cried like a little girl. My dad mumbled and words 

couldn't come to him. Tears welled up on his eyes. He turned away and left in his pick up 

truck. I stood by the door watching his taillights going away through the rows of trailers 

and parked vehicles until they disappeared swallowed by the night.

His card on my backpack was still there. I didn't have the guts to pull it out and 

call him or go to see him on person. Francesca worried about me, and understood why it 

was not easy for me to just take charge and do the things I should do, if I knew what 

things I should do, or if there were such things to do. I just ran back and forth between 

the dining room and the kitchen, loaded with barbecue platters, beef, pork and chicken, 

and pitchers of ice tea, sweet and unsweetened.

It was early morning and I was getting ready to step out of the trailer to walk to 

Bubba's when I heard a knock on the door. It was a young cop. I knew him from the 

restaurant.

"Ma'am, I'm sorry to bring you bad news."

I didn't know what he was talking about, and he could see it on my face.

"Your dad ma'am, he committed suicide last night." The color went off my face. 
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The world as I knew was turned upside down. What mattered yesterday today was 

naught. What the hell was he thinking? I raked my brains thinking of anything that I 

could have said that would have stopped him from doing himself in, or maybe I did say 

something that made him do it, or maybe there was nothing I could have say or not say 

that would have made a difference. Just my mere presence was enough to push him over 

the edge. I don't know. What a fucked up deal, after all these years, with so many things 

unsaid, and the bastard puts that bullet with his name on it right through his skull, 

depriving me of ... something. A father? Revenge? A chance to forgive? I have no idea, 

and I will never know. What a dumb fuck he was but I also miss him and I hate myself 

because somehow I knew I was guilty of his demise. I didn't cry for him; I was upset and 

my stomach churned, but I couldn't cry for him, not after what he had done, but I was not 

happy about his death either. Again, I was left confused and angry.

I was still in the same sour mood sitting at the trailer when Francesca showed up, 

all dressed up.

"We need to go to your dad's service."

"I'm not going. Let the asshole burn in hell." I said it but I wasn't sure if I mean it.

"You only got one daddy and you can only bury him once. You'll regret it the rest 

of your life if you ain't there to see him go. I don't care if you spit on his grave, but you 

need to be there"

I couldn't argue with her, so off we went to the funeral home where somebody, 

somehow had been taken care of business because I had not moved a finger about this 

funeral affair. To my surprise the place was full of people, too many people to just be 

coworkers. There were black people and white people, the whites mostly rednecks in ill 



fitting suits, and whole families, and almost everybody in there I had waited on at 

Bubba's so everybody knew who I was even though I didn't know who they were. They 

had a place reserved up front for the family, who was only myself, with Francesca next to 

me. Every row behind us and on the sides had people on it. The service was nice and the 

eulogies from what to me were strangers sounded sincere and heartfelt. My father had 

indeed turned out to live a respectable and decent life after all, or at least had managed to 

give such impression. They buried him under a big Spanish Oak. People gave me their 

condolences and I behaved as a true lady, in part because I didn't fall to pieces bawling 

like an idiot and because I didn’t stood on his grave and spit on it, like Francesca was 

afraid I was gonna do. For once in my life I behaved like a mature person and hid my 

confused feelings as best as I could, passing them as grieving. Maybe I was grieving; it's 

just that I have never done it before so I didn't know how it felt.

As Francesca and I were getting ready to leave the cemetery, Mr. Fraser 

O'Conelly, the lawyer, caught up with us. After the mandatory condolences and niceties 

he asked me to stop by his office.

"Your father left me instructions that you need to take care off."

Once in Francesca's car, I asked her, "What the hell he meant by that?"

"I dunno. Just talk to the man and see what's going on.”

Next morning I sat in his office, across his desk.

"I'm afraid your dad planned his suicide rather meticulously, and I didn't catch on 

what he was doing until it was too late. I'm sorry."

"I don't think there was anybody who could have stopped him," I said.

"That's true. Once a person makes up his mind about stuff like this, is a done 

deal."

He gave me a stack of legal papers. "Your father made a will and left everything 



he had to you. The only exception was his Chihuahua dog. He asked a friend of his to 

take care of the little mutt."

I didn't know what to say. Mr. Fraser proceeded to give me key sets and bank 

account statements, and reams of paperwork and all this time I just followed through the 

proceedings like if I were a robot, wondering how I got to be were I was sitting at right 

now. After I had a good stack of paper he said that we were squared away. Legal fees and 

funeral fees and anything else had been take care by my father. The sonofabitch knew 

how to do himself in without any fuzz.

"Regarding this individual that beat you up, the prosecutor is taking him to court."

"Do I have to testify in Nicky's trial?"

"I'm almost sure that he and his lawyer will work out a deal. I doubt it will end up 

in front of a jury."

I could imagine how a public trial was the last thing that Nicky wanted, with 

display of color pictures of his thing with teeth marks around it, as exhibit "A", and trying 

to explain his fantasy for little girls. As I know rather well, these things are kept in the 

family.

"I got this envelope that your dad requested to be given to you if something ever 

happened to him." Mr. Fraser held a manila envelope bulging with something. The 

outside had my name written on it in big, block letters, the handy work of a draftsman. I 

took the envelope from him and put in on top of the stack. When I was getting ready to 

leave, Mr. Fraser said to me, "Your father was a good man. He will be missed." I 

responded with a polite thank you. There was no point to argue, and I had no desire to do 

so.
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I got keys to my father's pick up truck and to his duplex and others I have no idea 

what they are for. I had to ask Francesca to come with me to check things out, as I didn't 

feel courageous enough to go through his things. He had left me a substantial amount of 

money, even after the IRS had taken a good chunk out of it. Despite my sudden riches, I 

was not happy about the way things had turned out. Being in a daze, numbed and 

confused, is the best way to describe how I felt. The big manila envelope remained 

sealed. I have no idea what was in it, and I was afraid of what may be in it. I needed to 

gather my wits before I could tackle it. I felt that, with Francesca by my side, it would be 

easier to just get the truck and give the duplex a quick look. As much as I wanted to get 

the hell out of Pam's place, there was no way I could move into my father's place, full of 

his things and smells and fingerprints and who knows what else; there was no way I 

could do that.

Just driving my father's truck gives me the creeps. I'm sure that I will get used to 

it; I don't have a choice. He kept it rather clean so his presence is not overwhelming. Still, 

I cannot help cringing when my hands grab the steering wheel and I know my father's 

palms had sweat over the same place, or that I'm sitting where he used to sit. A dead man 

cannot hurt me, I repeat that phrase over and over in my head, but if I really believe it, 

then I wouldn't have to repeat it to myself as there is no point in convincing the true 

believers.

His place was small and neat. I almost freaked out being in there, the smell of the 

place, so much like him. I didn't dare to open any drawers or look through his things. 

Francesca stood by my side and never said a word; she just followed me around like a 

bodyguard and that gave me the valor to finish my cursory inspection. The most 

disturbing thing was a picture of mom, him and I, right on top of the TV, back in happier 



days. I couldn't figure out why he had kept it, or why he had put it in such prominent 

place. I must have stared at that picture long enough because Francesca tugged at my 

sleeve.

"You OK?"

I nodded. Once outside his place a big weight came off my back and I was able to 

breathe again, as if I had had to hold my breath during my visit, which I didn't do, but it 

felt that way.

"I have no idea what to do next," I said.

"Too many things have happened in a hurry."

"I don't know. One moment I want to leave this town, but I don't know where to 

go. The next I want to stay but I don't know what for."

"Time will let you see things the way they are."

****

I needed to wait for the waters to recede so I did the unusual. Despite my father's 

money, I went back to Bubba's next day as a way to keep my mind from churning like a 

crazed hamster in a rolling cage, spinning and spinning with no purpose. Caffeine and 

nicotine were still my friends but booze and crank were out, but I cannot deny that I had a 

craving for the first and a strong urge for the later. I held them off knowing that right now 

I didn't need more crap in my life, that being clean was a requisite to let me see through 

the maze of my life so I could find my way out. I had no idea if there was a way out, if 

such search was just my Holy Grail, and frankly, are we like mice looking for a way out 

in a labyrinth that has no exits? I may spend all my life looking for an exit door, for that 

something that I cannot define and I don't even know if it exists.



16

The morning was haze free with no clouds and a smell of pine came from the 

woods surrounding the cemetery. I had parked within sight of my dad's grave, but I had 

no intention of stopping by. Let him rot in peace. I had come here to open the big 

envelope. Don't ask me why this place. Why not? I wanted to be outside, away from 

enclosed spaces and this had seemed like a quiet place to do it. I suspected that there 

would be a letter from my father, perhaps explaining why he had been such a fucked up 

individual, and why he had opted out like a coward, his usual modus operandi. I couldn't 

guess why there was such a bulky stack of paper in the envelope; at least if felt like paper. 

My stomach had turned into a knot by the time I ripped the envelope open.

Dear Ashley,

This will be the hardest letter that I will ever write. It already took me half hour to decide 

if I should use the word "dear" to start the letter with.

By the time you read this I will be out of the picture. This was due a long time ago, but I, 

being the coward I'm, have been postponing it.

Let me start by saying this, I'm sorry. I screwed up my life, your mom's and your own. I 

caused all this suffering because of my addiction to filth. I cannot make excuses for it, 

and I won't; that is whom I am; that is the way I'm built. The defects of my persona are 

many and evil, and I have tried to cope with them as best as I could, and rather 

unsuccessfully, even thought I know that I could have done far more harm, so there is a 

small consolation in there for me, the fact that I'm a closet monster and not a public 

enemy. The damage I did to you was the worst that I ever made to any human being. You 

were the first and the last. I don't expect kudos because I never hurt anybody else, but at 



least I was able to show restraint, albeit too late.

I can say, I can holler, how sorry I am. It doesn't matter. The damage is done; lives have 

been changed. 

I thought that I would die without ever seeing you again. When I knew you were in town, 

I felt it was not coincidence, and it made me happy that you were trying to find me, and 

at the same time it planted the greatest of terrors in my heart, not knowing what to tell 

you, not knowing how to make up to you, which I knew I would never be able to do.

My sorry life will soon be over and it will be good riddance. I don't want you to have to 

see my face again, asking me questions that I know you deserve answered. I lack 

explanations. I have plenty of daily remorse, but even that has not been enough to keep 

me away from the filth up to this day.

I give you everything I have because it's righteously yours, not because I'm trying to buy 

your pity or forgiveness. I expect neither. 

There are two things I will ask you, and it is up to you to hear me or not. First, watch out 

for your addictions. If you are anything like me, your addictions will destroy your life. 

Mine was pornography. I have an idea of what yours are. Please, listen to this old fool 

and take heed. Seek the aid of those who are willing and capable of helping you defeat 

your vices. I tried alone and failed.

Second, there is a computer in my place, and inside the gun cabinet there is a stack of 

CD's. They are full of unspeakable filth. It has never left the four walls of this room, and 

it never needs to. Please, take this computer and the CD's, and the shotgun in the cabinet, 

go to the woods and blow everything to bits and burn it to the ground. Have I done this at 

the beginning, I would have watched you grow into a woman, and perhaps I would have 

been there for you when you needed me the most. But I was a weasel and a coward and 

up to this day, I still cannot bring myself to destroy the filth that ate me from the inside 



out. Even as I burn in hell it would give me great pleasure to know that my library of sin 

has gone up in smoke, forever, and more so at your hands.

I wish things had been different. I cannot go on like this, suffering both the guilt and the 

remorse and yet unable to stop watching and seeking the filth that fuels more guilt and 

remorse. I saw you one more time and that made my happy. I pray that you will do well, 

and now I feel I can go and face God and take my punishment as deserved as there is 

nothing else for me to live for.

Enclosed is a diary that I wrote during that hateful time in Dallas when I became the 

monster that I'm now. It is not an easy read. You may not have the stomach to finish, if 

you start at all. I'm sure you want explanations. I don't have any that make sense. This 

diary is not my way of seeking an excuse or a ticket to my redemption, because there is 

none. Perhaps by reading it you can understand my failings somewhat better, and what 

was in my head. I had my doubts about giving it to you, but I concluded that you were the 

only person in this earth that had the right to see it. Judge me as you see fit. This is what I 

am.

Your father, who still loves you like a father, as unbelievable as that may sound.

17

Francesca and I unloaded my father's computer and his collection of CD's from 

the truck and placed them into a pile at the bottom of an abandoned sand pit. Junked cars 

and white goods littered the place, all riddle with bullet holes. I loaded the double barrel 

shotgun and blasted the pile. The monitor exploded and bits of glass flew everywhere, 

and I couldn't care less if a glass shard came my way. I don't remember how many more 



times I reloaded and fired but when Francesca poured the gasoline, a shattered pile of 

plastic and boards lay on the ground and my shoulder hurt. I lit the fire with a match from 

Bubba's and the whole thing went up in a big whooshing sound. We watched the pyre 

belching black smoke and heard the computer guts crackle and pop as my father's filth 

melted into a dark blob. I do wish he had done this many years ago in Dallas, but as my 

father had written, if drunks would just empty their bottles down the drain, alcoholism 

wouldn't be cured overnight. At least my father would get a good kick out this from his 

place in hell.

18

I have read Mr_X's diary. My father was a sick man. I don't condone his sickness, 

but I understand it, and his struggle to overcome it. I wish he had gotten help, but how 

could he ask for help? Hi, I'm a pedophile, and I'm thinking about sodomizing my little 

daughter, would you help me please? I mean, who could have he asked such question? 

Mom? A preacher? A cop? There is no such thing as Pedophiles Anonymous. Admitting 

you are an alcoholic or a junkie or a wife beater is hard enough, but how can anybody 

admit they are revolting pedophiles? I finally cried. I don't know if for my father or for 

myself, or for both or because of the whole fucked up mess. I just don't know. Reading 

his writings have scared the hell out of me because I see my addictions as his, relentless 

and overwhelming, and I'm afraid for myself, for the future. I dread my genetic weakness 

and where it is going to take me. I cried on Francesca's shoulders, and it felt good to have 

somebody to hold you while you are scared out of your wits about your inherited messed 

up personality. I don't want to be like my father, hiding away, living a lie, feeding my 

obsessions in the dark behind locked doors. I want to get clean and get my shit together 



and I'm getting help, from Francesca, and I will ask for help from Mom, from 

professionals. The lonely path does not work in my family.

I don't know if I will ever forgive my father. Maybe he is right, there is no point to 

it. I'm driving back home to see mom. 

"Whose truck is that?" She will ask.

"Dad's" I will say, and then we will have to confront the raw facts, call things by 

their names and deal with them whatever the consequences. We cannot keep on hiding 

things forever until they fester and rot you from the inside out. I will tell her about my 

booze and drug problem, and about my fucked life. I'm not doing this to punish her or to 

make her mad. I don't want to end up hiding things like my father. I'll come back to 

Florida, back to college, back to Bubba's, the only place where I'm able to find my center 

and my common sense, how weird is that? I need Francesca now more than ever because 

I'm afraid of my weaknesses, afraid to the bone, scared to death of my own addictions 

and my feeble willpower. I cannot do this alone.

THE END


